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INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6.
In original wood case.
Containing VCR:97 tube and valves. etc., in
metal case 18in. x 81in. x 71ín. New condition.
CAPRARID
ASK FOR
IA GE
IF /AF AMPLIFIER UNIT.R1355.
Each
es. Dim.
13/11524.
valves, I.F. frequency 7.5 Meas.
18 x 81 x 71ín. Used, good condition (loose
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62.
Containing VCR.97 tube and valves. etc., in stored).
metal case 18 x 181 x 111 in. Used good ASK FOR
22/6 Each
condition.
D /E770B
CARRIAGE

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 611.
In Original Wood Case.
Containing VCR.97 tube and valves. etc., in
metal case 18in. x Bain x 711n. New condition.
D,E7770R ß9i6 Each
CARRIAGE PAID

ASK FOR
D1E774

49 /

Each

39/6

Each

CARRIAGE
PAID

PAID

Receiver Unit 1t3601. Rei. 10D8B6037.
15 valve Radar Unit complete with all
valves, etc., separate R.F. and Power sections 80 v. 900 c /s. In metal case 18in. x
:

9in. a 8in.

ASK F
D1-14930R
Argus 'l'. V.

Reprints

for PrnctiTelevision. Maine Transformers
E.H.T. Transformers
Components
(Tice Lists Free Smoothing Choke
ea

I

-

CARRIAGE

67/6 and 66/- each
50!- and 451- each
... ' .. 15/6 each

Set of Chassis drilled for principal
on request.
...
...
...
... 45/- set
...
The " Beginner's Receiver," modi6 Economy T.V.
fying the R3170A, April to July
and
Mains
Transformer...
00
/551- each
62
Ind.
1
modifying
6
Economy Televisor,
Transformer 49/6 and 87/6 each
Argus Televisor, data and blueprint 2 6 R.H.T.
...
... 7/6 each
Smoothing Choke ...
Beginner's T.V.ion 'Trap Magnet Assembly. Mtg. Surplus.
... 35' -each Type IT6 by Elac for 35 mm. tube neck.
...
Mains Transformer...
,..
... 15'6_ each ASK FOR
2/6
POST 3d.
Smoothing Choke ..
... 9/9 each 13,H919
...
/6
EXTRA
Output Transformer
... 5 ;3 each
...
...
Crystal Diodes
CC1'I CATHODE RAY TUBE
In Original Carton.
Electrostatic Visual Section.
.. 87/6 each Gin. Electrostatic type. Heaters 6.3 v. 0.6 a.
Mains Transformer...
POST
19/6
ASK FOR
E.H.T. Transformer=._ 5C!- end 45'- ea'h
Each
PAID
15 6 fen b D /H529
Smoothing Choka

R.F. Unit
Type 24. In
Original Carton.
Switched tuning.
20-30 Mc.'s with valves,
etc.. in metal case.
dim.: 96 x 71 x 411n.
ASK

22/6

/8500R

Á.8470R

22'6

.

CìYDESDAIE SUPPLY CO. LTD., 2 Bridge Street Telephone SOUTH 2706/9

Glasáow,

POST

Each

I

In Original Carton.
R.F. Unit type 25.
Switched tuning 40-50 Mc/s with valves.
etc.. in metal care, dim. 91 x 71 x 41in.
trenches

C

&

;

PAID

Each

NORTHERN
N0

ARTHURS HAVE IT!
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES AND C.R.T.s.
TEST METERS - AVO-VALVE CHARACTERISTIC
SIGNAL GENERATOR, HEAVY DUTY,

IRREL AND

M

ELEC-

TRONIC TEST, "40" AND MODELS 7 AND 8.
FULL RANGE OF TAYLOR METERS, MEGGERS.
... 628 7 0
...
...
Leak Point One Amplifiers
9 0
9
..
...
..
..
Leak Pre -amplifiers
0
I35 126
One
Point
Leak Vari -slope Pre-amp. for Leak
Leak Tuning Unit
..
"'
3
6
15
...
...
...
Chapman Tuning Units
Connoisseur Two -speed Gram. Motor ... 21 4 03
17
Motor
...
Gram.
Three
-speed
21
Connoisseur
3
Wright & Weaire Tape Deck
0 0
Cossor Double Beam Oscilloscope

Woden Output Transformers
for Williamsons Amplifier ...
LATEST

VALVE

1.

1035
1049

...

... 110
... ISO

...

0

0

6 10

0

MANUALS

5,'- each.
MOLLARD, OSRAM, & BRIMAR No. 5, extra.
MAZDA 21- each. Postage 6d. each
TAPE
RECORDERS
AND
TELEVISION SETS. WIRE
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Terms

C.O.D.

Bor 5933,4 and 4765.

WESTCENT, LONDON."
TELEGRAY,
-"TEMple
CABLES- "TILEGRAY, LONDON."

31/6

50 mfd.-a2 mfd.
m`d.-.01 mfd.
mfd.-.0005 mfd.
READY
FOR USE
THESE KITS ARE CALIBRATED
Each fully variable range separately scaled for direct reading

Megohins- 50.000 ohms.

100,000 ohms -1,000 ohms
1,000 ohms -10 ohms

I

.01

I.F. ALIGNER KIT 15/Tunes over 465 Kc /s range of I.F. frequencies.
PRE -TUNED READY FOR USE
Post

TELEGRAMS

BOOST CHOKES
VIDEO CHOKES
SCRATCH FILTERS
R.F. COILS:
SMOOTHING CHOKES
AUDIO, R.F.
WHISTLE FILTERS;
IN
GEjtERAL
A.C.
INDUCTANCES

RES /CAP. BRIDGE KIT
5

atig44.44/61;'is
ARTHUR GRAY, LTD.
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray Hour:,
150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

TREBLE AND BAS;

20 M/Hy.-400 MjHy.
400 M/Hy.-8 Hy.
5 Hy.-100 Hy.

OR CASH with order end subject to price
citerations and being unsold.

PROPS:

42/6

INDUCTANCE BRIDGE KIT
50 u/Hy.-1,000 Li Hy.
1,000 u¡Hy.-20 M/Hy.

&

pocking 1/6

in

Cash with Order or C.O.D.

each case.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS & DIASIMPLE ASSEMBLY.
ALL KITS ARE SELF-CONTAINED
GRAMS.

RADIO MAIL

4,

Illustrated Leaflets

RALEIGH STREET,

on

NOTTINGHAM
request.
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THESE STANDARD

WIDE

ANGLE

COMPONENTS ARE

USED IN THE
" TELEKING " AND
SUPERVISOR "

Also

for the

to 14" or

conversion

17" C/R tubes

of all popular home -built
televisors.

From at! leading Stockists

ALLEN
COMPONENTS LIMITED
Crown Works, Lower Richmond
Rd., Richmond, Surrey
Telephony: Prospect 9013

Send 9d. and stamped addressed envelope for Circuit
Diagram

TELL\1SION AERIAL COMPONENTS

Tan ISIO.N

3 NEW

IT'S

RECEIVERS OF
EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL PRICE

CHEAPER TO MAKE YOUR OWN
TELEVISION AERIAL
We can supply parts enabling you to make an aerial
to standard design, or to suit your own ideas.
14ft. 16 S.W.G. tin. HIGH TENSILE ALUMINIUM
POLES. 47'6. C. and P. 3/6 extra.
iiin. 18 S.W.G. D/H ALLOY TUBING (lengths as
required). 10d. per ft.
lin. 18 S.W.G. D/H ALLOY TUBING (lengths as
required). 1 /4A per ft..
"iNSULATORS.
Unbreakable, waterproof (standard). 6'9 each.. For " In Line " Aerials. 8/9 each.
MAST HEAD MOUNTING. 2in. fitting, streamlined casting. 816 each.
AS ABOVE.
lin. FITTING. Streamlined casting.
6/-' each.
REFLECTOR AND DIRECTOR ROD HOLDERS.
High Quality Alloy Casting. 3/9 each.
BRACKETS. HEAVY DUTY, DOUBLE LASHING. Improved type, complete with fittings. 45% -.
C. and P. 2/6 extra.
AS ABOVE. SINGLE LASHING, I.IGHTWEIGHT.
lin. Pole fitting. 27/6. C. and P. 2/- extra.
Packing and Postage 1/6 extra, except
C.W.O.
where stated.

TV.5.ITCONSOLE
A

liin.

Telel

i.iII

tin! -ta.

e

Iam_..I

a
very
veneered walnut icaldlieI
high, tufn. wide and
It valves. AhmdW:1
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79 guineas

tine. P. T..al.

TV.5.14" CONSOLE
in, hI
Tae uhl.
arllc
similar in alil.sts. t- . l
..,
Iiinil
(he slightly a,saller
`

Pal

ICI

Price 69 guineas line. P. Tar.
Both models are available in
Chassis corm.
:

TELE-GRAM

r..artut- similar ir epeellhntin
to the Tv.s. I}in. t,,r.,,,t. nia model na, the novel addition ut the
blest threeapeed relord pl1c,,. 4,111eded Innr:ith a spring up Ii,L
Price

:

.

:9 guineas (Ine.,P. Taa).

A jiMISTRO11 G T£t.LVS/ON CO. LTD.
WARLTERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
Telephon. NORth 3213 /4.

FRINGEVISION
ANGEL

WILTS.

YARD

WORKS,
'Phone

:

LTD.

MARLBOROUGH,
Marlborough 605.
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ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
These abbreviated ranges of two popular types are representative of the wide
variety of T.C.C. Condensers available.

'LECTROPACK' ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
Cap. ,.F.

Peak

Wkg.

Length

Dia.

Type No.

in.

CE34HE
CE37LEA
CE34PEA

OIL

2 ;in.

275
350
450
450
350

8-32
60-100
8 -16
32 -32
100 -100

4

;in.

22in.

I

Igin.

4,in.

MICROPACK

in.

1

4 ;in.

thin.

CE37PE

CE36LEA

in.

I

ELECTROLYTICS

Ali Aluminium Construction

100

6

25
50

t2

12

2
4
e
4

lin.

-in.
lain.

tin.

2in..

-;

Type

;in.
¡in.

CE32A
CE31B

sin.

CE 18C

in,
in.

CE32D

din.

CE3IG
CEI8L
CEI9P
CEI3P

I

1

500

THE TELEGRAPH
Radio Division:

l'in.

Tin.
l'in.
Lin.

25
50
150
200
350
450

32

Regd.

Dimensions
Length
Dia.

Wkg.

Cap. ,1F.

I
I

CE 19F

ìn.
in.
in.

CONDENSER CO.

North Acton, London, W.3.

LTD.

-1

Tel: Acorn 0061

Your set deserves a Mullard Tube
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If you

are building a television receiver, leave nothing to chance : choose a Mullard Tube.
Mallard Television Tubes owe their high reputation for performance. reliability and LONG LIFE to
the unrivalled facilities for research possessed by Mullard ; to the complete control of manufacture from
the production. of raw materials to the completed product ; and, in particular, to the ion -trap. which
safeguards the screen from damage by heavy negative ions produced in the region of the cathode.
Tubes available for home construction include
MW3I -74 12-inch grey glass screen
9 -inch screen
MW22-16
MW4I -I
16 -inch screen, metal cone
MW36-24 14 -inch grey glass rectangular screen

:-

Mulland
MULLARD

LTD., CENTURY

T/V TUBES
HOUSE.

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2

)
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for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
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The Interference Problem
THE greatest problem associated with television to -day is not concerned with
transmission or reception as such ' but
with interference caused by electrical apparatus
such as the ignition system of motor cars, hair
dryers and vacuum cleaners. As from July this
year it has been made compulsory to fit suppressors to all new motor cars, but as there are
more old cars than new on the road, this move
can only be considered as a partial measure.
Bearing in mind the cheapness of suppressors
it is surprising that the Act was not framed to
make it compulsory for all motor cars to fit
them. Owners of TV receivers are always
complaining about interference, forgetful of the
fact that their own receiver may be interfering
with the broadcast reception of their neighbours.
This form of interference is far more widespread
than is generally supposed. For example, in the
last issue of the " General Post Office Return of
Interference Complaints," radiation from television receiver timebases heads the list of
offenders, after inefficient aerial and earth
systems, or interference due to loose wiring in
the house or to receivers which are themselves
faulty -the well -known causes. Owners of TV
sets who complain of interference are therefore
urged to make quite sure that their receiver is
not interfering with broadcast reception.
We are glad that the R.l.C. has appointed an
Interference Suppression Sub -committee who
are embarking on a campaign to reduce interference with broadcast reception and particularly
interference caused by timebases. We give our
support to it and urge every one of our readers
to ascertain whether their sets are offending in
this respect.
It must not be inferred from this that home constructed television receivers as such are more
liable to give rise to this form of interference
than commercial receivers. There are between
300,000 and 400,000 home -built. TV receivers
in this country at the present time. Most of
them are well designed and those parts which
are prone to cause interference are well shielded.
All of the receivers sponsored by this journal
have been laboratory- tested to ensure that they

are interference free. You will be helping the
R.I.C., if you are operating a home -built

receiver, by ensuring that all parts likely to give
rise to interference are properly shielded. The
operation can be simply and quickly carried out.
The British Standards Institution have appointed a technical committee on radio interference suppression and a sub -committee on radio
interference susceptibility of receiving equipment.
Its report examines the problems very thoroughly
and we hope to publish it in a later issue.

Slot- machine TV Films
IT is obvious that TV is affecting the cinema,
some hundreds of which will have to close
in this country alone unless counter-measures
are taken. Hollywood has already embarked
upon a militant campaign to offset the competition of the new form of entertainment. The
system is known as the Tele -Meter under which
you pay as you view. We are told that all a
viewer does is to drop a prescribed fee in a box
attached to his TV set. This resembles the
Phono- Vision system demonstrated many years
ago in which you dialled the telephone company
to ask for a particular picture. The operator
then plugged you into a film broadcast to your
home set. The telephone company put the
charge on your monthly telephone bill. The
experiment was entirely successful but it failed
to attract the support of the telephone companies and Hollywood itself turned the idea
down. No doubt now it bitterly regrets it.

TV Aids the Police
FOR the first time in the history of television
the screen was used to show a picture of a
man whom the police are anxious to trace as
possibly being able to assist them in their
inquiries into a murder case. This was on
Thursday, 1st October.
Radio was first used in the same way in tracing
Crippen and Ethel LeNeve who had fled the
country by boat. The captain of the ship
recognised them from the broadcast description
and they were arrested as they disembarked.

F.J.C.

-
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FINAL DETAILS OF OUR NEW
RECEIVER,

LATEST

THE

VARIOUS points were raised by readers who
visited our stand during the Radio Show, and
queries were asked regarding the construction and use of this receiver, which many saw
working after the electricians had- finally provided
us with a power supply on the 'stand. One of the
queries concerned the base connections to the valves,
as references to B7G and similar holders confused
quite a few constructors. Accordingly, we give on the
opposite page a chart which not only giyes the pin
connections of the various valves used in this receiver
but also the valve base with the official designation.
Another point concerned the blueprint which will
subsequently be issued, and several complained that
they did not like the long lapse of time between the
publication of details in our pages and the issue
of the appropriate blueprint. There is a reason for
this delay and it is this. On publication of the
appropriate data in the pages many readers will proceed with construction. Those who cannot work from
the small diagrams and are not sufficiently familiar
with circuit diagrams, etc., must wait for a full -size
blueprint. Obviously, therefore, this group of con structors.will be unable to unravel any slight difficulty
or obscurity in the wiring plan, whereas the more
experienced who can work from a theoretical diagram
may come across small details which, whilst perfectly
clear to the designer, need stressing or emphasising
to the constructor who is following the article. Such
points, if they arise, can, if a period is permitted to
elapse before the final blueprint is prepared, be
incorporated in .the blueprint and thus the beginner's

TOGETHER

WITH

IMPROVEMENT

problems are solved for him. Another point which
sometimes arises is that a large number of prospective
constructors ask for some change in the circuit and
the change, if thought desirable, can be incorporated
in the blueprint.
,

Flyback Suppression

Such a change has arisen in connection with this
receiver. Many visitors to the show asked whether
the design incorporated frame flyback suppression,
which was a feature emphasised on a numb& of
stands. In the prototype this feature was not introduced, but it appears popular experiments hate
been carried out to see the simplest form of introducing
it, and it has been found possible to give suppression
in a most simple manner in this particular design.
All that is required is a .002 pF condenser (ordinary
paper tubular of 500 v.w.), which is connected
between the anode of the frame output valve and
cathode of the picture tube. This feature will, therefore, be included in the final blueprint, although it
will not be found in the wiring diagrams already
published. It may be wired at any convenient point,
either on the tube valveholder, or under the chassis.

Working Voltages
Another query which was raised concerned the
publication of test voltages in our designs. We are
of the opinion that these can often be of more trouble
than use, as they will vary with the normal tolerances
of components, valves, etc., as well as with the type
of test -meter which is used. It should be remembered
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that normally resistors will have a tolerance of 20 set to the 10,000 -volt range. The better the meter
per cent. unless a lower tolerance is specified, and the higher will be the reading, and vice versa.
where two resistances occur in a circuit taking current
(the anode load and decoupler resistors in any valve
5
7
Pin No.
2
3
4
6
8' 9
circuit, for instance), the two resistors may both be
high to the limit of that tolerance, or both low, or
VI
120
125
one high and the other low. Where the current in the
175
175
circuit is of any magnitude, therefore, there will be V2 ...
160
175
V3
...
three different readings possible, and according to the
150
150
V4 ...
values of the resistors and the current flowing the varia150
V5 ...
ISO
tions may be quite considerable. Furthermore, the
110
100
V6
...
valves themselves are subject to variation which will
135
V8
... 50
still further tend to provide a variation in the reading,
VIO
175
135
...
and the meter which is used may have an internal
70
VII ...
resistance of 500 or 50,000 ohms per volt to provide
V12 ...
169
150
yet another variable factor.
30
30
30
V13 ...
Provided, therefore, the constructor bears all these
50
V15 ... 50
factors in mind and regards any published figures as
V16 ...
220
200
being only a guide, we give a list of the voltages
115
V20 ... 175
measured on the prototype at the points indicated.
The meter used by us had a resistance of 10,000
ohms per volt, and unless a note is given to the con- These readings were taken with Focus controls midtrary, the meter was set to the 500 -volt range. The way, and Contrast and Sensitivity Controls backed
reading will, of course, vary on the same meter if right off. No other voltage; should be measured.
1

---

87G

89A

BZQ

2
3
4
S

/

077
K/

/

G

e

A2

2

H

3
4

H

3

H

4

3

K
H

A

5

A
G2

5

H
H
K2'

6

S

7

A/

6
7

2

7
G2

4

5

H
D/

02
A

2
3
4

-Anode

D -Diode

G -Grid

GI

3

H
H

6
7

8

H- Hooter K- Cathode

2

A2.

8

H
KG3
G/
H
G2

TC

A

5
7

82G

604

6CD6

A/

K/

S

9
A

/NT OCTAL

/2407

01477

/

6
7

N78
G/
KIG3

G/
K
H

-

/NT OCTAL

277
/

-

---

3

K

/

A

5

A

2

fIK

7

H
H

3

H

8

DUODEïAL

R/2

CAT

/

H

2

G/

/O

G2

/2

H

//

MC

K
A

G2
K2

H(ctl
MC- Meto cone S-Screening

cot

- Centre top

Valve base data for all valves in the Super- Visor.

B B

C New Mobile Units

THE British Broadcasting Corporation has ordered
four complete television outside broadcasting
units from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.
It is the largest single order for television equipment
which the Marconi company has yet received from

television camera, camera control unit and ancillaries.
There will be separate sound and vision mixers,
and thé sound has been specially designed for use
with television.

Three Cameras
Each of the units will be equipped for any type of
outside broadcast, with five cameras to each, and
with controls and mixers for both vision and sound.
Three cameras will normally. be used for programme
purposes, one will be kept ready as a spare if
needed, and one as a pool of spare parts for
maintenance.
Every channel consists of a Marconi image orthicon

which can easily be cleaned.

the BBC.

Interior of Vehicles
The interiors of these vehicles will be planned to
allow the maximum space and comfort for the engineering and production staff who may have to work
long hours. They will be laid out with this aim in
view, and the walls finished in light- coloured plastic
The new vehicles will be self-propelled with the
body, cab and engine all built on to the one chassis.
They will have an overall length of about "22fí., a
height of 10ft. and a statutory width of 7ft. 6in.

2
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Servicing Television Receivers
USEFUL DATA

ON

THE STANDARD PLESSEY

THIS chassis has been used in various televisors,
such as the Regentone, The Defiant, The
Argosy. It comprises a total of 14 valves in
very efficient circuit arrangements.
Like all modern chassis the superhet principle' is
used, the sound 1.F. being given as 10.5 Mc /s and
the vision as 14 Mc /s. Actual alignment information
will not be given as this is set -up at the factory
and will not require adjustment under normal
conditions. The London frequencies are vision
13.5 Mc, s. and sound 10 Mc¡s.
Vision and Sound Circuits
The aerial is fed to the first LI coil via an attenuator comprising the network- Rl, 2 and 3. In areas
of low signal strength and in the fringe the attenuator
will not be found necessary and can be bridged
out. All three resistors can be taken out and the
tags across which RI is connected should be short circuited. In some cases it will be found that no
resistors are fitted, as these are normally installed,
if required, by the service engineer.
It will be noted that each leg of the aerial socket
is isolated by means of Cl and C2 to prevent the
aerial becoming alive should the mains plug be
connected round the wrong way.
It is as well to point out at this stage that the usual
precautions should be taken when servicing this
televisor as the chassis may be " alive " due to the
method of power supply. No earth should come
into direct contact with the chassis, and the mains
plug should be connector so that the " earth "
side of the mains is the chassis side of the televisor.

Circuit Description
From LI the signal is passed to the first R.F.
valve VI whose gain can be varied by the potentiometer VR4, which is labelled the " R.F. Gain
Control." This is the second preset control on the
back of the chassis.
The output of VI is fed ipto the oscillator and mixer
valve V2 via the R.F. transformer comprising L2
and L3.
The local oscillations are produced in the screened
grid circuit of V2, L4 forming the oscillator coil.
The slug of L4 is available for trimming, access
being gained from the top of the chassis. It will
not normally be necessary to adjust this coil and it
should therefore be left alone except when the
receiver is being converted from one channel to
another.
The output of the mixer contains both vision and
sound signals and these are fed to V3 via the coil
L5. It is at the output of V3 where separation of
the two signals is accomplished, L6 and L8 (with
the coupling coil L7) passing the vision signal to V4 ;
the sound signal developed across L9 is passed on
to the first sound 1.F. valve V7. VR2 in the cathode
circuit forms the contrast control and is brought
out to the front panel.
V4 is the second vision I.F. valve and it has a
rejector coil 110 in its cathode circuit to enable
the correct frequency response to be maintained.

CHASSIS

The output of the valve is fed to the first half of
a 6D2 valve which acts as the detector, via LII
and L13'-with the coupling coil L12.
The signal is passed to the video output valve via
a compensating network of which L14 forms a
part. Direct coupling to the cathode of the C.R.T.
is taken from the anode of this valve (V6), and
across the circuit is connected the second half of
the double diode V5 which acts as a spot suppressor.
The degree of spot suppression can be controlled
by the switch S2 ; it is advised that this switch is
not left in the maximum spot suppression position
as it is inclined to degrade the picture. It will not
normally be found necessjsry to advance the control
beyond the second position except in exceptionally
bad localities.
Tone compensation of the picture is effected by
the switch S3, which varies the capacity across V6
bias resistor. Some increase in gain is effected
when the switch is in its-maximum position though
this will only be required in the fringe areas. Under
normal conditions the switch should be left in the
position of maximum quality.
The first sound I.F. (V7) is also the last, the
signal being passed on to the sound detector V8
via the transformer L16, L17. The first half of the
valve V8 forms the detector, while the second half
functions as a noise suppressor.
The output of this valve is taken via a potentiometer VR.I to the sound output valve V9, which
is a Mazda 6P25 tetrode. VR1 forms the volume
control and is brought out to the front panel ; the
on /off switch is coupled with this control.
The output of V9 is fed to the output transformer
Ti and the secondary of this transformer is wired
to the socket " B." A plug fits into the socket to
take this output to 'the loudspeaker, the other pins
of the socket being used to convey current to the
energising coil.
Sync Separator and Time Bases
The sync separator valve is VIO and it is fed from
the anode of the video valve via the coupling con densor C35. As the cathode of VIO is connected
directly to earth and the anode and screen voltages
are carefully adjusted it is not necessary to have a
separate D.C. restorer as the valve performs its own
D.C. restoration.
Line sync pulses, suitably shaped in the coupling
network, are fed to the line sawtooth current oscillator
VII from the anode of VIO.
VI1 is a Mullard EL38 and functions in a very
efficient circuit. The key of the whole operation lies
in the highly efficient transformer T2, which not only
carries out the functions of building up the sawtooth
oscillations in blocking oscillator fashion but also
provides E.H.T. for the C.R.T.
Oscillations are built up in the grid circuit of the
valve, the time constants of VR5, C43, C50 and R52
determining the frequency of the oscillations. 'VR5
is a variable control and is labelled " Line Hold ".
This is a preset control and is the third control on the
preset panel at the back of the chassis.
%
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The feedback circuit to the suppressor grid via
R67 and VR3 applies correction, and VR3 forms the
linearity control being labelled." Line Linearity "
it is the first control on the preset panel at the back
of the chassis.
It is not possible to obtain control over width by
directly varying the amplitude of the output of V I I
by means of feedback or cathode control because
this would affect the value of the E.H.T. produced
and consequently spot size. Width control is therefore obtained by inserting a variable inductance
directly in the line coil circuit and this forms part
of the transformer unit.
Variation of width is performed by altering the
position of the movable iron slug, access being
obtained at the top rear side of T2.
T2 is overwound in .the popular fashion 'and the
resultant high voltage obtained from the flyback is
rectified by the EY5I diode V I2 which is included in
the transformer unit. C44 is the smoothing condenser and the voltage thus obtained is fed directly
to the final anode of the C.R.T.
Bias 'for the C.R.T. is obtained from the potentiometer network R54, VR6 and R65, VR6 being
variable and 'thus forming the brilliance control.
This control is' preset and occupies position 4 onthe
rear preset panel.
The frame sawtooth oscillator is a multivibrator
using, a duo- triode, a 6SN7 valve. Sync pulses are
taken from the screened grid of the sync separator
VIO via the shaping network. VR8 forms the frame
hold control and it is brought out to a control on
the back of the chassis ; it is not on the preset panel.
It should be noted that the oscillator is of the " distant
control " type. It will not produce a raster in the
absence of a picture signal. The latest model has
been modified so that it is "self- running."
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The output of the oscillator is taken to the frame
amplifier VI4 via the shaping network and variable
control VR9. This control acts directly upon the
input to V14 and consequently forms the height
control. This control, like the frame hold control,
occupies a separate position on the back of the
chassis.
V14 is a Mazda 6LIB and is a triode vape. The
bias is made variable by the control VR7 which thus
alters the operating point of the valve on its characteristic curve, it thereby controls the linearity of
the scan and is labelled " Frame Linearity." This
control is the last control on the preset panel.
The output of VI4 is fed to the frame coils.via
the output transformer T3.
Bosh frame and line coils -mounted on the neck
of the tube are connected to the chassis via a plug
and socket " A."
,

Power- Supply

This follows modern methods by employing direct
rectification of the applied A.C. for the H f. rail.
The A.C. /D.C. principle has, however, been confined
to the H.T. supply as the heaters are fed by melons
of a separate transformer, a single item providing
current for the C.R.T. as well as for the rest of the
valves, though the C.R.T. supply is effected on a
separate winding.
C52A!B are the smoothing condensers and instead
of employing a separate smoothing choke the field
coil of the loudspeaker is used.
Fuses are supplied in the main feed to the chassis.
Focusing is accomplished by the use of a permanent magnet mounted on the neck of the tube,
and this magnet is provided with an auxiliary movement for fine focusing which is controlled by a knob
brought out of the back of the receiver.
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Adjustments
As indicated when dealing with the frame oscillator
a " raster " is not produced on the screen unless a
picture signal is being received ; it is necessary,
therefore, to make all adjustments during reception
periods and the best period is during the radiation
of Test Card " C."
Focus

The fine adjustment for focus is made with the
milled knob on the back of the televisor. The knob
should b' turned with care and, if it is not possible
to obtain finely focused lines within the limits of its
travel, the three retaining screws of the permanent
magnet should be adjusted.
The best method of adjusting these is to screw up
or unscrew each screw in turn about three turns
observing the effect on the screen. It is most unwise
to attempt to turn any screw a large number of times,
otherwise the magnet may bear on the neck of the
tube and cause a fracture.
It will be found that the position of the screws
affects the position of the raster and they should
therefore be adjusted not only to ensure correct
focus but also to centralise the raster on the screen.
The frame and line coils should be pushed forward
on the tube neck as far as they will go to ensure
freedom from cut -off.
if the picture is tilted to either side correction can
be made by slightly rotating the line and frame
coils on the neck of the tube.
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should be set so that the picture is correctly resolved.
At the limit it will be fóund that the picture falls
into a series of lines across the screen and the lines
can be gradually resolved into a picture by the
operation of the control. The best position is found
by carefully inspecting the picture so as to observe
that all the lines making up the picture are locked ;
if the line hold is not set quite correctly it will be
observed that the top few lines tend to wander
slightly.
Once set this control requires no further adjustment.
Line Linearity and Width Controls
It will be found that there is some interaction
between these controls. The width is adjusted by
moving the slug in the line transformer by means of
the yellow wire protruding from the top. When
the width has been set the line linearity should be
adjusted to correct any maladjustment in the horizontal appearance of the picture so that neither side
appears cramped.
With the form of control used in this circuit the
interaction is not so great as with some other forms

of control.
It may

be found that adjustment of the width
control causes the picture to collapse into lines.
This should be corrected by readjustment of the line
hold control.
Both picture width and line linearity controls can
be locked once the adjustment has been made.

Frame Linearity and Frame Height
Contrast and Brilliance
These two controls interact with each other
The contrast and brilliance controls are complemen- rather closely, adjustment of the one requiring
tary to each other ; the ideal position of the brilliance readjustment of the other. Careful alignment of the
control is where the raster just disappears from the two controls using Test Card " C " will enable
screen with the contrast control at zero. However, correct height to be obtained without distortion of
this is rather difficult to attain in practice as no raster the top or bottom half of the picture.
is apparent when the contrast control is at zero
only a white line is left on the screen. if this white Frame Hold
line is reduced with the brilliance control until it is
This control requires very careful adjustment to
on the faint side, the contrast control can then be obtain the optimum position for good interlace.
advanced until the picture is received, any further The ideal method is to adjust the control while
adjustment being made with the brilliance control to observing the position of the lines through a powerful
ensure correct ratio between light and shade as magnifying glass. However, generally this is not
indicated on the Test Card " C."
practicable due to the tube face being remote from
It is important to note that the suppressor circuit the control. A near approximation to the optimum
minimum
position
while
adjusting
should be at the
position can be obtained by increasing the height
brilliance as it has some effect on the peak brightness control to maximum, so that the lines of the picture
of the picture.
open out, and then adjusting the frame hold until
Once preset the brilliance control can remain the lines are observed to interlace correctly. The
undisturbed, any further alteration in values of .height control should then be reduced to its correct
picture tone being made by the contrast control.
position.

-

R.F. Cain
In areas of high signal strength it may be found
that, in spite of the attenuators, too much gain is
obtained. In bad cases it will be found that the
contrast control cannot be reduced sufficiently.
To overcome this trouble the R.F. gain control
should be operated and the best position is generally
where no picture is received with the contrast at
zero.

The R.F. gain control also effects the sound signal.
Once set to the optimum position there is no need
of further adjustment of this control.
Line Hold
This control found on the back control panel

Picture Tone
The best position for this control will be decided
by the persc.-tal taste of the user ; some slight increase
in gain is obtained with slight deterioration in picture
quality when the control is at maximum.
Picture Suppressor
This control should be used as little as possible. If
it is really necessary then it should be adjusted while
the ignition interference is present so as to obtain
minimum -sized interference spots consistent with
picture quality. It will be noted that in the limit the
suppression, though very good, will slightly degrade
the highlights of the picture. This is usual with spot
suppressors.
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SERVICEMAN AND STUDENT WILL FIND THIS ARTICLE OF CONSIDERABLE INTEREST
By D. W.Thomasson, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

THÉ circuit shown in Fig.

1

occurs in many

different forms in the timebase section of a
television receiver. It Igoks simple enough,
but the usual academic treatment of its operation
is surprisingly involved. Many people are content
with the knowledge that the capacitance charges
up in " exponential fashion " when the switch is
closed, perhaps noting at the same time that the
voltage across the capacitance reaches 63 per cent.
of the supply voltage after CR seconds have
elapsed.

It is possible to go a lot further into the matter
without bothering about any but the simplest
mathematics, however. One simple rule gives the
key
The voltage on the capacitance is always changing
at such a rate that if the rate were maintained constant
the charging process would be complete in CR
seconds."
The value of CR, found by multiplying the capacitance in farads by the resistance in ohms (or the
capacitance in microfarads by the resistance in
megohms), is known as the time constant of the circuit.
A similar but less well -known rule applies for the
circuit of Fig. 2:
" The current in the inductance is always changing
at such a rate that if the rate were maintained constant
the current would reach the final value in

seconds."
R
inductance
taken
in
henries
is
Here, of course, the
and the resistance in ohms and, once again, the answer
is in seconds.

Practical Cases
How can these rules be used? First of all, make
sure that you understand exactly what they mean.
Fig. 3 shows the general case for the capacitance
charging up or the inductance with rising current.
Time is plotted horizontally in terms of the time
constant, and voltage or current vertically in terms

of the eventual steady value.
Perhaps it will be easiest to consider the specific
case of a supply voltage of 100 volts, a capacitance

of

microfarad, and a resistance of
rregohm,
which will give a time constant of I second. The
vertical scale can now be read directly in volts and
the horizontal scale in seconds.
When the switch is closed, the capacitance being
previously discharged completely, the voltage starts
to rise at a rate of 100 volts per second. Ten milliseconds later (one- hundredth of a second) it has
reached nearly 10 volts, but is now rising at only
90 volts per second, for only 90 volts remain across
1

the resistor, and the rate must be such that these
would disappear in I second.
And so it goes on. The rate of rise slows don n r.ore
and more, and the charging process will al\eeys
appear to be going to be complete in second more,
but neverdoes reach the final value. After the process
has gone on for a full second, the voltage has risen to
63 volts, but after 2 seconds it is only at the 90 volt
level. Three seconds charge bring it to about 96 volts.
It is quite easy to draw the curve on squared
paper by starting with a line from the bottom left
corner to a point CR seconds to the right on the
upper line, then drawing in another line from a point
a little way up the first to a point on the upper line
CR units to the right, and so on. The final curve
is the underside of all the approximate lines. Fig. 4
shows the idea, but more approximate lines would be
needed to give good results.
The curve can be used for any practical case. For
1

example, to find how long it /would take a 0.0.1
microfarad condenser to charge to 70 volts when fed
from a 200 volt source through a 100,000 ohm
resistor, the time constant must first be worked out
(0.001 sec. or millisec.) and it can then be seen that a
charge of 70 volts out of 200 (35 per cent.) will be
built up when the time elapsed is about 0.45 times the
time constant, or in this case 0.00045 sec. (450
microseconds).
Again, an inductance is connected to a 200 volt
supply by means of a 100,000 ohm resistor. What
Percent of V max
(or ! max)
1

i
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be after 2 microseconds if the
inductance is henry ? The final current will depend
only on the resistance and supply voltage, and will
be 2 milliamps. The time constant is 10 microseconds,
and from the curve the current will reach about
18 per cent. of the final value after one-fifth of the
time constant has elapsed. The current will thus
be 0.36 milliamp 4360 microamps). Note that in the
inductive case a large resistance means a short time
constant ; the final current is lower and is. therefore,
reached more quickly. Note, also, that the internal
resistance of the coil or choke must be taken into
account in the value of the series resistance.

will the current
1

Small Changes
In many cases, the period of charge or discharge
is very short compared with the time constant, and
there is no need to refer to the curve at all. For
example, take the input circuit of the commonest
type of sync separator (Fig. 5). The sync pulses
arrive at least every 100 microseconds, and the time
Time
M

constant

r,me

Fig.

4.- Method
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constant
of constructing the curve in Fig. 3.

'

and if the difference between the negative voltage level
from which the rise starts and the bias voltage is
V volts, then V is the source voltage from which the
grid capacitor is being charged through the grid
resistor and the source resistance of the bias supply.
Taking a practical case, the valve may cut off when
the grid is 10 volts below cathode potential, the
oscillation on the grid winding of the transformer
may reach a peak of 30 volts, and the bias supply may
be +50 volts. The grid potential must rise by 20
volts before the next blocking cycle, and is trying to
rise 80 volts. To a rough approximation, the rise
will take about a quarter of the time constant of the
grid components. For a frame timebase the rise must
take about 20 milliseconds. and the time constant
required is about 80 milliseconds (e.g., 0.1pF,
800,000 ohms). For the line timebase the rise must
take about 100 microseconds, and the time constant
must be. about 400pS (e.g., 0.005/4F, 80,000 ohms).
It is interesting to work out how the values required
vary with applied bias, and it is also good practice
in this type of calculation. Don't forget to allow for
the impedance of the bias supply, which may well
make up an appreciable part of the 80,000 ohms
required in the line timebase.
In some circuits the sawtooth voltage is taken
directly from the grid capacitor, a different connection
being used. The amplitude and linearity of the
waveform can be determined from the calculation
outlined above in that case, but in the cireiit shown
the sawtooth is generated separately, and further
calculation is necessary.
The valve is gut off entirely between blocking
cycles, and shows an infinite resistance, so that the
capacitor across the output charges up from the
H.T. supply through the anode feed resistance. With
a line timebase, a 0.1 pF capacitor, and a 100,000
feed resistor, the time constant is 10 milliseconds,
and the capacitor will only charge up by I per cent.
of the difference between the initial voltage and the

constant of the grid leak and grid coupling capacitor
must be large enough to ensure that the bias generated
by grid current does not fall off appreciably during
that period. What components must be used
To begin with, the value of the resistor must be
enough to keep the average grid current within bounds. line voltage.
The signal will have to be large enough in amplitude
When the blocking cycle begins, the valve goes to
to ensure that 30 per cent. of the peak white level cuts the zero grid voltage condition immediately, and then
the valve off. The mean level during an all -white presents a resistance a little higher than its stated
picture will, therefore, be 20 to 25 volts, and it will be anode impedance. For a 6SN7 or 6J5 the effective
unwise to make the grid resistor less than 500,000 resistance is 10,000 ohms, for example. With the
ohms. The time constant with a 0.01 microfarad values quoted above, the time constant is
millicoupling capacitor will then be 5 milliseconds, and second, and if the zero grid voltage phase lasts 10
fall
rate
of
at a
about
the bias voltage will start to
microseconds, the charge on the capacitor will drop
20 to 25 volts in 5 milliseconds, or 0.4 to 0.5 volts by I per cent. If, as is more likely, the grid is at
with
This
is
rather
high,
and
during the line period.
zero volts for only about 2 microseconds, the capacitor
the other values quoted a 0.1 microfarad coupling voltage will drop by only 0.2 per cent. (The small
be
better.
would
capacitor
H.T. feed current is ignored.)
This is a good illustration of the way time constant
methods of calculation make it easy to check the
suitability of _component values. An even more
1

important application arises in saw tooth generators of the blocking
oscillator type (Fig. 6).

The Blocking Oscillator
Immediately after the completion
of the oscillatory cycle, the grid of
the valve is at a negative potential
roughly equal to the peak voltage of
the oscillation across the grid winding
of the transformer, and is starting
to rise towards the standing voltage
applied to the grid return resistor.
This is normally a positive voltage,

Fig. 5. -A sync separator
circuit.

I

piral blocl

ocillator circuit.

i,
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a stable

condition, the rise arid fall must

be

For the 2 microsecond discharge period,
equal.
0.2 per cent. of the capacitor voltage must equal
per cent. of the difference between that voltage
and the H.T. supply voltage. In other words, the
capacitor voltage must be five -sixths of the H.T.
supply voltage.
Definite voltages can now be worked out. Taking
an H.T. supply of 180 volts for convenience, the
mean capacitor voltage is 150 volts. The peak -peak
amplitude of the sawtooth is 0.3 volts, and the
linearity would be excellent, since the rate of charge
would only change by per cent. between start and
finish.
Unfortunately, the output amplitude is too small.
How can it be increased ? By reducing the time
constant ? Yes, but caution is necessary. Suppose
the objective is a peak-peak output of 10 volts. This
will be one -third of the charging voltage-the difference between the initial capacitor voltage and the
line voltage, 30 volts in this case-and the linearity
will be not so good, the rate of rise varying 30 per cent.
/7+ between start and finish.
The mean capacitor
voltage must therefore
be reduced, and this can
only be done by increasing the series feed
1

1

resistance. Suppose we
want a 10 volt peak peak output between
130 volts and 140 volts,

with

a 180

volt supply,

which will give a 20 per
cent. change in rate of
rise over the scan. The
valve, with its 10,000
ohm resistance, must
sawtooth current discharge the capacitor
Fig. 7.
generator.
much during 2
as
microseconds as the anode resistance charges it
during 100 microseconds (98, to be exact).
100
10000
R
x
; each resistor
Roughly speaking,
=

-A

2
50
140
is divided by the charging voltage with which it is

associated, and the time factor is taken into account
by a separate fraction. The result is R = 180,000
ohms, and this value of series resistance will give the
desired output.

Note that this calculation really ought to be
carried out before the calculation of grid constants,
as the mean capacitor voltage will affect the valve
cut -off voltage, which will be given by 1.2 times the
anode voltage divided by the valve amplification
factor. (A useful rule to remember.) Using a 6J5
or 16SN7 the cut -off in this case will be 1.2 x 120
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exceed 20 mA, and a transformer coupling had
therefore to be used to step up the current.
In this type of circuit the valve conducts only
during the flyback, while the current builds up to a
maximum level. The valve is then cut off, and the
current in the inductance circulates through a
shunting resistance, giving the forward stroke.
Assuming that the maximum current reached is
nearly 20 mA, the 'Maximum drop that can be
allowed without excessive non -linearity is about
30 per cent., to 14 mA.
To ensure that the change to the maximum current
is nearly completed, the time constant of the flybackcondition must be not more than a quarter of the
flyback period. To allow a margin the time constant
selected was 2.5 microseconds. giving a flyback
time of 10 microseconds instead of the maximum
15 microseconds. From the second rule, the inductance required was equal to the resistance multiplied
by the time, or 25 millihenries. As such an inductance
is hound to be associated with a measure of internal
resistance, a rather smaller value (about 22 niiit
henries) was chosen for the practical circuit.
To reduce the current by 30 per cent. during the,
scan, the time constant had to be made three times
the scan period, or 270 itS. This meant using a shunt
resistance of about 100 ohms, which was largely
provided in practice by the series resistance of the
loop circuit through the scanning coil and transformer winding, plus an external resistance fox
-

adjustment.
Since the actual current change in the circuit was
only 6 mA, the required 20 mA change demanded ,a
transformer ratio of 10 -3, and this made the reflected

inductance of the scanning coil (13)

or about

times its actual value, which was very nearly 2 m144.
The inductance of the transformer itself was therefore_
made high so that the reflected inductance of the
scanning coil provided the required 22 mH.
The final form of the circuit is shown in Fig. 7
It was not reached without a due amount of trial aric
error, but the figures worked out above gave ar
invaluable guide to the general order of the values
required. The transformer has a single tapped wind .
ing, the section in the middle forming the secondary
the lower two sections together forming the primary}}
and the topmost section being added to allow the
valve to be used as a self- running blocking oscillator
The inductance of this section of the winding wa
made large enough to slow down the blocking cycl
so that it lasted the requisite 10 microseconds.
In all the above calculations it has been assume
that the source voltage is constant. In some cases,
however, the source voltage varies, and some linearit
circuits are good examples of this. They employ two
charging circuits, one charging from the other, or
some arrangement to keep the resistor voltage fairly
constant during the charging process (e.g., the
11

= 8.4 volts, and this value must be used in the grid
component calculations.
" bootstrap circuit ").
Sawtooth Current Generators
The fundamental rules and the basic method of
The circuit of Fig. 2 is the basis of sawtooth constructing the charging curve remain unaltered, but
current generators, and some figures relating to a the approximating lines now have to be drawn to a
low -power generator of this type may be of interest. varying level representing the changing source
The ubiquitous 6SN7 was used, one half forming a voltage. An example of particular interest is that
sync amplifier, and the other half generating a saw - for a sinusoidal input. The resulting curve not only
shows how the charging circuit attenuates the signal,
tooth of 20 mA p -p in the deflection coil.
Fairly good linearity was required, but with but also shows the transient component which dis200 volts H.T. and a valve impedance of 10,000 ohms, places the output sinewave during the first few
the maximum current through the valve could never cycles after switching on.
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An Inexpensive Receiver
COMBINING A "
A SIMPLE

BUT

PYE

"

STRIP,

A 62

UNIT AND A 1355. RECEIVER TO MAKE

EFFICIENT TELEVISION

By T.

RECEIVER

SOME time ago the idea of building a television set
came to mind and, faced with a very limited
amount of cash, I set about searching the surplus
market for suitable material with which to begin.
Three important points had to be borne in mind :
(a) Economy ; I had hoped the total outlay would
not be much greater than £20.
(b) Experience ; I had never tackled television
before, and I had very little knowledge of it. It was
hoped, therefore, to have as little of the detailed
construction work to do as possible. For example,
although I had already built several radio sets, I have
still not discovered the secret of making a neat
soldered joint -the professional type, so to speak.
Coil winding had never been very successful and,
bearing in mind that in television liberties taken in
the construction thereof are likely to lead to all sorts
of trouble, I decided that the conversion of ready
assembled ex- Service equipment would be more
practical and produce better results in the long run.
(c) Time ; Only a limited time was available for
building the set, and this also favoured the use of
assembled units.
I live some 90 miles from the Holme Moss transmitter, and although reception is usually good many
sets employ pre-amplifiers. It was decided at the
outset to use sufficient material in the set to ensure
powerful enough amplification without any further
aids. In doing this I would avoid trying to produce a
good picture without the essential " boost." Hence,
I made sure the units used had sufficient valves to give
the 'required amount of
drive to the tube. At
the same time, for simplicity, it was decided
not to restrict the space
in which the set was
built. Guided by pre-

vious articles in

Almond

H.

the following units of exGovernment equipment were purchased.
62 indicator unit with VCR97 & valves £5 10 0
... 3 0 '0
" Pye " 45 Mc /s strip with valves
1355 receiver -25 R.F. unit with valves' 3 0 0
Other items purchased were :
0 0
...
1 E.H.T. transformer, 2.5 K /Volt
... 2 10 0
I T/B transformer (425-0 -425 v.)
Receiver transformer (250 -0-250) for 1355 I 0 0
I 5 0
3 rectifying valves
10 0
...
...
i Speaker ...
Resistors, capacitors, etc. (approx.) ... 2 10 0
PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
1

1

1

1

1

.

Total (approx.)

...

£20

5

0

The complete units were all brand new, and doubtless economies could be effected by wise purchase of
used material. Since, however, most of the equipment
had to be obtained by mail it was decided to avoid
any risk of receiving faulty material.
The actual conversions of the units were fairly
straightforward and have been already fully dealt
with in previous editions of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.
However, it was found that in my case various
alterations and adaptations of previous ideas produced better results. VCR97 tubes, for example, show
considerable variations in their characteristics, and
living outside the fringe area introduces difficulties
not normally encountered in the service areas.

General Assembly
The 62 unit was completely stripped, with the
exception of the tube and holder and EA50 diode,
and the resistor network at the front of the chassis
with its associated potentiometers. The potentiometers in the metal panel above the tube were
removed, although the panel was retained. On the
left side of the tube, i.e., looking towards the front
of the unit from the back, were mounted the cathode
HT* 450v.

50Kí)

Video to
cathode follower grid

8pF
25KC1

Line
sync.
O -75pF

SPS/

!NE'\
-S
/9

Power

units

behind
speaker

Fig.

1.- Arrangement
the Units.

of

7r

Frame

Video

Phase

Splitter /50
KO

LT+

Fig. 2. -The sync separator
circuit.

1

input

W

uF

Fig. 3. -D.C. restorer and
noise limiter.

.
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follower, sync separator and timebase valves. The
under part of the 62 chassis was completely stripped
and the " Pye " strip fastened upside -down there.
Unfortunately, the chassis was not quite deep enough
to accommodate the strip comfortably, but by
attaching wooden runners of about in. depth to
eithet side of the chassis a space was made which
allowed sufficient clearance below the EF50 valves.
The top of the (.2 case was removed (I _found the
domestic tin -opener ideal for this) and a wooden one
substituted so that the whole unit could be lifted out
easily. A rectangular opening was cut in the rear of the
metal case to allow the various leads from the timebase and C.R.T. network to pass through. The metal
panel above the VCR97 was used to accommodate
the various potentiometers associated with the
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modified. Using the original ci)cgit good interlacing
ensued, but it lacked steadiness. Experimenting with
various circuits I eventually found the most satisfactory to be as in Fig. 2. This is a variation of ä type
used in certain Ferguson receivers. The results are
1

From
detector
anode

timebase.

l

The 1355 receiver and its R.F. unit were placed
underneath the 62 unit, and below that the power
units were housed for the timebase, C.R.T. and
" Pye " strip. I was fortunate in discovering a discarded bathroom stool which was ideal for mounting
the units, arranged as in Fig. 1.
Timebttse

This was the most difficult part of the whole set to be
built, and was conventional as described for the
PRACTICAL TELEVISION " Argus."
However, at first
the results were not too satisfactory and 1 made
various alterations as follows.
(I) The anode load to the line oscillator valve was
reduced to 45 K 9, and the screen resistor dropped to
25 K!2.
Likewise both resistors were similarly
altered on the line amplifier valve. The tube was
rotated through 90 deg. and the connections to the
X and Y plates reversed. These alterations produced
a considerably larger raster.
42) The sync separator circuit was considerably

/ri

2.2K0

From
detector

i

Kñ

Kf)

.

H.F. * 250v.

NT-1-

250v

/pP
From

_/

005

SP6/

/.F

500

D.C.

4.7Kß
Cathode

0.5

follower

-dr

SP6/

LI*
005.

loos
ßíF

LTt
22
/Cf)

Output

=I=

f.)r

SP6/ j

SP6/

._..-___\

1220

-

LTt
-005
"IF

Kn

/

,,4

220
n

Kñ

(a)
Fig.

on time base

8

/K0

11(0

1220

Output go
restorer and'
cathode follower"'

detector

N
,/__w_i__taCh

7

output stage from Pye stPttp
to 6V6.

excellent, the frame holding firm over a wide variation
of the " framehold " control, and a very .steady
interlace is obtained.
(3) The D.C. restoring diode. For this I used half.of
one of the EB34 valves from the 62 unit. The other

/~F

f

4.-Conventional

Fig.

5(a).- Original

50 n

t

(b)

output stage of 1355 receiver and (b) modified output stage showing two SP61. vahee
wired in parallel.
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half of this valve, the second diode, was used in a fairly was arranged to act as a second video output valve
wired in parallel with the preceding valve. Fig. 5.
effective vision noise -limiter circuit (Fig. 3).
(4) The Power Supply. The full size of the raster This was an idea seen in PRACTICAL TELEVISION
was only obtained wheq the H.T. voltage was over 450 and it was found to give a considerably better result
volts. A 425-0 -425 volt transformer was essential, and than when using one SP6I as the video amplifier.
to avoid any voltage drop due to excess current The cathode bias resistor was reduced to 50!2, and
drain, the power to the vision and sound units was two bypass capacitors, a .005 ¡iF and a 25 pF were
taken from sepirate power packs. Some trouble inserted in parallel across the resistor. A 3 Mc /s
was experienced with electrolytics breaking down, boost choke was inserted in the anode circuit.
The EA50 detector valve is already wired to give a
even though they were rated at 550 volts D.C. working, but by inserting 100!2 resistors directly in series positive signal at the anode of the video stage, and
with the condenser leads further trouble has been this was passed on via co -axial cable to the cathode
prevented. The power pack is conventional, although follower in the 62 unit.
one of the 6.3 volt windings on the transformer is
The I.F. coils were stagger -tuned to .enable the
used for the heaters on the " Pye " strip.
required bandwidth to be passed, and a contrast
control of 5,000!2 was connected between pin 3 on
The Sound Receiver
the front right -hand W plug and earth. The switch
For this I decided to use the " Pye " strip. It was on the lower right-hand corner of the front panel
housed upside -down underneath the 62 chassis. By was switched to position " N."
The R.F. 25 unit covers the sound frequency
adjusting the tuning slugs of the coils, the sound
frequency of Holme Moss can be readily tuned in channel, but for vision it was necessary to remove
(little adjustment is necessary). However, for sound one turn from each coil. The first R.F. stage was
alone, it was .decided that 6 EF5Os was far too discarded, the vision signal from the " Pye " R.F.
extravagant, and therefore the first two stages were stage being passed via a 40 pF condenser on to the
combined to amplify both sound and vision channels. tapping of the mixer-grid coil. The 5-position
This was simply a question of adjusting the slugs switch on the unit was retained. It was found that
of the first two grid and anode coils to a position by tuning the unit close to the sound frequency the
where a large amount of the vision signal could be* best definition was obtained, but at the same time a
heard superimposed on the sound signal at the output large amount of interference (mainly from H.T.
of the strip when a pair of earphones were used. pylons in the neighbourhood) was introduced. This
The vision signal was removed at the anode of the interference tended to vary with the weather, but by
second EF50 and passed to the input of the vision arranging the tuning on each position of the switch
receiver by co -axial cable. The last valve of the to be slightly different, a useful form of filter was
" Pye " strip was obviously unsuitable as an audio incorporated. Thus, for example, on position the
output stage, but by changing the anode load resistor picture would probably lack fine detail, but would be
the free from interference, whereas on position 5 the
to 47 K!2 and adding a grid leak of 150 K
signal was amplified sufficiently to drive a 6V6 picture would have more detail, but there would be
output valve connected conventionally, as in Fig. 4, more interference. In dry weather, however, position
and mounted on the 62 chassis.
A description of the " Pye "
VNIVN'
iMll
0/pf
strip has already been given in
21.5 kV wkg
PRACTICAL TELEVISION for use
as the vision receiver. The
modifications carried out to
VCR97
the rest of the strip were similar ;
the sound reject or circuits
become vision rejectors. The
" contrast " control was omitted,
the audio signal being controlled
in the conventional way on the
output valve. As already mentioned, the tuning slugs were
all right for the sound channel.
The H.T. supply was obtained
directly from ; -wave mains
1I
rectification. A suitable smooth250v
ing choke was obtained from
AC
the 400 cycle power unit in the Morns
1

I-- ;o

BIM

1355 receiver.

The Vision Receiver
The modifications carried out
here were as follows. (i) The
Power Pack. The 400 cycle 80
volt power pack was removed,
and a conventional 50 cycle one
inserted in its place on the
chassis.
(ii) The last valve of the
unit (the cathode follower)

X

Fig.

6.- Modifications (shown dotted)

carried out on tube network to reduce
hum on picture.
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5 would give an extremely good picture.
Sound
rejectors proved unnecessary on the vision receiver,
the 2 Mc /s bars being clearly defined on Test Card C,
with no evidence of sound break- through. In passing,
I may say that the interference from the overhead
grid system in our area is considerable, but so far,
despite numerous complaints, nothing seems to have
been done about it.

C.R.T. Network
Like the timebase, the C.R.T. network required
building, and the circuit used closely followed that of
the " Argus." The E.H.T. transformer and rectifier
were mounted on the main power pack, and the heater
leads and E.H.T. negative supply were transmitted
through E.H.T. polythene insulated copper wire.
Sparking plug leads used in motor engines were not
suitable. Although 1 originally used this sort of
cable, I discovered that when the room was in
complete darkness a blue glow could be seen all the
way down the leads, and although it did not appear
to affect the picture it was obviously not safe to use.
I also found that ceramic insulators are not always
reliable, and wherever possible the E.H.T. wiring
was made directly to the tube base. Hum presented
quite a problem. This manifested itself on the
screen as alternate shades of light and darkness.
Many factory built sets appear to exhibit this fault
although it is not always noticeable if the picture is
moderately bright, but strictly speaking there should
not be sufficient hum present on the grid or cathode
of the tube to lock the raster when no signal is
present. In my case it was necessary to use several
capacitors and resistors to eliminate the trouble.
The problem became more difficult because of the
earthed E.H.T. positive, and the fact that the heater
and the cathode of the tube were at a high negative
potential relative to the chassis. However, by
making the following modifications hum was reduced

New Underwater Camera
APERISCOPIC lens has been designed for use
with the Marconi -Siebe, Gorman underwater
television camera which is controlled remotely from
the ship above and can be made to "shoot " -in any
direction within a hemisphere whether the camera
is moving below the surface or not.

Poor Weather Conditions

It overcomes many of the difficulties of televising
underwater when weather conditions are poor and the
apparatus is swinging with the tide, and allows the
camera to scan a large area of the sea bed without
having to move it either from above, or with the aid
cf a diver.
The prototype lens has successfully undergone a
number of tank tests, and Admiralty marine experts
were present on some of these occasions.
In their search for an improvement on the old type
of rigid lens, which could only "shoot" in the direction
cf the camera, the designers studied many optical systems before they found an answer. This even included
the partial dismantling and examination of a periscope
from a former German submarine in Marconi's works
at Chelmsford.
The new lens operates quite simply. The tube
containing the lens arrangements passes through a
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virtually to nil, and the picture considerably improved.
(I) The cathode of the tube was separated from the
heater and connected via a 470 K !2 resistor to the
centre tap of the heaterwincling.pn the transformer.
(E.H.T. cable had to be used.)
(2) A 500. volt D.C. working capacitor was connected between the heater winding centre tap and
E.H.T. negative.
(3) The negative E.H.T. line was passed through a
250 K f2 resistor and decoupled to chassis via a .1
,

,rF capacitor.

Picture Focus
It was found that with the timebase switched off a
truly circular spot could not be obtained on my
particular tube. By experimenting I found that a
small horse -shoe magnet placed at a certain point
on the. mu -metal screen effected a considerable
improvement ; the spot was made circular, and the
resultant picture focus was much better. No doubt
this method of improving picture quality will he
frowned on by the theorists, but in my case it appeaáed
to work satisfactorily.
General
The aerial used is a folded -wave dipole wnn
reflector and director, mounted on a 16ft. pole on
the main chimney. Originally I had used a close spaced H aerial, but the results from the new aerial
have amply compensated for the extra cost involved.
Reception conditions vary from day to day, but
generally speaking the picture I obtain compares
very favourably with most of the factory built 'sets
I have seen. Taking my original factors,.economy,
lack of experience and the time taken to build the
set into account, I have been more than satisfied
with the results. What I had originally thought was
going to be extremely difficult I discovered 'u-as
comparatively simple and absorbingly interesting.

i

,d

brass plate inside the watertight pressure casing,
which is fixed between the front of the 'camera and
the viewing dome. The tube can rotate through a
complete circle ; its " eye " -the front portion
pivoted to the tube and is able to elevate thröligh
90 deg.
In this way the " eye " can be made to look straight
ahead, to the side, or at any angle within this arc: - By

-is

control of both rotatory and elevatory movements,
the lens is adjusted to look in the required direction
within the hemisphere.
These movements are operated by servo-motors
clamped to the brass plate and camera, and controlled
by the operator on board by switches in his control
unit. The unit is connected to the camera through
the watertight camera cable.
Viewing Done
A " fish -bowl

" viewing dome of inch-thick Perspex
now, replaces the former window for viewing. This
has the sane refractive index as water so that it does
not distort the image, and scratches on its surface are
not shown on the monitor screens.
The periscopic lens is part of a scheme to modernise
the whole of the Marconi underwater television
apparatus. Already Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd., the
underwater specialists, have redesigned the pressure
casing, making it smaller, lighter and more streamlined.
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By

Eric Hardy, F.Z.S.

much more detail and reliability
than from samples brought up by
collecting apparatus, and, of course,
a TV camera
can work under
water longer and deeper than a
is
contained
The
camera
apparatus.
television
underwater
The complete
raised and lowered
It
can
be
diver.
in the cylindrical section, while underwater lights are situated in the
more quickly because it does not
tubular construction below the camera.
suffer from pressure changes.
The underwater TV can give viewable pictures by
THE rapid developments in the post -war applicaPyzs underwater TV
tion of electronics to new fields of industry natural light at 80ft. depth.
and research have made underwater television camera operates at 1,000ft., with built -in facilities
the subject of experiment by the fishery authorities for remote control changing of lenses, lens aperture
of several countries. Combined with the extremely and focus, with a visual field up to 70 deg. The
successful use of electronics as depth recorders and image orthicon of the Marconi -Siebe camera is
fish locators and indicators, it has a future with the sensitive enough to get a reasonably good picture by
larger and more extensively equipped trawlers. At the light of a single candle power. It can thus "see"
present, however, its value is considered to lie mainly in light conditions too poor for the diver's eyes, or
in the research work on fish life. The fishing industry those of a man in a bathysphere to function properly.
The Scottish Marine Biological Association is
in Britain and America is closely following this
application of electronics in Canada, Germany, using an underwater TV camera of the CPS Emitron
type, made at the EMI Research Labs. under a
America, Russia and other countries.
The chief difficulty facing its use to locate fish shoals Government grant. It is mounted in a strong steel
is that at present the fish have to be comparatively case with a glass window in front of the operative
near to the boat to be seen, and they can be picked lens. The camera cable is brought through a waterup there on an echo sounder or the German Fische- tight gland through the steel cover-plate. The idea
Lupe or fish lens. The Marconi -Siebe Gorman of underwater TV was first mooted scientifically
underwater television camera, in a pressure, case and in 1939, although not until the 1951 Affray affair
gantry with eight adjustable lamps, the camera itself was it eiven prominent practical test.
able to swing through 90 deg. vertically, is the type
which has been used successfully to screen fish such Applications
The applications of TV to fishery work are rather
Ever since TV
as dogfish swimming at 210ft.
was used to locate the lost submarine Affray, fishery more specialised than the use of TV in ship salvage
biologists have been seeking possible uses for it to and harbour repair work. In the latter its success
study the action of various designs of nets and trawls lies mainly in its advantages over the diver's limitaunder water. There, it is essential to see the position tions. In the former it depends upon how much
taken up by the gear in operation, which is at present more efficient it is than the present apparatus used
carried out with underwater film cameras-how the for bringing samples of marine life and sea -bed to
lines behave and the shape of the meshes during a the deck for laboratory study ; how much better
trawl. Also the behaviour of fish in the nets and than going down into the limited depths available
normally in the sea, their spawning and shoaling for working like Prof. Beebe in his famous bathyactivities, and the identification of fish previously sphere ; also in being able to identify fish better
than echo sounders and electronic Fische- Lupes.
located by echo sounding recorders.
This would mean that instead of waiting to develop All this it must do in a way to repay its heavy cost
an underwater film, or descending in the limited in an industry which so often loses money.
It has its use for the exact charting of new fishing
use óf a bathysphere or pressure chamber, fishery
biologists could sit in the cabin of a research vessel grounds like those now being explored off Greenland
and choose the type of gear in accordance with the and in colonial waters. It has been advocated for
the study of the extent of oyster and scallop beds, the
sea floor screened before them, or locate obstructions
like rocks and wrecks before a trawl is caught in most valuable of the shellfish, and especially to
them. Material has been studied on the screen in study the way in which a trawl of any design moves
.

.

.
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whilst working under water. It could overcome some
of the difficulties of this study which was begun some
time ago with frogmen filming the trawl in action.
The German Elac Fische -Lupe, or fish -lens, linked
to an echo sounder, is not, of course, television
but á " light-sounder
using the cathode -ray tube
is its essential component. It can follow the lowering
of 8in. dia. glass trawl -floats on a line down to the
bottom at 60 fathoms, and two small piked dogfish
could be separatelq identified down to 20 -25 fathoms.
This fish detector sends out to the sea -bed sound
impulses like eçho sounders, receiving the reflection
from the sea -bed or any intervening shoal of fish.
It does not "` see " the fish like a TV camera, but
instead of recording the reflected sounds as a tracing
on a paper, it shows them tat a light trace corresponding on the scale to the depth of the fish. It can
then be focused on a horizontal stratum of water
where the .fish are -swimming, and ignore the empty
water above and below this. Then the signals or
echoes are magnified and the different types of light
traces can be distinguished -dense, fine horizontal
lines of herring and more widely spaced, bolder
traces of bigger fish like cod. The single traces of
individual fish can also be detected in this magnification, and the size of the shoal estimated for the value
of the impending haul. By keeping his eye on this
screen, the skipper can with experience fish spirally
inwards to the centre of the shoal for the maximum
catch where the fish are densest. The Fische -Lupe
has a maximum indication at 300 fathoms. It has
two small oscillators for transmission and reception,
a rotary converter, a pulse generator unit and a
control unit.
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It is interesting to note that the United States lags
behind Britain in the progress of underwater TV
application to the fisheries and it is still regarding it

-

Range
When used for the initial general underwater
survey, the tube shows the full range of 300 fathoms
as a vertical light line. This is deflected horizontally
by anything intervening, and the picture is clarified
by the sensitivity control. A clockwise rotator brings
the deflection marking the sea -bed into position with
a red mark so that it can then be read off on a scale
to calculate true depth. To scrutinise a fish shoal,
the diameter of the tube " face " is reduced from
300 fathoms to 45ft. so that the whole line now
represents the former fish deflection mark. The
depth of this shoal can likewise be read on the screen
to within a few inches.

Swiss 0/B Units Ordered
Swiss broadcasting authorities (P.T.T.1 have

THEordered

a complete television outside broadcasting vehicle from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co. Ltd. for delivery within nine months, so that'
the European Football Championships can be
televised from Berne, in June, 1954.
The programme will not only be televised over the
small experimental station at Zurich, but to viewers
on a system linking Italy, .Germany, France and
possibly Holland so that they can see how their own
teams are faring in the championships.
This television O.B. unit is the second stage in
the Swiss authorities' plans to provide the country
with television, of which the Zurich station is the
first.
One " zoom " lens will be provided for use with
any one of the cameras.

The new Marconi underwater television camera in its
special Siebe, Gorman pressure case and adjustable
lighting gantry. The camera is remotely controlled
and the port- through which the camera " shoots '
is seen in this front view. For downward vertical " shots "
the gantry and camera case can be swung through
90 deg. on the trunnion.

more as a possible research tool than a fishery aid.
" It does not seem likely that this device could be of
practical help in locating menhaden (herring), for
Despite this, however, television
example. .
offers highly interesting possibilities of indirect
assistance to the fishing industry, by providing a
powerful new instrument to scientists," stated C P.

Idyll, of the University of Miami Marine Laboratory,
at a recent, National Fisheries Institute convention in
tt4

Washington.

This new order brings the company's export

t

tal

of television equipment since the war to well over
£900,000, and studio equipment-including O.B.
units -amounts to nearly 80 per cent. of it.
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ELECTRONIC TESTMETER
This instrument has been developed to meet the growing demand for an
instrument of laboratory sensitivity built in a robust and portable form,
for use in conjunction with electronic and other apparatus where it is
imperative that the instrument should present a negligible loading factor
upon the circuit under test.
The instrument consists basically of a balanced bridge voltmeter. It
incorporates many unique features and a wide set of ranges so that in
operation it is as simple to use as a normal multi -range testmeter.

:-

The instrument gives 56 ranges of readings as follows
D.C. VOLTS

:

SmV. to 250V. (Input

Resistance 11.0 megohms.)
25mV. to 10,000V. (Input Resistance
110.0 megohms.)

D.C. CURRENT : 0.50A. to I Amp.
(250mV. drop on all ranges.)
A.C. VOLTS : 0.1V. to 2,500V. R.M.S.
up to 2 Mc,s. With diode orobe

external 0.1V. to 250V. R.M.S.
Useful measurements can be made
up to 200 Mt /s, the applied voltage
being limited to 100V. above 50
Mc, s.

OUTPUT

A.C.

POWER : 5mW
watts in 6 different load resistances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.
to

5

DECIBELS

:

ja f 11
Gt

-10db. to +20db.

CAPACITANCE

:

.00010F.

RESISTANCE : 0.2 ohm to

INSULATION

:

10

to 50äF.

Weight

I21Ibs.

:

The instrument operates on A.C.
mains, 100-130V. and 200-260V., S0 -60c /s

megohms.

mègohm to 1,000

0.1

121ins. x 9ins. x Sgins-

Size:

Write for fully descriptive pamphlet.

megohms.

The instrument is quickly set up for any of the various tests to be undertaken, a single range selector switch auto-.
matically removing from the circuit any voltages and controls which are not required for the test in question.
Sole

Proprietors and Manufacturers

:

9heAUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
WINDER
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(LEEDS)

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS, 2.

LTD.

Pod Perm. (',N ,/L or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under £1.
11 charged on orders
up to £1 : from £1 tom add 1.8' over £3 post free. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m
Sal.. milli 1 p.m. R,A,E. with enquiries, please. Full list 5d. ; Trade List, 5d.

EX:- GOVT', BLOCK PAPER ('ONHIASERS. 4 mfd 500 v. 2/9 : 4 mfd 750 v. 3,3
4 mfd 1,000 *.-3/9 : 4 mfd 2,000 v, 5'9
8 mid
500 v, 4!8 : 0.1 mfd plus 0.1 mfd 8,000 v.
negative isolated, 11 9.
R.S.C.
(GIIÁR4NTFEn) common
EX.-GOVT. 'SMOOTHING ('110K04.Ini erlru,cd and Dopregnated. Primaries 200- 230 -250 50 cis Screened.
150 ma 6 -10 h Tropicalised
...
.
8 9
150 ina 10h 150 ohms. ...
TOP SHROUDED, DROP THROUGH ':3fO Y0'IHNG CHOKES
9 250-0-250 v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2.5 a
... 19 11 250 ma 8 -10 h 50 ohms Potted ...
18x9 200 ma 20 h 250 ohms Tropicalised '... 12:9
260 -4 -260 v 70 ma, 6.3 y 2 a, 5 v 2 a
_. 14 11 250 ma 3 h 100 ohms
.,,
... 11.9 250 ma 15 h 250 ohms Tropicalised ... 14.9
250 ma 40 h 200 ohms Tropicalised .:. 17.9
-350v 80 ma. 6.3v 3 a. 4..v 2.5 a ... 1511 200 ma 3h 80 ohms,.
EX: G:OIT.
350 -0-350v 80 ma. 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2a
100 ma 10h 175 Ohms
SM O O T fI F:RS
.. 17.6
...
"' 581 02 mid 5 Kv, E.H.T.
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v 3 a
mid
1 9
.02 mfd 8 Kv. 1 11
23,11 80 ma 10h 350 ohms -.
350 -0-350 y 100 ma. 6.3 y 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 23/11 50 ma 50 h 1,000 ohms Potted ...
... 8/11 2.5 Kv, 3.8.
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 29'11 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
NEW V:AI.VFS Ex- Gott.,
350 -0-350 v 150 ma, 6.3. v. 2 a, 6.3. v 2 a,
Each
Each
Each
Standard Pentode, 5,000 to 3 ohms .,. 4.9
5 v 3a
28/11 Standard Pentode, 8,000 to 3 ohms
8'9
6SL7GT 11'/9
25A6G 109
4'B IT4
IS5
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
8'p9 ' 6SK7
35L6GT 9'9
Push-Pull 10-12 watts to match, 6V6
8/11
250-0 -250 y 60 ma. 6.3 y 2 a. 5 v 2 a,
6SG7
8/9
35Z4GT
etc., to 5 -5-8 or 15 ohms
3S4
Midget type, 2/- 3 -31n.
S/8
6V6G
Dl
1/3
Push -Pull 15 watts to math 61,6
819
.. 1819
5Y3G (U50Y
,6R5GT 8'9
250 -0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a .... 25!9
EA50
2/9
etc., to 3 or 15 ohms Speaker
.., 22/9
807
250 -0-250 v 100 ma. 6.3. v 6 a, 5 c 3 a, for
1L
EF50
5'11
811
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT 5U4G 10.8
8132
R 1335 Conversion
EF54
6 9
2/9
... 28 9
All
parts
for
converting
any
type
of
Battery
554G
9
9D2
300-0-300 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 25 9
211 EF36 511
Receiver
to
A.C.
mains
200
-250
v
50
c,
s.
6F6G
350-0-350 v 70 ma. 6.3 v 2 a..5 v 2 a ... 18 9
8.9
954
EF91
9 9
1
11
Supplied
120
v
90
v or 60 v at 40 ma. Fully
350-0-350 v NO ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 25 9
12K7GT 1016
EB91
8 9
smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. of 2 v 6,17G
0'6
350-0-350 v 150 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. 5 v 3 a ... 33 9
12K8GT 11.9
Ms
/PEN
5
at
1 a.
Price.
Including
circuit,
Or
'480.
6K7G
611
350-0-350 y 160 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 6.3 v 3 a,
ready
for
use,
extra.
7/9
/8.
SP41
1 11
10
6K&0' '_1I 9 .12Q7GT
5v 3a
...
...
...
...
... 459
BATTERY CHARGER KITS. -For mains 6Q70
29
911. 12SC7 8111 SP61
350-0-350 v 250 ma. 6.3 v 6 a, 4 v 8 a,
input. 200 -250 v 50 c's. To charge 6 v Ace. at 6SN7GT 10.9 15D2
VU120A 2 11
53
0 -2-6 v 2 a. 4 v 3 a. for Electronic
2 amp.. 24/9
to charge 6 v or 12 v Acc. at R.F. UNITS TYPE 28. -Brand new. Car Engineering Televisor
.. 67 8
2
amps.,
to
charge
6
v
or
12
v
Acc.
at
2918
425-0-425 v 200 ma. 6.3 v 4 a. C.T. 6.3 v
toned. 496. plus care., 2/6.
4 amps.. 49/9. Above consist of transformer,
4 a, C.T.. 5 y 3 a, suitable Argus
RAY TUBES (Ex- Govt.).F.W. Rectifier, Fuse, Fuseholder. Steel Case CATHODE
Televisor. etc.
... 49.9
VCR517 Guaranteed full Picture, 29,8:
and Circuit. Or ready for use, 8,9 extra.
450-0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 y 6 a. 6.3 v 6 a,
ACR2X, 12.8. Carr. 51- extra on each.
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY SILVER VI I('A CONDENSERS. -5. 11, 15
....
FILAMENT T'R41NSFOItNERS
SUPERSEDER KIT. A1l parts for the 20, 25, 30, 35, 50, 60. 100, 120, -150 180, 200. 230.
All with 200-250 v 50 c, s Primaries
6.3 v construction of a unit (housed in metal case 300, .340. 400. 470. 500. 1,000 (.001 mfd), 2,000
1.5A.5 9' 6.3v2a.7'8: 0-4-6.3v2a. 79: 5 -4 -11 in.) to supply 9v 10 ma. and 1.5 v (.002mfd), 5d. each. 3/9 doz. 1 type.
12v1 a,.7.11 : 6.3v3a.9,11 6.3v 6a. 17.9. 250 ma. Fully smoothed. From 200 -250 y VOL. CONTROLS (standard long spindles).
50 r,;s mains. For 4-valve receivers. Price All values, less switch, 2.9
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
with S.P.
inc. point -to -point wiring diagrams, 33 9.
All with 200-250-250 v 50 cis Primaries
switch, 3.9 with D. P. switch, 4 8.
0-9-15 v 1.5 a. 13'9 0-9-15 v 3 a, 18/9
0-9-10 CHASSIS (18 s.w.g. Aluminium) Receiver ELECrROLYTICS.- Tubular 8 mfd 450. y,
v68,22 9 0-4-9-15-24 v 3 a ...
... 22.9
type. 71 -41 -2in.. 3 3
10- 51-Rn.. 3 9
1/11 16 mfd 450 v. 2.11 Cà.n 8-8 mid 450 V:
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS
11- 6- 211n., 4/3
12 -8 -21 in., 5 3
16- 8- 2.in., 3,11
8 -16 mfd 450 v, 3..11
16 -16 mfd 450 s,
2,500.v 5 ma. 2-0-2 v 1.1 a: 2-0-2 v 1.1-a;
20- 8- 21in., 8 11
Amplifier type i4 4/11 32 mfd 350 v.2,11 32 mfd 450 v, 4 11
7 8
for VCR97. VCR517, ACR2X...
... 35'sided), 12- 6- 21ín., 711
16 -8-21 in., 10:11 :' 32 -32 mfd 350 v, 5.8
343E mfd 450'v. 5 11
5000v5ma2v2a
...
...
... 398 14- 10 -3in., 136
20- 8- 2lin., 13 8.
64 mfd 450 y, 49
64 -120 mfd 350 v. .7 6.

:

:
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DO YOU

PATTERN

GET AN

ACROSS

:

-

:

.

ANNOYING

YOUR

SCREEN

(Reyd T.>d 44.41

?

SOLDERING
INSTRUMENTS

this is due to break -through by a nearby transmitting station,
Fonnect a LABGEAR ANTI -SWAMP FILTER to your set.
if

FOR
SUCCESSFUL HOME CON-

STRUCTION

AND

ALL

SOUND EQUIPMEN
SOLDER JOINTIN
" STANDARD

MODEL,!'

ILLUSTRATED,

as

Any

25/6

volt range supplied.
6/7 to 230/250.

3/16" dia. bit Standard Model
Equally suited to daily or intermittent use

6
an outstañdin_ imrovement against interference from
transmitters on frequencies lower t an t e ' c anne s. ene
required for co -ax aerial feeders, two for balanced twin -lead.
Price 10'6, plus 9d. P. /P. only, direct from :

Lal fear

(Cnm.bridge) Ltd..

WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE.
Tel. 2494 -2 lines.,. --,

-

Made in England
Registered Design

(British, U.S.A., Foreign Patents)
Shields es illustrated
10/6 extra.

Export
..r

Enquiries Invited

WRITE DIRECT TO

ADCOLA PRODUCTS
'

LTD.

HAII

Saks, 011ices & Works : CRANMER COURT. CI.

MGM 'ST:, LONDON, S.W.4.1Ilt'-

'

PAPA

MACaular 4272
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TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

10. -VIDEO

WE

have seen from last month's notes that the
gain of an uncompensated video amplifier
is given by the expression
I

WW2
o)'

the phase shift in such an
amplifier as a signal of frequency f passes through it
can easily be shown to be
1

¢

_

-tan'

2:rrfCR

= -tan-1

f

where the negative sign indicates that the phase delay
is greater for the higher video frequencies than for
the lower. It is seen that this delay is due only to
the presence of reactance in the anode load circuit,
and that there is no delay in the valve itself at these

frequencies, the valve merely
reversing the phase of the applied input voltage.
The phase shift and time delay for several stages
of video amplification is the sum of the individual
delays, whereas the gain of several stages is the
product of the individual stages. As the most usual
arrangement in a television receiver involves only a
single stage of video amplification, however, this
point need not be pursued further.
is shown a typical graph of the phase
In Fig.
delay and gain plotted against f/fo for a single uncompensated stage. It will be noticed at once that the
phase delay does not increase linearly with frequency,
hence the time delay is not constant over the video
band.
Now for a stage which employs a compensating
inductance in the anode circuit as previously described, the phase delay expression is rather more

comparatively low

1

Z

/0

50;3'

80

40

uQ

kJ

XRQ/ahv¢gaim

60

30

R

40

20

ct

20

/0

W

O

/

2

It

is

= +

tan

-'

[(For

and the time delay is

g,.R

if R- /2srfC.. Now

complicated.

AMPLIFIER PHASE
CHARACTERISTICS

8

4

g

i

4

= + 2-rf

t

tan

`

)

12

(( 1s..

fo

l

4L\f / + 2 fol
-rr

It is seen here that both phase and tima delays for a
given frequency f are dependent only on the upper
frequency limit fo, and are completely independent of
the values of R, L and C which have been calculated
to maintain an even gain characteristic up to the
frequency fo. Fig. 2 shows the phase delay of such a
compensated stage plotted against f/fo. Here again
the non -linearity of the phase characteristic will result
in a non -uniform time delay curve.
It is possible to proportion the component value;
in the anode circuit of the amplifier to produce a
constant time delay throughout the video range, but
this cannot in general be achieved without upsettin3
the flat gain characteristic.
In order to give an idea of the magnitude of the
anticipated time delay and its effect upon the displacement of the picture elements along the scanning lines,
Fig. 3 is drawn from actual experimental results and
gives the total time delay due to a single stage amplifier compensated for a constant gain up to 2.75 M /cs.
The figure also includes the curve of the actual
horizontal displáçements of the picture elements at
the different video frequencies. The detector load
in this particular experiment was also compensated
to give a constant impedance up to 2.75 Mc/s, and
its contribution to the total delay is included. The
circuit system is therefore equivalent to two stages
of video amplification fed from an uncompensated
detector. The calculation of element displacements
5

40
Delay = fan

30]

i?[ ir2 roJ

0 20
Q /0
0

/

-4

S

r/t,

{o

Fig.

1

,(left).

--Gain

and phase delay. characteristics for a single uncompensated stage. Fig. 2 (right).
delay characteristic for a single -stage compensated circuit.

-

Phase
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is based on the 405-line scanning system, the image
being 13in. wide on a 16ín. tube.
It should be noted that the total time delay (in this
case 0.045 frsecs) is not significant, as it is the
difference in time delays for the various frequencies

(assuming equality of amplitude) at 90° the trace
becomes circular. At a[l other phase relationships,
the pattern is elliptical, and the required phase angle
can be found graphically from the actual measurements of the major and minor axes of the ellipse, or,
more accurately, by the use of a resistance- capacity network to shift the
O//
phase of one of the voltages until the
trace becomes linear. The required
07
angle is then computed from the para-06 " meters of the R.C. network.
Lc,
U/
Because there is capacitive react05Q ance in the anode
v
.'lair a* /a v
of the
Displacement
04 Ó amplifier, the output voltage will lag
00
á
the input voltage in time-phase, and
Ó
-03 64 so the R.C. network, if this system is
64
used, must be set up so that the phase
.0080
of the input voltage is delayed before it
/ 2 /h4 1-6 1.8 2 2-2 2.4 2 6 28
8
2 4
is applied to the oscilloscope, or, conVIDEO - FREQ -(Mc/s)
versely, the phase of trie output voltage
Fig. 3.
Curve of the actual horizontal displacements of the picture
must be advanced. Fig. 4 shows a
elements at the different video frequencies.
system to provide the delay to the input
voltage, and a linear trace is obtained
in the band with which we are concerned. If the when the phase shift in the R.C. network is equal to
time delay were constant, all the picture elements the phase shift in the amplifier. As shown, the angle
would be displaced by the same amount, and no
= (90° -x), where x is the angle between the input
distortion would be detected. As the actual example voltage Ee and the current i through R and C.
the
shows, however,
picture elements corresponding to
The latter capacity includes, of course, the 'input
the limits of the video band, 30 cycles and 2.75 Mc/s, capacity of the oscilloscope.
will be shifted by about 0.009in. at the lower end
and 0.Olin. at the upper end. The relative shift,
therefore, is only 0.001in. which is negligible in
relation to the width of the line.

ÿ

Á

circuit

%

-

Eg and El

Measurement of Phase Delay
Unless the gain characteristic of a stage is known
to be flat over the desired frequency range, the
measurement of phase -delay characteristics is best
made with an oscilloscope having both vertical. and
horizontal amplifiers which are useful up to at least
3 Me/s.
The system then operates on the principle
that if two voltages of the same frequency are
simultaneously applied to the X and Y axes of the
'scope, the resulting pattern will depend for its
configuration upon the relative amplitudes and
phase relationship of the applied voltages. At zero
and 180° phase difference, the trace is linear, but

Book Received
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF RADAR.

By

H. E. Penrose and R. S. H. Boulding. 795 pp,
569 diagrams and 8 half-tone plates. Demy octavo.
50/- net. Published by George Newnes Ltd.
This is the fourth edition of the most authoritative
work on radar yet published. -Indeed, it has become
accepted in the Services and in industry as a standard'
text book. The authors claim that the book assembles
and co- ordinates the principles upon which radar
systems have been developed. In this thoroughly
revised edition the introductory chapters on the
basic principles of radio practice have been summarised and now form a single chapter. This saving
in space has enabled the authors to amplify those
parts of the book of most practical use to students,
operators and technicians. The section dealing with
equipment has been enlarged and among the techniques to which detailed cónsideration.is given are
pulses and pulse -forming. circuits, ,.calibration and

/s+X=sO°
Ex)
Y-

Fig. 4.

-

System

and EX

Plants

providing the delay to the input
oltage.

The oscilloscope amplifiers need be identical only
their phase characteristics, and similar gain
characteristics are not necessary.
in

applications of microwave technique to transmitters,
receivers, and feeder and aerial systems. A completely
revised chapter discusses the resident cavity magnitron
in the light of present knowledge.
Special appendices deal with transmission line
theory, wave guides and cavity resonators. The book
is very adequately indexed.
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TELEVISION PRINCIPLES
AND PRACTICE
By

F.

Price 251-.

J.

CAMM
By post 2S/6.

From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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Increasing Average Brilliance
SOME CIRCUIT SUGGESTIONS FOR DAYLIGHT VIEWING
By J. S.

FOR viewing in daylight, methods of increasing
the average brilliance of pictures have been
brought to the fore. The usual method of
placing a dark screen in front of the picture has the
effect that the actual brilliance of the picture is
actually reduced, whilst the ambient light from the
room falling on the face of the tube is reduced twice.
For example, if the amount of reduction of the screen
brilliance by the screen is two then the amount
of ambient light reflected
from the screen is four.
This gives an increase in
contrast of two to one.
Whilst this is quite good
if the screen brilliance
coutd be increased a little
,

1.

P438

.

The Circuit
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Here it
will be seen that there are two large electrolytic
condensers, one, of 50 1iF and the other of 100 ¡/F.
The object of these is to stop the ripple due to the
line output. In the projection receiver this is 1,000
cycles, and if the line frequency is not filtered out
in the normal type of line output circuit the sync
circuit can be upset. It is, of course, not necessary
to point out that the 100 HF. condenser should be
bypassed by a small mica or ceramic condenser,
as the condensers of the electrolytic type have considerable inductance.
There are three cathode circuits for the line output
valves, and these are shown in Figs: 2a, 3a and 4a,
PL38

EF80

a

-Basic circuit of

Fig.

the suggestion.

2.

Fig. 5.

Simple modification.

more, a filter giving a higher contrast ratio can
used. One firm -Mullard, Ltd. -have been
be
experimenting with a method for increasing the
average brightness of tubes for projection receivers,
and there is no reason, as far as the writer can see,
why the same method cannot be used with the

normal direct viewing receiver.
The general principle of the method is to take an
auto gain control voltage from the cathode circuit
of the line output valve and apply it to the last video
amplifier valve. This has the effect of reducing the
contrast on peak whites. On peak whites the
average anode current through the line output valve
is increased through the falling of the dynamic
resistance of the anode load of the valve through
the E.H.T. current being increased.
EL38,
EF80
EL39
,

Kendall

-A comparative circuit.

whilst the modified circuits recommended by Mullard,
Ltd. for their projection circuits are shown in 2b,
3b and 4b. It will be appreciated that the modification is in all cases simple.
Fig. 5 gives a circuit for those who wish to make
a contrast between the old circuit and the modification. The new circuit can be switched in, out and in
at will ; the 2,000Q variable resistor is for the setting
of the contrast to the critical point without the
auto gain control circuit. It is possible, therefore,
with this circuit to show just how good the circuit
is, and thus judge if the modification is desirable in
any particular receiver.
EL3d

,

,

EF80

,

,

25pF

A

Fig.

3.- Further

8
modification.

Fig. 4.

-A

Mullard modification.

,

EL38

,
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J G1NN1LéR'S

DETAILS OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN INEXPENSIVE UNIT FOR ELECTROSTATIC TUBES
By

B.

Morley

L.

(Contrnued from page 198 October issue)

IT

should be noted that R42 has been omitted
from the circuit. This resistance valued I megohm should be connected between pin 7 of V3
and earth.

indeterminate dimensions should appear somewhere
on the tube face. Operation of the shift controls
should bring the spot to the centre. Operation of the
brilliance control should fade the spot right out and
operation of the focus control should focus it to a
Stage
Testing
fine degree. Usually by operation of these two
It is now possible to make a complete test of the controls it should be possible to make the spot a
work done up to this point.
minute pin -head to as large as a penny.
A temporary flex lead is connected to the inners
Note that it is very important to keep the brilliance
of the on /off switch for connection to the mains. control turned well down when the spot is very small
The wiring should be very carefully checked with that or the screen of the C.R.T. will be damaged.
given in the diagram ; any loose bits of solder should
Having tested the controls to check that they
function correctly, then listen around the chassis
be removed from the chassis.
Now wire a 4 v. flash -lamp bulb temporarily very carefully to detect any " sizzling " type of noise
across the C.R.T. heater terminals (pin 3 and 4). which will indicate leakage of E.H.T. It is sometimes
Insert the rectifier valve V8 and plug in the mains lead. very useful to scan the chassis in complete darkness
to check if any sparks are present.
Switch on !
It is not uncommon to get a leakage at some point,
Watch the 4 v. bulb which should glow brightly,
the main difficulty is in determining its location ; one
and also,the rectifier heater.
cannot put one's ear too close to the chassis without
Leave the unit switched on for two or three endangering
that member ! A good tip if arcing
minutes and then switch off. The bulb can now be over is suspected
is to make a tube of stiff paper and
removed
it has blown, then a fault obviously use it as a stethoscope
;
the actual source of leakage
exists and it should be traced.
can be discovered by this method.
Assuming that all is in order, then put the C.R.T.
If all is in order then work can commence on the
in, ensuring that the base is making firm contact in next stage after removing tube and valve.
the holder. Wait two minutes and then switch on
again with the brilliance and focus controls turned Stage IV. -Power Supply Circuit
midway.
The power supply circuit should be wired in
After allowing the tube to warm up a green spot of accordance with the diagram in Fig. 8. There is
Rao
g
C8
C9

III.-

-if

T

t scWh
chocrs

Wire

Chassis

.

C1/

C/O

forth

Brilliance

a

C

1i

iI

iI

Focus

ti

To

/Tog strip

4

VI

e,
11

-`
"

red

Resistor

pone/\
ENT

I

'raufarmer

DJ

i

a

I"uI

ff__- ----VR7
Horizontal shift

Fig.

V8

VR8

Vertical

'dlcrvanad cob /P
To moins

Cop

sh/tt

7.-Wiring

diagram of C.R.T. network.

of V8
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o
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6.3

.4
35

o

9/////.
V/

0

`

C25

Choke

o

0

Nïfi roi/

VR4 B R/5

Fig.

S.-Wiring

diagram of power supply.

nothing complicated in this part of the circuit and
no tests will be required.
Proceed to Stage V.
Stage V. -The Line Oscillator
The line circuit is wired in accordance with Fie. 9.
The line hold control is mounted on the front
panel and the linearity and width controls are mounted
on the potentiometer panel in the positions shown.
It will be found convenient to wire up the amplifier
V5 first.
HT -I common is taken from the smoothing choke to
the linearity control (tag nearest the choke), then
to the nearest tag on the width control. C7, the
linearity condenser. is mounted on the top deck of
C7
Choke

1

t

II

Il

VR4

VP?

Lteie1t

!

V3

265
the chassis underneath the linearity
and width controls ; one side goes
to the centre of VR4 and the other
side through the chassis to pin 4 of
V5.
R11 is covered with P.V.C. insulation and is mounted on the metal
strip under the extension rods of the
brilliance and focus controls. It
should be moùnted between the strip

and the chassis.
R4, 13 and 15 are mounted on the main tag strip
in the first three positions. R14 and 16 are mounted
beside V5 valveholder.
C6 is mounted under the chassis adjacent to V4
and V5 valveholders. C4 and 5 are mounted flat,
adjacent to V4 valveholder.
C4 is actually two
condensers in parallel the reason for this being
simply to make use of components available in the
unit. (Labelled C4a and C4b.) Actually, a single
condenser of the total value of C4a and C4b could
be used if desired.
R12 is connected directly to pin 7 ; V4 and R8, 9
are connected in series between chassis and C4.
Here again two components are used lb employ
items surplus in the unit. If desired, a single
resistance the total value of R8 and R9 could be
used.

When the wiring has been completed in accordance
with the diagram then a check should Fe made to
ensure that no errors have occurred.
It is now
possible to check the work completed so far.
We now come to stage VI and before making the
actual test on the line circuit, it is advisable to check
on the C.R.T. to ensure that nothing has been displaced in that circuit. Complete testing instructions

will

be given in the next issue.

(To be continued).

Potentiometer pone/

Fig.

9.- Wiring

diagram of
line circuit.

Focas

Brillion c r
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A Combined Magnifier
A USEFUL ADDITION

and

-Visor

TO A TELEVISION SET

By L. Taylor
a Cossor 10in. table
model 916, this unit has proved so successful
that details are given below, which can be
adapted to any make of receiver. Using inexpensive
materials it nevertheless makes up a smart looking
addition to the set.

ORIGINALLY made for

Top

/6"

of visor rests

on top edge

of

magmher (Not
fastened)

Fig.

1.-Constructional

details of the magnifier and visor.

Fig. I is a table -level view of the completed
apparatus as used with the set. It is a sliding fit
under the set cabinet without fastenings, and the
visor portion is folded back against the side of the
cabinet when not in use.
Using a 12in. magnifying lens, the frame is made
up of five pieces of lin. angle aluminium, as used for
the edge of motor -car running boards. This has one
fluted ornamental side, and this side is kept to the
front view in the make -up.
Make the two side L- shaped pieces of framework,
riveting with two aluminium rivets at the junction.
The size of the magnifier flat back decides the length

of the front bottom

-

piece

of the framework which is

riveted to the side L pieces with four more rivets
and the aluminium framework is then placed in
position in front of the set, for marking off the
magnifier position central to the TV picture frame.
At the same time cut two pieces of wood 2in. wide and
the depth of the cabinet, and thickness just to be a
sliding fit under the sides of the cabinet, against the
wooden bearers already fitted by the makers of the
set under their cabinet. Aluminium frame in position
resting on the projecting sides of the wooden strips,
is then marked off for screwing to the wooden strips.
When screwed up the complete framework should just
slide under the set cabinet with the side wooden
rails running alongside the underbearers of the set.

Then bolt the magnifier lens to the upright legs of
the L members.

"

Visor "
The
Made of ordinary hardboard cut to the full width
of the flat part of the lens, and 12in. deep, two pieces
are cut alike. These are hinged together at the top
edge like a book back, and then one long side is
hinged again to whichever side of the TV magnifier
aluminium framework is nearest to the daylight
window side of the set. In the author's case this was
the left, but, of course, it could be on the right.
This visor normally is folded in Iwo and the *hole
swung back away to the side of the cabinet. It is
only necessary to swing the visor put, lift up the half
side hinged at the top, and rest this on the top of the
set or top edge of lens, giving just the shade necessary
for comfortable daylight viewing. When fastening
the side hinges to the upright aluminium, take care
to mark so that the top horizontal piece of the visor
is dead level for the sake of appearances.
Where the wooden bearers are not provided under
the receiver they can, of course, easily be made and
screwed to the base. Note that the larger 12in. lens
was chosen to allow of side clearance of the aluminium
bottom rails. If desired the visor could be further
improved for awkward Light, by using another piece
of hardboard hinging against the opposite side of the
top portion, to hang down on the other side of the
cabinet. The extra side folding under the top piece,
so that this extra side will then be in the middle of
the complete folded swung-back assembly. In my
case the extra side is not required.
In the original, the lens flat back made the whole
assembly so rigid with the double riveting of the
aluminium which were cut quite square, that extra
sideways supports running from the uprights to the
bottom side pieces, were not essential. They will
only be required against any looseness at the riveted

junction.
AP.
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SOLVE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT PROBLEMS

THIS EASY AND EFFECTIVE WAY
The choice of Christmas Gifts for friends and relations
is always a difficult business. Why not solve the problem
this year in a novel, yet practical, way ?
Look now at your Christmas list and you will see at
once more than one relative or friend who would be
delighted to receive PRACTICAL TELEVISION
regularly. It is simple to arrange, for we can send subscriptions to any address, at home or abroad, at the
annual rate of 13!6 (Canada 13/).
An attractive Greetings Card will be sent in your
name with the first Gift Copy.
Write to the Subscription Manager (Dept. G.1),
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, enclosing the
names and addresses of your friends, with remittance
to cover, and we will do the rest. Remember, a Christmas
Subscription for PRACTICAL TELEVISION is
a gift which will give pleasure and act as a reminder of
your good wishes the whole year through.
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FALLT SYMPTOMS
THE CAUSES OF

COMMON FAUNS, AND METHODS OF

CORRECTION

Gordon

By

J.

King, A.M.I.

P. R.E.

(Continued from page 207, October issue)

Intermittent Loss of Focus and Alteration in Picture valve so that pulses of anode current at line frequency
Size
flow in the winding L1 of the " ringing " choke. These
effect is manifested mainly on receivers using pulses cause the choke to oscillate at its resonant
the R.F. E.H.T. system. What happens is that frequency, and owing to the rapid change in current
the E.H.T. suddenly falls in voltage, and as a quite a large voltage appears across the winding.
result of this the comparatively lower velocity electron
Because of the step -up ratio L2 /LI an even greater
beam within the picture -tube is influenced more easily induced voltage appears across L2, and the sum of
by the controlling magnetic fields than when thé cor- both voltages is thus applied to the anode of the
rect. potential is present on the final anode of the tube. E.H.T. rectifier valve V3. It will be observed that this
This means that the beam will be deflected over a system is precisely the same in function as the flygreater angle,héteby producing a picture out of pro- back derived E.H.T. method, apart from splitting the
system and using each section solely for its individual
purpose of E.H.T. generation and line scanning. It
has been claimed that one of the main advantages
of the " ringing " choke circuit as compared with the
flyback system is the fact that since the line output
transformer has only the power employed for scanning to deal with it is considerably easier and cheaper
to produce.
From the servicing aspect this anode of E.H.T.
production appears to yield fewer problems-probably because a lot of guesswork is avoided in won dering whether the line output transformer is the
cause of no E.H.T. A defect in the line timebase will,
of course, result in no E.H.T., but this can be easily
checked by the headphone test. With the 'phones
connected between the control grid of the E.H.T.
generator valve and receiver chassis quite a large
signal at timebase frequency should be heard. Checks
in the E.H.T. section proper resolve mainly, to those
we have already considered, and little trouble should
be presented in establishing whether the " ringing "
Fig. 14.-A typical " ringing " choke E.H.T. system
choke itself is at fault.
by Invicta (Model TI02).
The Metrosil (a non -linear resistive element),
!iportion to the diameter of the tube screen, while at connected across the E.H.T. smoothing capacitor,
,the same time, the magnetic focusing field will be in provides -to a degree
stabilising feature to the
.'advance of that necessary for optimum beam focus, E.H.T. supply by virtue of suppressing voltage surges.
If used independently of the main television receiver
and thus an out of focus picture will also result.
This fault can generally be traced to an inter- the " ringing " choke E.H.T. circuit requires two
imttent oscillator tuning capacitor (CI), or a similar valves, the first being a pulse generator valve, whilst
-defect in a capacitor that certain manufactures the main valve takes the form of that employed in
employ connected in parallel with Cl, for, as has position V2 of Fig. 14. Most projection television
already been mentioned, the precise oscillator fre- receivers employ this type of " ringing " choke circuit
quency has a large bearing on the E.H.T. potential.

THIS

1

.

-a

E.H.T. Derived from a " Ringing Choke
Sometimes a portion of the line sawtooth voltage
V2
v3
is tapped from the line output valve and fed to a
separate power pentode valve, of which the anode
load comprises, a tuned auto-transformer resonating at
approximately 150 kc/s. Such an arrangement is
termed a " ringing " choke E.H.T. system, and Fig. 14
EHr
C/
C2
C3
15kV
depicts the commercial representation of this system
which is used in the Invicta Model T102 series.
H7#
Here VI is the normal line output valve, the anode
load circuit of which caters only for supplying scanning power to the line coils by reason' of the sirple.. Amging
TO control
tronsfOrmer Anode of (HT
,ectiber
two,winding line output transformer. the sawt6oth
9enerolOr volve
voltage ap}bearing at the cathode of VI ,is A.C.
Fig. 15. -A cascade multiplier as used in projection
_coupled to. the control grid of the E.H.T.
neri3ttor
,.
EH1' receivers.
E.H.T.

,

-

i

_
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tripler rectifier arrangement so that the
D.C. output is equivalent to approximately three times
the input voltage, an output of 25 kV. being obtained.
used with a

E.H.T. Cascade Multiplier (Projection TV)
A tripler circuit after this style is illustrated by Fig.
15, and is sometimes known as the half -wave cascade
multiplier. 25 kV. E.H.T. units for projection tubes

usually embody three rectifiers as shown, which are
immersed together with the " ringing " transformer in
a specially sealed oil -filled can. Rectifier replacement
in units of this nature is, therefore, rendered rather
difficult, for once the oil seal has been broken little
can be done by the experimenter to re -make it, and
assistance from the manufacture is generally necessary.
The general function of the system is quite straightforward, and as will be seen the high -voltage pulse
output from the " ringing " transformer is conSince
nected directly to the anode of diode VI.
the pulse is positive going VI conducts and CI charges
to nearly the peak value of the input ; and during
the pulse intervals-when VI is non- conductive-the
charge across CI is maintained so that the potential
of the .following pulse adds to this charge, and V2
conducts to charge C2 to nearly twice the pulse input
voltage. This, of course, is added in turn to the pulse
input voltage to charge C3 to nearly three times the
pulse input voltage to provide the necessary E.H.T.
potential at the cathode of V3.

Facility for Constant E.H.T. (Projection TV)
Four additional windings are also usually included
on a " ringing " transformer, three of them are simply
used for energising the heaters of the rectifier valves,
and the other one is an automatic E.H.T. voltage
control winding arranged in conjunction with a diode
valve (or triode strapped as a diode), to provide a
D.C. voltage for biasing the E.H.T. generator valve.
This would mean, then, that should the E.H.T. tend
to reduce in voltage owing, say, to an excessive beam
current (a large peak white content in picture, for
instance), the E.H.T. generator bias would also reduce,
and the valve would be pushed harder in an endeavour
to make good this undesirable reduction in E.H.T.
In this way, therefore, a fairly steady E.H.T. voltage is
beam
made possible, irrespective- within limits
current.
Faults in E.H.T. circuits of this type are normally
not difficult to diagnose as the circuitry involved is
any
independent -apart from, perhaps, the H.T.

-of

-of
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other section of the receiver. Absence of E.H.T.
should first lead to a check of the pulse generator
valve and associated components, the 'phone check
may again be used in this connection, but extreme care
should be taken to ensure that they are adequately
isolated by suitable capacitors as previously described.
It is as well to remember that the " ringing " choke or
transformer in this style of circuit does not normally
emit a high pitched note as expected from line output
transformers, although a lower pitched note is usually
in evidence when the system is working correctly.
This is, of course, due to the lower working frequency
of the pulse generator as compared with the line
frequency.
Picture Focusing and E.H.T. (Mainly Projection TV)
Although we shall have a lot more to say about
various servicing aspects of projection television
receivers as we progress, it may be advisable at this
stage to mention that the project* type picture tube is extremely fussy about a Fbnstant E.H.T.
supply -hence the usual embodyment of a constant
For instance, with a gin.
E.H.T. control facility.
direct viewing picture-tube. requiring, 'say, 5 kV. of
E.H.T., a five per cent. reduction will only represent
250 volts, whereas the same magnitude of reduction
lot of E.H.T. !
at 25 kV. represents 1,250 volts
A voltage reduction in this region usually affects first
of all the focusing of the picture, for as we have already
seen (" More About the Cathode Ray Tube,"
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, October, 1951, and " Scanning Amplifiers," PRACTICAL TELEVISION, May.
1952), the optimum focusing field is dependent on
beam velocity-E.H.T. Probably the focus control
is found to be hard over on one of its stops, and yet
wants just
the picture is still not in perfect focus
that little more movement for optimum results !
network
focus
The fault may, of course, be in the
proper, but it is not advisable to tear the circuit
down, or indeed, waste a lot of time on it, until the
E.H.T. has been checked normal.
It often happens that this fault is due to one of the
E.H.T. rectifier valves loosing emission only slightly,
it is surprising the effect it has on the focus control
setting. A wandering focus setting or, in fact, any
focusing fault, which has no obvious pointer to a
defective control circuit, should be investigated first
from the E.H.T. aspect.
(To be continued)

-a
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New C. R. Tube Factory
a result of the ever-increasing application in
industry of electronic devices and electronically
controlled instruments, coupled with the very
considerable increase in television, the Mullard
company has decided to establish a new factory for
the manufacture of cathode ray tubes.
The present manufacture of these tubes is mainly
concentrated in the company's factory at Mitcham,
London, and following discussions with the Board
of Trade it has been decided to transfer the manufacture to a new factory to be built under the facilities
provided by the Distribution of Industry Act in the
North -west Lancashire Development Area.
The factory will be one of the largest and most
modern television tubes factories and will provide
employment for many. hundreds of workpeople.
It will provide a valuable addition to the diversificaAS

t

tion of industry in the textile towns of north -east
Lancashire.

Transfer of Work
The transfer of the work from Mitcham will make
much-needed space available for the manufacture of
other electronic devices and this will absorb the
workpeople at present employed on television tubes
there.

The new factory will be within easy reach of the
company's existing factory at Blackburn, which will
be responsible for providing certain materials and
component parts and services to the new factory.
It- is confidently expected that the provision of these
services, together with increasing demand for existing
and new products of the Blackburn factory, will
require an expansion of that factory's labour force.

.
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FIRST CHOICE IN ELECTRIC SOLDERGUNS
Designed for faster, cheaper and easier soldering, Wolf Solderguns and
Soldering Irons meet all requirements from fine instrument to heavy
industrial work. In addition to the Type SI trigger feed soldergurl
which is superb for rapid repair or assembly jobs, there are eight other
models to choose from, including three with .
straight
handles. Rapid constant localised heat,
TYPE 51
low current consumption, perfect balance and
utmost dependability are some of the
reasons why Industry insists on Wolf.

TYPE

-.0

lfutaat/--

'rl

21

ALTERNATIVE TYPES
AVAILABLE

'.

SOLDERGUNS

l6ißOtosESOl0Ea1N0IRONS

TYPE 22
TYPE 31

wl 0E

RANGE

-

O

TYPE 71

SUIT EVERY NEED

WIEN>
TYPE 41

Obtainable from all leading
tool merchants.
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD
PERIVALE 5631 -4

fin. TABLE TV CABINETS.

Medium shade mahogany finish.
Complete with back, safety
glass, speaker -fret.
Internal
dimensions : 19;in.. high, I6in.
wide, 14ín. deep.

LASKY'S ' Q

/ S Carriage

PRICE
7/6 extra.
Adaptor frame available for 6in.
C.R. tubes. The aperture can
easily be enlarged to take 12ín.
or 14ín. tubes.
VCR97 C.R.
unused,

TUBES,

35/ -.

EHT.

new
Carriage 5/ -.

Transformer

VCR97, 45/ -,

for

Screen Enlarger for VCR97,
Filter type,

17,16.

Postage 2/6.

E.H.T. Condensers
I mfd.
3kV.- 3/6, .I mfd. 2.5k V,
2/6.

THE MAGNAVIEW,

6d.

POST FREE.

THE VIEWMASTER. Tele-

for the home constructor it its finest. 32 -page
booklet and 8 full -size wiring
vision

diagrams.
PRICE 7/6.
Post
Free.' State station required.
.

PIONEER WORKS

Bremen,. BIRMINGHAM

THE TELE KING. Large'
screen television for home construction. Superhet, 5 channel.
32 -page booklet and full-size
wiring diagrams.
PRICE .6 /- POST FREE.

Fully descriptive
brochure free on request.
HANGER LANE

MANCHESTER' LEEDS' BRISTOL

LONDON

NEWCAET, i

W.5

front.
LASKY'S PRICE, E8,10.0. Carriage 12/6 extra.
Adaptor frames for 9in- and 10in. C.R. tubes can

be supplied.

SPECIAL CATHODE RAY TUBE OFFER

Brand neW and unused, 12in. ion trap type cathode ray tubes.
6.3 Volt heater, 7 -9 kV. E.H.T. 35mm. neck. Black and white
picture. Famous British Manufacturer.

PERFECT

Carriage and insurance 15/- per tube extra.
CATHODE RAY TUBE
12in. With dark screen filter
MASKS
and escutcheon, 17/6.
14in- Rectangular, 21 /-.
New Aspect Ratio
15in.
Cream, 17/6.
9in., 7/-,
I6in. Double D, 31/6.
IOin. Doubl1.D, 7/6.
I7in.
Rectangular, 25 / -12in. Cream, 15 / -12ín. Soiled with fitted safety
12in. Flat Face, 15/,
glass, Cream, 11/6.
12ín. Old ratio, 946.
12in. Do. Do., Black, 8/6.

LASKY'S RADIO,
LASKY'S (HARROW ROAD),
LTD.,
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9.

Telephones : CUNningham 1979-7214. ALL DEPTS.
MAIL ORDER AND DESPATCH DEPARTMENTS : 485 -487,
HARROW ROAD, 'PADDINGTON, LONDON, W,IO.
Hours : 'Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; Thurs., half day, p.m.
Postage and packing charges (unless otherwise stated)
on order
value LI
Od, extra : E5r-v7s. Od. extra :.L10 -3s. 6d. extra;
over C10 carriage free. All goods, fully insured in transit..,
1

-I.

.

7,1

TYPE 32

..

DE LUXE TELEVISION CABINETS.
Our new 1954
Mark II Model. For 12in. C.R. tubes. Finished in beautiful figured
walnut, light, dark or medium finish, with high polish. Supplied
complete with mask, glass, castors, back, speaker -fret, speaker
baffle, and C.R.T. neck protector. Suitable for most home construction TV receivers. Inside dimensions : 1ólin. deep, 171ín.
wide, 28ín. high. Overall height, 32in.and width 18jin. Rondated

f 12.19.6d.

TYPE al

SOLDERING IRONS

ARMOUR PLATE GLASS.
15in. Actual size.
18 ¡in. x 19lin. x
12in. Actual size.

lin., 7/11

I3in. x 10 }in. x lin., 4/-.
9in. Actual size.
9in. x Bin. x lin., 3/.,
Plessey Width Controls,
6/6.
C.R.T. Rear Neck Protectors, 2/6.
Plessey Scan Coils.
Low
imp. line and frame, 25/ -.
Scanning coils. Low impedance
frame, low line. With aluminium shroud, 12/6.

Wide angle

scanning coils
Low impd. line and frame, 12/6.
Scanning toils.
Low impedance line and frame, 715.
Frame blocking oscillator trans-

former. Plessey, I0/6.
Multi ratio frame output transformer, 10/6.

TELEVISION

SELENIUM

RECTIFIERS

The
very
Sentercell

'house ranges."
K3/40, 3.2 kV
K3/45, 3.6 kV
K3 /50, 4.0 kV
K3 /100, 8.0 kV
K3 /I60,

I2.8kV

14A86 ...
14A100 ...

latest
and

...
...

S.T.C.

Westing...
..

7/6
8/2

...

...
...
...

...
,,,
...
..,

14/8

21/6
20/4
21/6

SPECIAL, BRAND NEW
T.C.C. TV CONDENSERS.
32+100mfd,

450v.w.
CEI5PE. Price 7/6.
04mfd,
12.5
kV.
CP59VO., Price,7/6,_
.

Type
.

Type

PRACTICAL
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COMPLETE VIEW MASTER SERVICE
ALL AREAS

ALL MODELS

FULL HIRE PURCHASE
PRICES. -We can save you up to
View Mater.
RESISTOR KIT. -Every Resistor labelled with
value and position in set. No knowledge of the
colour code required.
LONDON KIT, 26/ -. OTHER MODELS, 24/9.
HIRE PURCHASE. -Full Hire Purchase facilities
are available for complete or part kits, including
valves and tubes. Our Hire Purchase leaflet
gives full details. All H.P. orders are completed
E7

on your

within seven days.
PRICE LIST. -Our very detailed Price List
available free. Send for your copy now.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS. -All

models,

is

7/6.

required when ordering.
WIDE ANGLE. -All items for the " Practical
Television " conversion are available.
DELIVERY. -All cash and C.O.D. orders are
despatched by return.
Please state model

FACILITIES
follows. Specified
detailed in our list.
Specified Alternative

Prices of individual stages are

or alternative components

LONDON MODEL
Stage
Stage 2
Stage 3
I

...

...

ALL OTHER MODELS
Stage I
Stage 2
Stage 3

as

as

.

£2.11.6
£2. 0.9
f4. 2.6

L2. 8.0
41.19.3
£3.18.3

£2.10.6

£2. 7.6

L1.18.9
L2. 5.9
...
...
L4. 9.9
L4.15.0
...
...
For later stages see our List.
Please Note : Resistors not included in above.
VALVES. -Set of New Valves as specified, L11.9.9.
Special Offer : Set of valves with alternative types.
L7.0.0.

Guaranteed.
C.R. TUBES
412.10.3
Mullard 9in.
Mullard 12in. L16.13.8
L20.10.1
Brimar 14in.
L24.13.6
Brimar 17in.

Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit

H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

44.10.3
(.5.13.8
46.18.1
48.13.6

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

WATTS RADIO (Weybridge) LTD.
Telephone

8, BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY

AMEASSAPO

TELEPHONES

OPEN TILL 6 PM sATILROAYS

Weybridge

:

R

4033

& PADD

[MIER RADI

IREGO.)
TN /S /S OUR

ONLY AODRE53'

-

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All primaries are tapped for 200-230-250 y.
mains 40-100 cycles. All primaries are

PREMIER

screened. All LTs are centre tapped.
SP1758, 170-0-175, 50 mA., 4 v. o 1 a.
25'...
...
..
4 v. cá 2-3 a.
SP2508, 250-0-250. 60 mA., 4 v. @
..
.. 25/...
0-2 a. 4 v. Ç 3-5 a.
SPBOOA, 300-0-300. 60 mA., 6.3 v. C'
...
..
...
2.3 a. 5 v. @ 2 a.
SP3o0B, 300.0-300, 60 mA., 4 v. @2-3 a. 4 v. C 3-5 a., 4 v. C 1-2 a. ..
SP301B. 300-0-000, 120 mA.. 4 v. C

25!-

25'-

a. 4 v. C 2-3a. 4 v. N 3-5 a.
SP350A, 360-0-050. 100 mA., 5 v. C
...
...
2-3 a. 6.3 v. C 2-0 a. ...
SI'351, 350-0-350. 150 mA.. 4 v. C
2-3 a.. 4 v. 6. 3-6 a.
1-2 a. 4 v.
SP375A, 375-0-375, 250 mA.. 6.3 v. ®
2-3 a. 6.3 v. C 3-5 a. 5 v. Iç, 2-3 a. ...
51.501, 500-0-500. 150 mA.. 4 v. @
2-3 a. 4 v. fD 2-3 a. 4 v.ls 2-2 a. 4 v.
2-0

.

CR

28'-

á C?( RADIO)LTD.

Plus 5.- pkg., cary., ins.

1i.11.1.

1C3

ALL
BRAND
NEW

VCR 517C
61in. picture, this tube is a replacement
for the VCR97 and VCR5l7. Guaranteed
full size picture. PRICE 35 -. Plus
21 pkg., Carr.. ins.

A.C.R.I. C.R. TUBES

SUPER QUALITY MAGNIFYING LENS
To suit Sin., Bin. or 71n. Tubes. Increase

,ONLY

40

Pencil "l')pr R.T.C.

050 c.
4

Type RM1

RM2

H.T.

125 v.
125 v.
125 v..
250 v.

...

1

...

1

kV.

K3'160 12 kV.

mA.
mA.
I mA.
1 mA.
1

3.2 kV.
3.6 kV.

pe

mA.

60 mA.

100

mA.

...
...
...
...

...
125 mA.
RIM
..
250 mA.
RM4
L.T. Type. Full Wave.
12 v. I amp_
12 v.2amA4amp

2v.

...

...

...

417

8/2

8/8
21/8
41-

4'8
5/6
18i8/-

... 10/9

static Tube is recommended as eminently
suitable for Television. 15'- plus 2'6 Pkg.,

T.V. WHITE it liltldll. MASKS (CORRECT ASPECT). We can supply a specially designed White Rubber Mask for
61n. C.R. tubes at 8.6 -each. Bin. White
Masks. 9'6. 12in. White Masks 16'11.
For Round or Flat faced Tube.

Ex. W.D. STEEL AERIALS
Also ideal for fishing rods-BRAND NEW

Wide Angle scanning, for 14ín. or
171n. Tubes may be used with ii 12in.

Carr. and Ins.

Data sheet supplied.

THE NEW PREMIER
-12ft. 3 4ft. sections of copper- plated
steel highly flexible tapering tin. to
Ain. Brand new in container. Plug -ln
type, 69 : Screw -in type, 7 9. Packing and carriage. 1'6. Insulated Base
Webbing waterproof carrying
3 -.
case with shoulder-sling, 2.6.

Picture size considerably, 251- each.
with
EX-U.S.A. U.H.F. AERIAL.
untuned detector stage consisting of
VR92 valve. etc. Brand new in carton 5CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. OVER II
TERMS OF BUSINESS:
Please add 1/- for Post Orders under I0,/ -, I,'6 under 40/-, unless otherwise stated

-

:15

1(3'45
K3'50

(DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR A CR 2X)
5 1in. screen. 4 volt Heater. This Electro-

.

TN /5 /5 OUR
ADDRESS

W2

LONDON

Type K3

36'-

55'-

3271/2

RECTIFIERS

C.R. TUBES
VCR 516
Blue
picture,
Bin.
Heater volts 4. Anode
In manufac4 Kv.

turer's original carton.
£3.19.6

/NDrON

Coral

EST.40VR5.

EDGWARE ROAD

29'-

6.3 v. @
SP425A, 425-0-425. 200 mA..
876
2-3a.6v. 3-5a.5v. a,-25a.
Ii.H.T., Upright for VCR97 Tube
2-0v.
1.1a.,
2.500 v., 5 mA., 2-0-2
C^

B. H. MORRIS

( Dept. PI) 207

2542

TELEVISOR

Tube with minor modification.
Tunable from 40 -68 Mc's without coil
or core changing, completely isolated
from the mains.
The New Time Base may be used with
existing Premier Televisors to convert them to the latest type of picture
tubes. All the individual components
may be purchased for a total Cost
of 231/197 (less tube).
Data booklet. 3'8 post paid.
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EXPLAINING THE PRINCIPLES OF
TO TELEVISION -THIS MONTH
WE DEAL WITH THE USE OF EX- GOVERNMENT APPARATUS

RECEPTION

FOR

OF

THE

SERIES

NEWCOMER

By

" Alpha "

(Concluded front page 210 October issue)

WHERE mains transformers are used for E.H.T.
supply the regulation is very good, as quite
a heavy current can be drawn without the
'voltage falling too low. R.F. supplies, on the other
hand, have poor regulation, the applied voltage
decreasing rapidly to zero if a heavy load is applied.
The practical results are two -fold.
A poorly regulated supply will tend to vary the spot size with
picture ç9RtAp4: a bright part of the picture will
draw more current from the E.H.T. supply, the spot
will increase and a small degree of focus will be
,:lost.
mptom is often referred to as " defocusing .o`n, whites."
The mains supply does not
suffer from this defect.
On the other hand, if accidental contact is made
wit0 the R.F. E.H.T., then the voltage immediately
falls to a low, safe figure and beyond a nasty jolt,
no harm is done. With mains E:H.T. the voltage
does not fall so rapidly : an accidental contact is,
therefore, much more dangerous.

TI>,isde-

Using Ex -Govt. Units
The cost of many ex -Govt. units appears very
attractive to the beginner and our Query Department receives a constant flow of enquiries on
the suitability of this or that type of apparatus

for TV work.

which are in the greater supply are too small to
accommodate a complete television receiver. They
are all equipped with a cathode -ray tube and can
generally be used as a picture display unit complete
with timebase.
One of the most popular types is the 182A, which
contains a cathode-ray tube type BCR5I7 and 8 valves.
This tube provides quite a good picture and the
colour varies from a pale green to a buff. There'are
a series of 517 tubes, all of which have different
characteristics and some of them have a medium
persistence screen which makes them unsuitable for
picture reception.
It is advisable to have this type of tube tested on an
actual picture, before purchase if at all possible,
as the afterglow of the screen detracts from the
quality of the picture.
The 5I7c generally suffers from this defect, though
the tubes appear to vary from one to another.
The tube contained in the Indicator 182 is usually
quite suitable for TV use.
Indicators Type 6 have been made in a series,
the actual modification being determined by the
letter following the. number (e.g., Indicator 6H).
These units contain a VCR97 tube (green screen, short
persistence) which has proved to be very suitable for
television. The tube is capable of providing a very
good quality picture. The Indicator can be used
as timebase and C.R.T. network and data for their
conversion is now being published in these pages.

Some confusion arises on the make -up of the
different types of units and the following information
is designed to assist the beginner should he desire
to make use of this type of apparatus.
Items which are suitable for TV work fall into I.F. Strips
the three main classes : (a) indicators, (b) I.F. strips,
Undoubtedly the most popular I.F. strip is the
(c) V.H.F. or U.H.F. receivers..
Pye 45 Mc /s. This strip is sometimes Sold by itself
An Indicator, or display unit as it is sometimes or complete with the receiving portion of the circuit
termed, comprises a cathode-ray tube with various called the R3583.
valves and other components. These units can form
As the coils in this unit are tuned to 45 Me /s
the picture display unit of a televisor and are usually it can be used for the Alexandra Palace transmitter
modified to contain the timebase, E.H.T. supply and with very few circuit modifications. It can also be
C.R.T. Some indicators such as the 62 and 62A used for any other channel if the coils are modified.
can be converted into a complete televisor containing
When converted it forms a very powerful T.R.F.
vision and sound receivers as well as the timebase receiver with 5 R.F. stages, using EF50 valves.
and C.R.T.
Modification data is available (usually from the
The Indicator 62 formed the basis of an inexpensive dealer), but ability to read a theoretical circuit is
televisor called the " £9 Televisor," details of which essential.
were published in PRACTICAL TELEVISION some time
The 194 strip is another very useful unit. The
ago. Reprints of the article are still available, but coils have to be rewound to cover the TV bands.
the televisor cannot be built for that low figure now, When modified it forms a very powerful T.R.F.
due to the fact that prices have been increased.
receiver containing 6 R.F. stages using SP6I valves.
The data has not been designed for use by the real Modification data is available, usually from the
beginner as a certain amount of theoretical knowledge supplier.
is required, no wiring diagrams being supplied.
Both the foregoing units are very suitable for use
Indicators 62A are a later issue of the above unit as a vision receiver. The 194 strip can be used
and use EF50 valves instead of the SP6I's of the as a combined sound and vision receiver : modificaIndicator 62. No conversion data is available, but tion data for this has been published in PRACTICAL
the data for the £9 Televisor could be used.
TELEVISION and reprints are available.
There are other Indicator units available, but those
The RI l24A receiver is still available and can be
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modified for reception of TV sound. It is very
easily modified for the Alexandra Palace transmitter,
but no modification data is available.

V.H.F. and U.H.F. Receivers
There are quite a few of these units available and
they can be used for receiving TV sound and vision.
One of the most popular types is the R3170Á
and conversion details for this have recently appeared
in PRACTICAL TELEVISION. It is not difficult to
modify and makes a very powerful sound and vision
superhet.

The R3094A is a similar unit and can be modified
in a similar manner, though no detailed data is
available.
Perhaps the most popular unit of all is the R1355.
By itself it forms an I.F. unit comprising five I.F.
stages and an output stage which can be modified
for vision or sound.
The chassis has, a space which will accommodate
an R.F. unk designed specifically for the R1355, and
the complete set -up forms a most powerful receiving
unit, eminently suitable for really long-distance
reception.
The I.F. stages employ SP6I valves and are tuned
to 7.5 Mc/s. A V.H.F. diode detector is included and
the output stage is easily modified as a video amplifier.
Four R.F. units are available for use with this unit.
The RF24 tunes by five switched stages from 20-30
Mc /s and can be modified to cover any channel. It
uses SP61 valves.

The RF25 can be tuned directly to Alexandra
Palace (Channel I) and can be modified to tune in the
other four channels. It uses SP6I valves.
The RF26 is, perhaps, the most useful unit of the
four, as when jacked into the RI355 it will cover all

five channels without wiring modifications. It is a
very powerful unit using one EF54 R.F. stage, one
EF54 mixer, and one EC52 oscillator. It can be
tuned over the 50 -65 Mc/s band by means of a

tuning dial.
When used unmodified it will cover Sutton Coldfield transmitter and, by retrimming, Holme Moss
and Kirk O'Shotts can be covered. Alexandra Palace
can be obtained by fitting iron cores to the tuning
coils (this is also sometimes necessary to obtain
Holme Moss), while the Wenvoe transmitter can be
obtained by, fitting brass cores to the coils.
The RF27 covers the range 65 -80 Mc/s and thus
will tune Wenvoe directly. It is very similar to the
RF26 and can be modified for most of the channels.
Although the RF26 and 27 are much more
powerful than the RF24 or 25, they appear to suffer
from trouble with I.F. breakthrough, stations transmiffing on the intermediate frequency coming
through on the. sound and vision receivers. This can
be cured by fitting a simple rejector circuit in series
with the aerial, or by fitting a pre -amplifier.
Pre-amplifiers containing one or two valves can be
used with the units to extend the range.
It has not been possible to describe all the units
available at the present time, but we have mentioned
those which readily lend themselves to conversion
and which are still advertised.
One very important point to observe is that these
units have been in stock for some considerable time,
and while the resistances which they 'contain are
usually above reproach, the same cannot be said of
the condensers. It is advisable to check the condensers
before putting them into use, and this is especially
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important for timebase circuits
can give very puzzling faults.

as even

slight leaks

Cathode -ray Tubes
The supply òf cathode -ray tubes which are suitable
for TV use is becoming exhausted, and the constructor who is intending to make himself an inexpensive televisor using one of these tubes is advised
to buy now. Supplies of the deservedly popular
VCR97 are becoming erratic ; they are not likely to
disappear suddenly but will become Increasingly more

difficult to obtain.

VCR97's are capable of providing very good
pictures, though the constructor should ensure that
the tube he buys is free from cut -off. By cut -off is
meant the cutting of the edges of the picture by
deflector plates inside the tube, and nothing can be
done to remedy it satisfactorily.
In this connection it may be of help to know that
the rubber mask which is available for use with this
tube has a height of 4in. and some tubes suffer from
cut -off in one direction only ; if the cut-off allows a
raster of at least 4in. in one direction and 5in. in the

other it can be used for TV.
VCR517's can be used for TV but are inclined to be
medium persistence, which becomes annoying on
panning shots. Some constructors prefer them to the
VCR97.
The SCPI is still available and can provide It very
clean picture, though the overall size is not as great
as the VCR97.
VCR140's are I2in. in diameter and require
magnetic deflection. They are not suitable for TV
due to their very long persistence.

Those are the tubes most generally available. It is
not possible to include a complete list, but it will be
found that other ex- Government tubes in good
supply are of the smaller type with screens of about
The tubes make very good
3in. in diameter.
oscilloscopes.

Valves

Most of the valves on the ex-Government market
are quite suitable for TV where their civilian equivalents are used. The SP61 (VR65) has been designed
for V.H.F. reception, but suffers from one drawback

-a very heavy

heater current is required.
EF50's (VR91) are available in large quantities.
When these valves are used the pins should be
thoroughly cleaned with emery cloth and spring
clips used on the valveholders. They are prone to
cause trouble due to poor contact between valve pins
and the holder.
EF54's (VRI36) are very useful for R.F. or I.F.
amplification, though they too suffer from poor
contact trouble.
6AM6's are glass -based valves of the miniature
type, which can be used in lieu, of any of the above
types. Their use enables compactness in design to
be obtained.
Once again it is not possible to enumerate all the
types available, but the foregoing are chosen as
representing the most popular types used for R.F. and

I.F. amplification.

The chokes and transformers found in ex- Government units are generally of the high cycle type and
are unsuitable for direct use on 50 cycle mains. The
beginner is advised not to use them.
It is possible to rewind the transformers if the
necessary knowledge and skill is available.
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E. H. T

The NERA R.F., E.H.T.
unit has been designed to

-

IIiU

provide a safe and reliable
source of D.C. high voltage
for all C.R.T.s including
the new wide angle and
aluminised types.
The output is continuously
variable between 8 to 12 kV.
at approximately 500 micro amps.

'il4i,

E

PRICE

I'KACTICAL TELEVISION

E6

10

COMPLETE

0

The unit

is completely wired and
tested ready to switch on, requiring
only H.T. and L.T. connections.
Ample shielding is provided to
prevent radiation and interference
The coil
o Broadcasg.ne¢eivers.
with reetifipo illtorporated may be
purchased:Elcpuptely. Full instructions and data supplied.

WITH THE

N E RA

smith's

COIL

RECTIFIER

&

PRICE

E3

:

17

6

UNIT

R.F., E.H.T.

Phil details front:
AREN (T;t;;°`i.,',) LTD., HIGH ST., GUILDFORD
Manufacturers of Nera Big -screen Television Receivers

The solder

HOME

for all

From Smith's shops and bookstalls you can quickly obtain,
technical books pn the latest

SETS

and new theories. Books not
actually in stock can usually
be supplied within a day or so.

Smith's Postal Service can
send books to any address at

sets know that the efficiency of
their equipment depends on the
solder used by the constructorthat's why they recommend Ersin
Multicore for trouble -free, waste free soldering. Ersin Mttlticore, the
only solder containing three cores
of extra- active, non-corrosive Ersin

Flux, is obtainable from all leading
radio shops. Ask for Cat. Ref.
C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 6040 Hig:t
Tin Television and Radio Alloy.
Thesiz_ l Carton contains 55 feet
of solder, costs 5 / -.

"know h Ir /T..

new components, methods

Designers of television constructor
t

r°ff/'E`ent

developments in circuit design,

TELEVISION

CONSTRUCTOR

%

Home or Overseas. Lists of the
ERSIN

standard works on any subject
gladly supplied upon request.

tfl

Get your technical books from
(ONTAINj.s
CO
NON-(ORROSIVI

ES

OF

1LUx

Ersin Multicore Solder
In case of dt#iculty in obtaining supplies, please write to
EULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. MULTICORE WORKS, MAYLANDS

AVE., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HERTS.

Boamoor 3636 (3 liner)

W. H. Stuhlt
& Son

SHOPS

AND

BOOKSTALLS

EVERYWHERE

Y
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SPECIAL

SPECIAL !

SPECIAL !

!

AVO MODEL 40 UNIVERSAL TEST METER
self contained, it provides
us to make this unique offer of these world famous testers. Completely
voltage and resistance. Every instrument has been thoroughly checked and tested, and is GUARANTEED IN PERFECT WORKING ORDER. An ideal opportunity to acquire a first grade tester at low cost. ONLY 29-19 -Od.
A special purchase enables
40 ranges of AC'DC current,

Television," a copy of which is supplied. Complete with 8 valves SP61, and 1
R 1355 RECEIVER, as specified for " Inexpensive
each 5U4G and V13120 or VÚ111. Used, excellent condition. ONLY 29,6d. (carriage. etc., 5'6d.).
ONLY
THE :1ROVE. -Type 24. complete with valves and details of mods for all TV Channels.
RF UNITS FOR USE WITHColdfield,
Holme Moss and K.O.S., complete with valves and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS,
25' -. TYPE 26. for Sutton
ONLY 598d. TYPE 27, for Wenvoe, complete with valves and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS, ONLY 59í6d. Postage,
etc., 2/8d. per unit, please.
97 Tube. 16 valves. SP 61, 2 of EB34. 4 of EA50. Built on a double deck chassis,
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 95. Contains VCR but
is for 60 cycle use. In new condition. ONLY 59`6d. (carriage. etc., 7'6.).
this is exactly the same as the Type 62 indicator,
of the very popular unit we sold out of a few months ago. Ideal for conversion to TV4
RECEIVER R 3118.-A further supply
Is tremendously powerful, employing 7 I.F. stages of 12 mc's with
having a built-in A.C. Mains Power Pack for 108-240.volts.
mc's band -width, and has 16 valves 6 of VR65, 4 of VR92, 2 of VR136, and 1 each VR137, P61, 5Z4 and Y63 " Magic Eye." In new
condition, ONLY 97'6. (Carriage. etc., 7,6.)
94.:.05 mid., 9d. ; .005 mid.. 94.:.5 mid.
TRANSFORMERS.-Manufactured to V('1197 TUBE, Carriage paid. 45 -.
2'- .03 mfd. 2.5 kv., 2'6.; .1 mfd. 2.5 kv.,
our specifications and fully guaranteed. VALVES.EF50 (VR9D. 6 6 :5U4G" 10'Normal Primaries. 425-0-425 v. 200 ma. 6V6, 10/6
EF36 46.
EB34 (VR54). 3.6
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.. 5 v. 3 a. ONLY (VR56), 7/8
ßP61 (VR65), 4 6 : EA50
ELECTROLYTIC'S,-3 mfd. 450 v.. 2/8
50 : 350 v.-0-350 v. 160 ma., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
8x 8mfd. 450 v., 4 9; 16 16 mfd. 450 v.,
(VR92). 3/6.
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., ONLY 42'6: 250 v. -0- POTENTIOMETERS. -Less switch, 3'7'- 25 mfd. 25 v., 1,6 50 midi., 12 v., 116.
250 v. 100 ma.. 6.3 v. 6 a.. 5 v. 3 a.. ONLY
with switch, 418.
TRIMMERS. -C-30 of., 7d.
32.6. 350 v. -0-350 v.. 150 ma. 6.3 v. 5 a..
VALVEROLDERS. 1.0. or M.O., 6d.
5 v. 3 a. ONLY 32'6. The above are fully
CONVERT YOUR ELECTROSTATIC
5.5 kV.
BOG, 103. ; Diode, 6d.
shrouded, upright mounting.
T5' TO MAGNETIC'. As per the details
E.H.T. with 2 windings of 2 v. 1 a., ONLY
RESISTORS.-1 w., 4d.: I w., 541.: published in this journal. Component
7216:7 kV. E.H.T. with 4 v. 1 a., ONLY 82 8.
w..
2.5
2
w.,
15
k.,
2'
-.
1
w.,
9d.
6d.
Price list on request..
PLEASE ADD 2 - POSTAGE FOR EACH
('OIL FORMERS WITH SLUGS.-lin., PUBLICATIONS. Practical TV Argus
TRANSFORMER.
13d.:
Tin.,
101.
Details and Blue Print, 2'9.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMER FOR í'('R97 CONDENSERS.-Mica and Silver Mica, Televisor.
Inexpensive Television. 2 9. TV Picture
TUBE. -2,500 v. 5 ma.. 2 -0-2 v. 1.1 a. 2 -0.2
Faults, 3'9. TV Fault Finding. 5'3.
.1 mfd., 1'- ; .01 mfd.,
6d. .Tubulars
v. 2 a. (post 1,6), 37'6.
Cash with order, please. and print naine and address clearly. Include postage as spec'hed and on Component Orders under 22.
:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

U.E.I. CORPN., THE RADIO CORNER, 138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I (Phone TERminus 7937)
Open until 1 p.m. atur,lar'. s,e are 2 min.. from Iiigh Holborn (Chaucer) Lane Station), 5 mins.by bus from King's Cross.

LEARN THE

PRACTICALWAY
Instruction and Equipment
the only real way of making home study
successful. Specially prepared equipment, which remains your
property, is supplied thus combining theory and practice
in the correct educational sequence. Whether your need be for
career, hobby or general interest, here is the most efficient
method for acquiring knowledge.

Here at last

'POST

is

THIS

COUPON

TODAY'

Pisase send nie your FREE book on Practical Courses.
To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138X
43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, W.4.

Practical courses
in many other
subjects including:

NAME

Draughtsmanship.
Carpentry. Chemistry.
Photography.
Commercial Art.

ADDRESS

_.... ._..._-..___._..._._........._-

EMI

INSTITUTES

the only Postal College
is part of a world -wide
Industrial Organisation.

which

IC20
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Viewing Before Gas

A

ilk

RESIDENT of Godshill,

some

come.

time to

Commercial Station
A LTHOUGI-I commercial television is still only a wishful
thought for some people, a London
advertising firm is to construct a
station near Walton -on- Thames,
Surrey.

rt

Television Licences
following statement shows
THEthe approximates
-number of
television licences issuedduring the
year ended August, 1953. The grand
total of sound and television
licences was I3,056,689.
Region
Number

London Postal
Home Counties
Midland
...
North Eastern

..:
...
...

South Western
...
Wales and Border ...

798,240
-286,261
521,343
302,496
334,684
92,441
105,389

Total Eng. and shales
Scotland
Northern Ireland ...

2,440,854
93,364
4,885

North Western

-

Grand Total

...

will be rleasrcl w conarticles of a ^raetieai nature
r pinheaded, in " Practical
Such articles slim,!! he
'i one side or Me raper only.
houari contain the name and
or the sender.
II i:ilst the
:.or dors not hold himselr
mre roe manuscripts. even' effort wül
he marie to return than A a stamped
and addressed en acore is emu, serf.
All correspondence it :untied for the
I ditor should be nd:rssed ro : The
/ 1:/tor.
"Practical
Trier inn."
George Newne,. Ltd.. Tow: r llou.r.'.
'nc»mrnpmr. Street. Strays/. II C._.
Ovin to the rapid progress in the
design of radio apparatus and to
our efforts to keep our readers in
touch with the latest rie r. on tents.
we g`re no warranty that apparatus
The Editor

a

small village on the Isle of
Wight of just over a hundred
houses, has pointed out the ironic
situation that will arise when the
new television transmitter is erected
on the Island.
In spite of the fact that Godshill
is only five milts from the site of
the, aerial, all,liighting in the village
is by gas, only with little or no hope

of electricll'jt't,.for
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sider

,

de''et ibed

in aue

eoi,mms

is

not

tae

of letters totem,.
Copyright in all drawings. phare_
graphs
and articles
lachlishrri in
" Practical Television" is specifically
res et red
throughout
the
cauntrdee
signatory ro he Bete Conrertiou
and the U.S.A.
Reprouhre. loos on
irnuadons of one of these are Therefore
tam ess /r 1h, bidden.
sr.b =cet

the results of the 1953 Television
_Servicing Certificate Examinatión.
Of the 135 candidates who attended
the examination, 64 were successful,

including 24 who were referred in
the Practical Test in 1952. Thirty six candidates passed the written
papers and were referred in the
Practical Test, and
35
were
unsuccessful.
The next examination will be held
on May 10th and 12th and June
19th, 1954, and the closing date for
entries is January 15th. Entry foi ms
and regulations may be obtained
from the Secretary, Radio Trades

Examination Board, 9,
Square, London, W.C.h.

Bedford

On the Farm
BY participation in a ' novel
enterprise sponsored by Pet bow, Ltd., E. K. Cole -Ltd. are
proving that Ekcovision can be
installed in isolated farms and
smallholdings -whei-e no' mains
electricity' is available. A mobile
demonstration unit is now touring
the country and visiting some of
the principal agricultural shows :tp
provide rural dwellers with practical
evidence of Petbow; generating set$.

2,539,103

Council Lessons

County Council are

SURREY
introducing

a series of lectures
on the maintenance and adjustment
of a television receiver.
The series is included at evening
classes in Kingston and Hinchley
Wood.

Servicing Certificate

Radio Trades Examination
THEBoard and the City & Guilds

of London Institute haveannounced

North Hessary Tor. a prominent feature of the Dartmoor National Park.
Opposition was so strong against the BBC scheme to erect a television
station with a 7501t. transmitting mast on the Tor, that a special public
inquiry was held. Transmission tests have also been made by engineers on
Kifig's Tor, a few miles from Princetown Prison.
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recently in honour of delegates
who are in London from all parts
of the world for the VIIth Plenary
Assembly of the International
Radio Consultative Committee.
The dinner was followed by a
cabaret which was televised throughout Britain by the BBC using
Marconi cameras and equipment,
with Helene Cordet, Jean Sablon,
Hall, Norman and Ladd, and
Ronnie Boyer and Jeanne Ravel.

r

Too Many Cowboys
recently on " The
SPEAKING
Impact of Television " at the
Coventry Rotary Club, Mr. M.
Gordon, psychology tutor at Birmingham University, told members
that the BBC would do well to cut
down the number of Western films
shown in children's programmes,
as they contain too large a degree
of violence.
" Taken in small doses," he said,
" murders, violence and crime on '
television will provide a healthy
Sir George H. Nelson greets Mr. H. Bishop, director of BBC Technical outlet for the savage instincts which
Services, and Mrs. Bishop at a dinner and dance in honour of delegates
are very predominant in children."
who are in London from all parts of the world for the VIIth Plenary Assembly
But if the programmes show
of the International Radio Consultative Committee.
little else than a distorted and
sadistic view of life, it will certainly
European Link -up
Reception in Buses ?
affect their minds and give them a
FOLLOWING a two-day con- wrong view of right and wrong."
MR. J. OLDROYD, a radio and
ference in London, repretelevision mechanic from
Cudworth, Yorks, has been experi- septatives from European countries
menting with TV reception in vans have arranged for a European "TV Eye"
television development
and cars and believes that the day Television Week next June. Proin America is a camera fixed,
is not far off when passengers will grammes will be interchanged ANEW
be able to watch transmissions in between Britain, Belgium, Holland, on a tripod with a lens in front"
France, Italy, Germany, Denmark and a cable leading from the back
buses.
to a TV receiver.
Mr. Oldroyd has obtained clear and Switzerland.
Known as the " TV Eye," it
Each country is to decide the
pictures in a stationary van and
quite good results even when type of programme it will offer to is being sold in the States for use
travelling at 30 m.p.h. This is the viewers of the other countries. It is in the home. Advertisements show
first time that mobile TV has been expected that Italy will feature the camera pointed at a sleeping
achieved in this country, although opera and that Switzerland and child and the parents sitting in
another room looking at a picture
the Americans conducted experi- Germany will contribute sport.
of the child on a screen.
ments in the same way. A normal
commercial receiver was used with Most Powerful
slight modification and very little
THE TV transmitter to be built Range Difficulties
aerial.
at the Crystal Palace on
MR. F. C. McLEAN, deputy
Sydenham Hill is expected to be
chief engineer, BBC, has
No BBC Cameraman
the
world,
the most powerful in
stated that if and when colour
are
WHENWHEN the Queen and the Duke the BBC claims.
transmissions
television
The transmitter will be completed introduced, the range of the transEdinburgh leave for their
of
a
range
have
the
will
by 1956 and
tour of Australia at the end of
mitting station is liable to be
year, their trip will not be covered 50 to 60 miles, being situated affected with considerable fading
sea
-level.
BBC
ft.
above
1,000
for. Television Newsreel by a
in fringe areas.
cameraman.
Televised
Cabaret
the
this
is
for
The reason given
Less Travelling
high cost of the trip which the BBC SIR GEORGE H. NELSON,
ONE of the reasons given by
English
of
the
chairman
will
Newsreel
TV
cannot afford.
Latham, retiring chairdepend on the cinema newsreel Electric group of companies, of man Lord
Transport, for
companies for a pictorial record of which Marconi's Wireless Tele- the of London
decrease in travelling on buses,
the royal visit. These companies, graph Co., Ltd., and The Marconi
railways is
however, will probably insist that International Marine Communica- tubes and suburban
are staying at
the films are not transmitted before tion Co., Ltd., are members, was that more people TV
instead of
they, are available for cinema host to some 800 guests at a dinner home to watch
and dance at the Dorchester Hotel going out for their entertainment.
audiences.

-

:
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VALVES

jf

RED, EF50 (Syi), 6/3
EA50
2'- SP61
2'- DI
2/6 SP91
216
VU111
8/3;- VU133
3.- VU120
3/- 1)22
6V6
6'- 6(37
8,6 6K7
6/6
8!6 6N7
5U4G
6X5
8/6 5Z4
5Z3
8 8
7/6
7,6
V1191
5.- EBC33
7/7/- EL50
ECCJ1
BKB
8/- 111,5
8`12/6 SG215
2/6
3106
VR116
5!- MU2
7:4/6
4/- EF36
EC52
5'- ECC32
6:- 1T4
8'- 63K7
4'6
8130
6 - 6Y6
6114
9 6
8,6 HL2K
26
1299A
EF39
5 8.- EF54
51- 055
4:6
FW4500 8 6 EF91
12SJ7
8 6
4 8 S110A
6/KT66
Pen220
12 8 PT15
6 2.6 Pen48
VU508
EMI
2,^ 6
EF8
5/7/- EC54
VU:1!)
10'- ISO
8/- 6L8G
12/KT44
2:- ML6
6L6M
6r8 VI121
318
12i6
EL32
TT1i
9001
5 5'- Ulo
9/3S4
807
7.- CV73
4;- 6AC7
7'6
2D21
CV135
8;6 EK32
2/- 12116
8 35L6
9:- 50L6
9,- 1625
5.6 MAI
6,6
KT2
4'8 11.N5
5'6 12SG7
6/- IA5
7/1LD5
81- APT4
3/- VGTI28 6/6 - CV18
CARBON, RESISTOR 1 WATT
10. 100, 1.000, 10 K., 100 K.,) 1 .. 10 M. : 12, 120. 1.2 K.. 12 K.,
120 K., 1.2 M. ; 15. X50, 1.5 K., 15 K., 150 K., 1.5 M.: 18, 180,
1.8 K., 18 K., 180 K:,1.8 M.
56. 560, 5.6 K.. 56 K., 561) K.. 5.6
M. 68. 680.
K.. 680 K.. 6.8 M. ; 82, 820. 8.2 K., 82

/vf

X6g.8 ,7$.,x(68
330.
3. :9M.
47,'410. 4..7 K. 47 K... 470 .. .7 M. x 22.3220,22 K.,
22 K., 220 K,:,2,2 M. ; 27, 270, 2.7 K., 27 K., 270 K., 2.7 M.

at 6d. ea6h, 5;6 per dozen.
(YINDENSEI{.- Electrolytic. W.E. New Stock. B.E.C.
450 v. wkg. 8 mid., 2:6
8 +8 mid.. 3,9
16 +16 mfd., 4/6.
Dubilier Drilitic, 500 v. wkg. 16 mid., 3.'9 each.
POTENI'IOSIETER, -All values to 2 Meg. at 2/8 each.
WE (;LT CABLE AND PRICE
8013 lin. diameter coaxial cable. Any length cut. per
8d. yard.
All

:

:

VINER'S (Middlesbrough)

Radio
26,

Goleminent Surplus
Electrical
EAST Sill E1 T, MIDDLESBROUG71
Telephe a.

BUILD A

.)19

dllddlesbreugh

TAPE

RECORDER

THAT REALLY WORKS WELL
Designed by the man who gave us the " Viewmaster "
home -constructed televisor, and shown stage -by -stage
in the same clear, fool -proof manner -send to :

THE

UNEX

WITH THE

T.V.

AERIAL

DRIVEN

ARRAY

For simplicity in fitting, high
electrical performance and
long and trouble-free service,
the UNEX has no equal.
Like the popular Dublex,
the Unex is a driven array
with excellent electrical and
mechanical features.
Vitally important points to
note on the Unex are
EASY FITTING.- Diametrically opposed elements screw
into each other and automatically make contact with down lead terminals.

:-

SIMPLE DOWNLEAD CONNECTIONS.- Excellent accessibility plus spring loaded braiding clamp

ensure speedy and positive connections.

HIGH ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE.-Forward

gain of 3dB Front /Back ratio of 25dB guarantee
excellent electrical efficiency plus maximum interference rejection.
INEXPENSIVE.- Prices are low despite the high
quality materials used. 83S- complete with Eft.
alloy mast, single lashing bracket, etc. £3.19.6.

f
D=GWÄRE- WOWD

r

For Flack's 28 -page " Soundmaster " booklet with
six -stage construction sheets, amplifier circuit,
price lists, etc.
post free.

6, 6
H. L. SMITH & CO., LTD.

287/9
Tel.

Near

:

Edgware

Road,

London,

83T complete with IO' x
lightweight mast,
double 1,hings, etc.
£6,15.0.
83F complete with 14' x 2" lightweight mast,
double lashings, etc.
£7.12.6.
83C comple :e with cranked arm, single lashing
bracket
£3.19,6.
83X array only for own mast fitting
£2. 4.0.
I

Above are for all channels vertical.
for horizontal versions.

Add 5/- extra

W.2.

PADdington 5891.
Hours : 9 to 6.
Thursday I o'clo ck.
Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and
Bakerloo.

CASTLE WORKS STALYBRIDGE

CHESHIRE

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SETS OF \.1. \IS
Ten EF50 (Ex -Brand
New Units) 6'- each 50 - Set
6K8G. 6K7G, 607G.
6V6G
(or
5Z4G.
...378
-KT61)...
1115, SSS. 1T4, 1S4 or
... 30.í3S4 or 3V4) ...
TP25. HL23 DD, VP23
PEN25 for QP25) ... 25
6K7G, 607G.
61(8G.

/.IA
1G';
1R5

B 6

1S4
1S5

8

IT4

1ATGT
1LN.5

3X2

25A6G, 25Z5 or 257.66 37 8
12K7GT.
12K8GT.
a5Z4GT.12Q7GT.
:35L6GT or 50ISGT 37 6

3V)
:IS+
5Z'i
nU

I

5Z4
12SK7GT.
I2SA7GT.
6A7G
35Z1GT,
12SQ7GT,
AC i
37 6
35L6GT or 50L6GT
oSAC.
PX25. KT33C, KT66,
LiA8G
... 12 6 each -6A516
...
GUSO ...
(PX25'3Matched Pa t _s 25 -pr.) 6138
6C4
TEN 6A516 tEF911 ... 80 6C5GT
800
RN
" 15'- pr.
Wearite IFT'a "
Wearite IFT's 503A- 53210 - pr. yF GG
Plessey Permeability 86 pc.
6G6G
2 Gang Condensers .0(105. 2P s 6HGGT
..
11
s 5With Trimmers 6 8 -r MGM
6J5GT
2 Gang 0005' with 4 way
65Á1
i

"

-xli

76 gJ6
Push -Button Assembly
Su.perhel 3- OAKS
"` Weymouth
Wave Band -Coll racks. "" .627G
Short, Med.. and Long with e.J7M
Gram. Switch. Brand' New 6K6
Miniature type complete ''6K7G
.. 19.6 -' 6K7M
with circuit..
P.P. 16.; absolute bargain, ,NKBG
SEND POSTAGE FOR NEW

195:3

N EN RY, S

\DI:I/ P01.F. Mt/1'O1MS.
volts. Ideal for Tape
... 1018
...
Decks, etc....
5(CATHODE
IRAS' TUBES:
'CVSL
EF50
8'6
Lull
pic 7 6 VCR97, Guaranteed
(Ex- Units) $110
8
tore. 40 -, care. 2,1 -.
8'6
B 1470( Vo10)
8 6, SPI
full
ï.
Guaranteed
VCR1
6
8'6: VP2
Mu -Metal
with
'6:ß o,eLtue

8
8
8

10

-

"KBGT
6L6G

9

6L7

7 6 35Lti
8 6 501.6GT

BQ7(1T
8 -! 68.37GT
8 -11'ìR7
5- 6XSC
8 -' 6SA7GT
8 - 6SQ7GT
S 6 85(17
-

8 6

8'6
7 8

86
6 6

5

.

t

3

1

D!1

6--, D{.,
6
8

226

,

12Q7GT

B.

g8

I1 ;(

S1'3

i
,1'..''''
l'Wdt
61

8 L'.r?
50 -; Ut7

12&Á76T 848

g'8 PX'y

8 6! KT3;1C
96.E KT63

EF38

8539

8'8. GC759
6B, I2SQIGT 80l EF91
9' -` XY' 1. i)
7
8 6 12S07
8591
8 X10(1.5)
1
SH7
7;8
9EL2Q
7 6. VUIII
8'8
76I 12SK7
9'6. EFSO' (Red. VUC33
781. -S11., 10- V C L2OA
9, -, 12S117
eS

Screen. 40 -.

Suitable for 'scores
and Tel. 25 -. ,:arc. 3 -.
DI
2- SICt- 3[ETAL SCREEN for
\'CR97. 10 -.
ACEPEN 6 3
Brand
VCRL'i9A (ÁCß10). 35
VRI50

CK7IOAX 5 -

30 8

6 3BP1

AC; PENDU

6

Pl:NdI

-

I'EN4ü

new.

1213
6 6

TIR 1196 It Id('i {I \'I ;IC
5(]T3NFL-Complete
with
B

î6

valves. 2 F.F rO, 2 EF39. 1
In new
l'K.r2. 1 EBC33.
condition. Circuit and Con-

<)P'2a
66
-. QPAIO f s SP01
4 8 6
7 6 SP!1
8 6 HI-23 DO 818
10 - Tp25
6.-

:37

.E 6`33

CV66

_

-

s

2' -:UIO
88. E:A.iO
Y63
10'- E.F54
7B i VRl"6) 0 -, P2
12'8!, í4U1+
7rß EE':u
8ßt8

8 6! 12K8GT

-1

6-

8 6 931A

'

-1

'D2'
1,132

8
8

8 8 lZ99A
8 6 1'7.40

2E DT
b6,121-16
9
9

6

6

`LOOS

8'6

12A2
13C

8 8
8 -I

7"8 954
7.8 952

tiV6GT

7Ii
68767
7S7

80
86ßA

'7001
9002
9'- 9003
9 - 900+

4S57

201 250

-

-

8 8', 302

78

716

6 7t'S 7
8 6 7A7
5 - 7C7
66

6

SB lrf.It
8B UV il
8'e {pi

6

3SH7M

8 6 1tSN7GT
6 65C7
10

9-

8'6', TDD2A
8 6: DX 10

.

7'f

818

8'6

SI1

'

'

8 6 142

-SK7GT
86,'iNLTGT
8 8

14A7

3S7AGT
- ..,ZO
76 L5Á6

11'

-' 'N7GT

8 6
8 6'

-'I,

8'8 25Z6GT

1622 (61,6).

oo

-

10
8

6

6 8

VY3)
VP +1

88

22

8 6

Ct

î

12 6 ATPI
70 - TP22
12 6_'í'H233
12 6 ;IMP

4 - 42SP C
4 - .>lSSG

4

-

4

25' -,
version Data Free.
carriage paid.
It lil'1:1 \1CR 101355. Ae speeltied for "Inexpensive Television.- Complete with B

valves VRGS and 1 each
Only
SU+G. VU120. VRa2.
29 -. carriage 5 -. Or Brand
parkin;
in original
new
care
ease 55 plus
5 ti
RF27, b9'ß.
ltF2tì, 59 8
\ 1'1t61î(' Blue and What.
of ln- 'force, This Tube replaces the VCR97 and VCR517
without alteration antl givre

6
-

S 6

10

-

-

:6
8 -

4 -

White piet!Ire
Brand new in original crates,
35 -, carr. free.

a Cull Blue and

4 - MS PENB
76
4 -

COMPREHEÑSIVE 23-PAGE CATALOGUE : CONTAINING COMPONEA ITS
Open Mon. -Fri 9-6. Thurs. 1 p.m.

t

F.X. GOVT.

PADDINGTON

TEL

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.Z.

S,

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

We have over 20.000 American and ItA.. L. salle: In stock.
ALL VALVES NE'h' AND GUARANTEED.

ICS

-
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BARGAINS

1000 9, 04)1.

ELPREQ READY MADE TELEVISORS- SUPERIOR 15" NEWS
" Superior 15.7 has proved
These are Five Channel Tele) Our
easy to construct and
visors employing. completely quite
we see glad to say- that most
tuneable superhet sound apd .purchasers now have their)
vision receivers. They have wm9cing. some in fw2, have
noise suppression on both already started on a second
sound and vision and incor- model tor 'a friend.
the
porate a special L5. filter in Ltnfortnnately. dueof tocertain
increased prices
'the aerial circuit. The circuit
the cost of all comis absolutely up-to -date and items.
and Cossor
valves
ponent.:,
in fact uses the latest dullard
15in. tube is now 837.10.0.
valves. The 12in. model uses 110.1'. deposit now £12.10.0'.
MV 31'74 tube with the tinted Plus £1.0.0 carriage and insurNevertheless it is still
special daylight viewing face. ance.exceptional
bargain for it
The 15in model uses the Cos - an
all the latest feasor MX tube. Price. either model, is employs
-line
fly -hack E.H.T.tures
receive
to
842.10.0. complete mndy
noise suppression -diode damped interlace, etc.. etc.
sound and vision. Carriage and insurance £2.0.0. (Partly
12in. A constructors' envelope, giving full details with blueprints.
Cabinets
returnable). H.P. terms 814.3.6 deposit.
is available price 7 641. returnable within 14 days if you decide
table model,, 03.17.6. carriage. etc.. 786. 12in. Console Model,
£11.10.0. car- not to make the set,. Working models can be seen at Fleet Street.
87.17.6. carriage. etc.. 10 -. 15M. Console Model
and Finsbury Park. A beautifully finished Walnut cabinet
riage. etc.. 15 -. Any cabinet may be purchased by H.P. Simply Ruislip
for £3.17.0
has been'made for the " Superior 15." Price is 811.10.0
send one-third as deposit.
deposit'. Carriage £1.0.0. This now means you can have a really
super T.V. for less than £50.
'

-

'

AUTO -RADIOGRAM 29 gns.
Full-size walnut Console CAItI
NET £11.10.0. plus 15- e,Orisge
3 -valve all -mains superhet RADIO.
3 waveband coloured Illuminated
scale, fully guaranteed. £8.19.6.
plus 7 6 carriage and Insurance.
Record changer, Collar° 3-speed
with dual pickup.

SPECIAL OFFER. Three units
for 29 guts. or 210.14.0 deposit and
12 monthly payments of
plus carriage and insurance. Book let or photos, circuit diagrams,

rte.,

216

(returnable).

TABLE

RADIO

CABINET

Due to a special purchase. we are able
to offer this very One cabinet. size
approx. l'i x 16 n 7- walnut veneered
Complete with
and satin finished.

colour '1 waveband glass scale at only
carriage and packing 3'6d.
to (ìt
We also have a limited Quantity of the complete chassis
long, medium
these cabinets. specification 51octal valves. standard
A.C. mains operation.
and short wavebands. A.V.C. Bin. speaker.
('rice £9.19.6. plus 10 - carriage and insurance. H.P. terms
23.7.0 deposit. or with cabinet 84.0.0 deposit.
3

37 Bd.

f

iNWll

-

n,++

EIECTAONIC ELCCISION
42-46 WINDMILL BlHILL

¡LL,,

ass

IDMSLIP

MIDDLEIEK

MIME
ill-i

Dept.b

FLEET ST.
E.C.O.

ONION

29. STROUD GREEN ROAD, FINSBURY PARK..
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with the necessary associated components.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed
by his correspondents. All letters most be accompanied by the
Mime and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication):

TILTED WIRE AERIAL

SIR,-Re capacity tilted wire aerials for TV
reception (PRACTICAL TELEVISION, August, 1953),
1 am
very interested in this type of aerial. .There is
one constructional detail I would like clarified.
The writer stretched -two lengths (44 ft.) of wire
between two insulators' and then cut each alternate
wire R/4 along its length and then twisted the wire
lightly together (what is the object, please, of cutting
the wire, then joining it 7).
I live in a locality where the interference' level is
very high and,' think this type of aerial will benefit
tne.
I I sv(k(INS
(Slough).
[A... wt., i,il Mier readers are in some doubt regarding thi
ul, we shoe' a new illustration which we
ho/'r
irar up any doubts.- EDITOR.]

It might

well, be that many attempts may be made to improvise
the Lynx into a SuperVisor, retaining the I2in. tube,
and one can well imagine the results that may
eventuate.
A study of the SuperVisor circuitry shows that
only the scanning, EHT and modulator circuits need
slight changes in values of
components to suit a 12ín.
tube, and I would suggest that
these modifications might well
be published in parallel with
the 16ín. design and thereby

prevent well -meaning and hard-

-H.

.

.

SLOT AERIAL

,41R,-1

made up the slot aerial
shown in PRACTICAL TELEVISION
February, 1953, by Mr. Rosbottom
and it has proved 100 per cent.
satisfactory without any adjustment
whatever. I hung it under my roof
and did not have to move it once. I
am Using a 15in. Murphy table
model.
I and situated fairly high up, so am not troubled
with ghost.
Your journal is very helpful and well worth the
subscription.= -E. NORMAN (Ilfracombe).

Tilted wire aerial. -H. Hawkins (Slo igh).
up enthusiasts from disaster and
-W. M. MCMAHON (Liss).

disappointment.

NON -TECHNICAL CRITICS

MIXED CIRCUITS

SaR, -lit a. recent Editorial you stressed the danger
of experimenters attempting to adapt published
designs of television circuits to suit their own ideas
and existing'.,equipments: This is, of course; very
sound advice, and in general it should be adhered to
by. all except, perhaps, the trained engineer with
sufficient design experience and testing facilities to
avdïd the pitfalls.
There is, however, another aspect worth consideration and is probably the main reason why enthusiasts
dabble to the extent they do, hoping to improve their
results by trying new ideas out and improvising with
what they have. This is purely the one of financial
economy. A design stressing a particular feature not
previously published is always a temptation to the least
everienced, but when the cost of fully constructing
the new design; is assessed, the urge to adapt existing
equipment eeomes almost too great to resist.
Such ITPoSition might well arise with your currently
públisti ` initial design features of the 16in. Super Visor receiver.
The advantages of flywheel
synchronising and picture level control are an
attraction to the fringe area enthusist but,. since your
details of the Lynx 12ïri. receiver have just been
concluded, it is very probable. that many.such5
enthusiasts will have invested their hard earnetf;..cash
for a -12in. (ube, and cannot afford, to dispose bß this
ez end s much larger sari fair a 16in: one to ether

to

SIR, -The acknowledged and increasing " newsvalue " of television has led to the appearance
of many " semi- technical articles in the lay press.
Many of these articles are, to put it very mildly,
misleading, often in quite a serious manner,'and the

long -term effect is to give the public-a completely
erroneus idea of the truth about the technical facts
concerned.
A typical example is a weekly columnist living in
an area where fading causes appreciable annoyance
who repeatedly stresses that this fading could be
removed by increasing the transmitter power, and
calls on the BBC to take action. Apart from the fact
that increased power would do nothing of the sort,
he ignores the limitations imposed on the BBC by
international agreements, etc., and gives the impression
that they are failing to do their duty by the public.
This is only one instance of the misstatements
perpetrated by that particular columnist, and others
appear .almost weekly.
It is, undoubtedly, a
:,particularly typical case, and some lay writers serve
television -well, but the public cannot be expected to
know the. difference.
It _would help the public greatly if those in a
position to dò so would write to the newspapers
cdncerpe¢, pointing out the errors. It is a thankless
-but it can often: save trouble later on, when
tiers of the public begin to act on the false
ormation they have been given.- EtaoiNEER
(Exeter).
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TV A MENACE

?

enthusiastic television
SIR.-Although
home constructor, I cannot help but consider the
medium as a great menace to our lives.
I do not think, unlike many people, that to watch a
small picture on the end of a tube in a darkened room
is bad for anyone. But I do believe that it will in the
future bring so much into the home that there will be
little need for anyone to leave. the house for any
outside social functions.
Many regular cinema -goers who frequented the
local picture house in the old days have now bought
TV sets and become addicted to them. No one will
I

am an

ever convince me that the average evening's viewing
entertainment on television is even half as entertaining
as a programme of good feature films at the cinema.
The only difference is that it is so much easier and
cheaper to remain at home with TV. Thus, film artists,
although turning out better material, are being
scorned and eventually put out of work.
Take also the case of the music hall artist. When the
entire nation can look in at a dozen acts on television,
why go to all the small variety houses to see others.
Twelve artists are employed to entertain
The result
the whole country while thousands are put out of
work because everyone can see the same show.
V. B. RICHARDS (Nottingham).

'

-

Temporary Supplies for Series -connected Heaters
By M. C.

Matthews, B.Sc.

IT

constructing a
is frequently desirable when
complex piece of equipment such as a television
set to be able to test sections of it separately
from the whole. The supply of H.T. for this purpose
is seldom difficult. but in these days of A.C. -D.C.
sets with series connected heaters it is often found
that an odd and inconvenient heater voltage is
required. Thus, a line timebase may require about
44 volts at 0.3 amps, while the vision receiver may only
need 36 volts and other parts widely differing voltages.
The provision of an adjustable resistance capable of
dissipating the unwanted power is inconvenient and
expensive owing to the power involved and the wide
range of output required, but there is a simple solution to the problem in the capacitor voltage dropper.
This has been described on various occasions, and
there is no need to go into the theoretical explanation
again here, but the method has one advantage which is
not always appreciated, and that is that the regulation
is far better than that of a resistance provided that
the output voltage is low compared with the input
voltage. This means, of course, that fluctuations of
the mains voltage have little effect on the output, but
it also means that alterations in the load also have
little effect on the output current. In a typical case
it was found that a particular capacitor of nominal
capacity 4EIF passed a current of 0.310 amps when
connected across a 200 volt A.C. supply. The insertion
of a 200 ohm resistance in series, equivalent to a 60
volt heatec chain, reduced the current to 0.297
amps. Thus, a change of output from 0 to 60 volts
produced a change of current of 0.013 amps, or from
+3 per cent. to -0.1 per cent. of the nominal current
of 0.30 amps, which is not material.
Outputs Required
The three usual currents required are 0.15 amps,
0.2 amps and 0.3 amps, and it is a simple matter to
arrange to provide up to 60 or 70 volts at any one of
these currents. The circuit is shown in the figure and
needs little explanation. The principal point is that
the capacitors must be paper, of high quality and with
wooden
a minimum working voltage of 500 D.C. A
case is to be preferred, but if a metal case or chassis
is used it must be insulated from the circuit and should
be separately earthed. The resistances R are provided
to discharge the condensers on switching off, as
otherwise they may be left charged to a 'high voltage.
Care must be taken when using this circuit with an

A.C. -D.C. H.T. supply, and it is advisable to discónnect the heater chain from the chassis- and
reconnect it through a capacitor of about 1,000 pF.

3A

0.54

Fuse

2A
ISA

¡

OP

Switch

230

V A.C.

Se
C,
C2

C,

q

5M

05.

a 29F
o

C3 o

2epP
2 /pF 6

Out
Details of the circuit.

The values given in the diagram are for a mains
voltage of 230 A.C.; but if the device is required for
use on a widely differing voltage the required capacity
can be calculated from the formula :
1hx106
C =

2.rfv'V

-

Vt,2

where C is the required capacity in microfarads
1h is the heater current in amps
f is the supply frequency
V,, is the heater voltage
V ., is the mains voltage.
The regulation becomes poorer as V,, approaches
and it is desirable to keep the ratio as high as
possible.

V

STANDARD TEXT BOOKS
By F. J. CAMM

Newnes Rodio
Book, by post, 13j-.
The Superhet Manual,
Engineer's Pocket Book, by post 5/3.
6/4. Wireless
Manual,
by
post,
Training
Radio
6/4.
by post,
Coils, Chokes and Transformers, by post, 6/4. Refresher Course
Mathematical Tables and
by post, 8¡10.
.n Mathematics,
Formulae, by post, 5/3.

Everyman's

Wireless

'

Obtainable from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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.12
DUKE'SC FORLondon.
Granpemood
LIST

or

13

C.U.D.

STAMP

2',in.

:

:

624 2, 42/9: ( Wenvoe. 39. -1 3, 85 1 3 4, 9.10 ; 5. £10 4 £7/5.9: 7, 87/8 'Individual Parts any item separately). WBI00
(sound and vision chassis). 18/6: W13101, 6 - WB302. 1818: WB103.
WB105. 43,6: WB106, 25 6
WB103A, 52.6 .WB104, 15 6
421WB100 1. 2 or 3'state tube type). 22 6
W13107, 32,6: WB108, 33 3
'WBIlO. 10'WB Console conversion kit; 35 -:
WB112. 21 6
/W13300 pre -amp chassis, 17'6: Westinghouse Rectifiers, 14A86,
20/4 ; 14D36, 11'7: 00X3 and WX6. 3'9 each 36EHT100, 29 5
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

36EHT50. 28 :1 : 36EHT45, 23.8 : K3100. 14 8 : 113'50, 8'9 : K3.45.
8(2. T.C.C. Condensers. £7:10' -(any condenser supplied separately
pots. 5/- each : Moi-gunite ras tors, 35 3. Colvern pots,
22/8 : or CL101, 3/3 each and C1.114089 22, 6 4. Belling Lee L707,
8/9. Fuses, .8d. each. Wearite Coilsets with LO), L'don, 22 Wenvoe, 281- : Wham., H'MOès' and K.- O. -S., 30.' -. Pre -ainp coils,
pair any channel. Special components will be available for
the WIDE ANGLE Viewmastcr shortly.
TELEKINO. Constructor's Envelope. 6/- ; Coilsets. 44 6 :
Chassis kit, 50- : T.C.C. kit. £7 4 3 : RM9 rectifier. 21.- ; Allen
F0305. 21. DC300, 39.6: FC302,
Components. L0308, 40 31/- ; GLIgand GLIB, 7.6 each : BT314. 15!- : SC312, 21 - t AT310.
Dubilier. Resistor pot. kit, 81 6.
30/- ; OP117, 9'-

41

:

:

;

MA(SNAV IE%V. Denco coilsets. 41 3 : Erie resistor kit, 39 2
Denco W-A components. WA DC'Al. 43 - : WA FCAL 311- : WA, LC1
WC/1. 7.6 each ; WA FMAI. 21 - : WALOTI, 42/- ; -WA.FBT,
16/- ; Valveholders, pots. and T.C.C. condensers as per our TV

and

list.

...

...

trans. trans,

...
...

...

.
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...

'r'

1053

;

6,

...

Ba

STANDARD VIEWVI ASTER. Constructor's Envelope. 7 6
complete kit with wire, sleeving, nuts and bolts. less valves. tube
and cabinet. GENUINE parts only. £31. OR in 7 easy stages
1,

...

3;.1n.

Mor,cr

HANNEY of BATH Offers

t

.

Guarsr,

6677)

h

2 -6.

.

Post 6d.

621. Rumford Road,

C.W.O.
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Used C.R.T. Tubes. Heater cathode short pin., 45
121n., 75 -.
Ion burn Mn., 35' -. 12in.. 55 -. P. & P. on each 766.
1'alvehulders. Paxolin' octal, 4d. Moulded octal. 74i. EF59
ceramic. 7d: Moulded B7G slightly soiled, 641 Docta/ amphenol,
7d. Loctal pax.. 4d. Mazda Amph.. 741. Mazda, pax., 441. BBA.
BOA amphenoI, 76. B7G with screening can, 18:
Trimmers, 5 -90 Pf.. 5d.; 10-110, 10 -250 10-450 pf., 1.06.
Twin -gang .0605 Tuning Condensers. 5' -. With trimmers. 7 6.
Midget .00037 dust cover and trimmers, 8 6.
P.M. SPEAKERS
with
léss

-

OFFER,

r

t .tit!". ET as Illustrated,
!iii
6;
51, in walnut or
cream, complete with
T.R.F. chassis, 2 waveband
scale. station names. new
waveband,back- plate,drum,
pointer.
spring drive
spindle, 3 knobs and back,
228. P. &P.36.
AS ABOVE but complete
with Sin. speaker and Q.P.
trans. (these speakers
have been used but tested
O.K.). 30 -. P. & P. 36.
Metal rectifier 7 6. Gang with trimmers, 7 6. Medium and long
T.R.F. coils 5 6. 3 obsolete ex -Govt. valves- 3 v holders and circuit
of an A.C. mains 3 -valve plus rec. T.R.F. which can be built for
approx. £4, 8!6. Heater trans. 8 -. Volume control with switch 3'8.
Wave- change switch 2, -. 32 + 32 -mid. 4; -. Bias' condenser 1 -.
Resistor kit 2; -. Condenser kit 4 -.
Cabinet as illustrated above complete but with 5 valve Superhet
chassis. 23.8. P. & P. 36.
As above but complete with new speaker and O.P. trans. to fit, 36' -.
P. & P. 36. Medium and long -wave superhet coils with circuit. 8/6.
Iron cored 465 Kc. IF's, 7 8 pair. Miniature gang. 5 e. Volume
control with switch; 4, -. Wave- change switch. 2 8. Heater
trans.
Pri. 230 250 4 v. 3 amp.; 7 6. 5 valveholders, 2 -. 5 Obsolete EsGov. valves with circuit, 14 6. 25 mfd. 25 wkg. condenser. 11d.
8 + 16 mfd. smoothing condenser, 3(8. Condenser kit '17), 7 e.
Resistor kit (14), 3'6.
Standard Wave-change Snitches. 6-pole 2 -way. 2 -: 4 -pole
3 -way, 1 9: 5 -pole away. 19. Miniature 3 -pole 4 -way, 9 -pole

LOUD HAILER.- Powerful P.A. system. New. Works off
12 or 24v. Colossal range. Consists of microphone and amplitierspeaker. Weather-proof. Complete for £8 -17 -6. Carriage 56.
RADIO-GRAM CHASSIS.- Several models of latest
superhet, 5 valve radio -gram chassis available from £10-17-8.
complete with speaker, fly -wheel tuning, negative feedback. Write for details of three and six -wave band models.
TELESCOPIC MASTS,-Ex W.D. dinghy masts. but unused.
Extend to 7ft. bin. Weatherproof. Ideal radio and TV
aerials. SPECIAL PRICE '7 9. Post 18.
RADIO-TELEPHONES. -Brand new walkie- talkie type
trausreceivers, made by Jefferson Travis Co. (U S.A.).
Individually boxed.
Maker's handbook with each pair.
53/75 me s. Visual range. Works off complete set of internal
batteries, or with a vibrator pack from a 12 -volt Supply.
Offered less batteries and vibrator at £9 -174, or £18 -17-6
per pair. Vibrators, 27 6 each. Carr. 66.
6-VALVE V.H.F. SUPERHET RECEIVER CHASSIS
Six channel switching, tuning 30.5 to 40 me s. Receives
many British and Continental amateurs, etc. Components include 30 ceramic
trimmers.30 smal l condensers
30 resistances (1 to 1 watt).
six valve holders, cans and
covers. All complete for 713.
Also offered with valves at
17 6. Carriage 2;6. Drawings
and
of 'circuit lay -out,
Rt+tic
E}}l}ggested mains conversions available at 1..
trotrt'
V VI. ES-aka
ane Of surplùs and salvage stocks,
1 9. Also':bBY tir1'offers of shop soiled stocks of normal'
retailer's lines. Send for list.
TELESCOPIC MAS'T'S. -Ex. W.D., but. unused. Extend to
lit. 61n. Base diameter Lin., tip ;.in. Ideal aerials, etc., 7,9.
Post 13.
CONDENSERS.-Store soiled. unused. Two gang, .0005 mfd.
tuning condensers. Standard size. Price 2'9. Post 6d.
Special offer of 3 for 7 -.
O.P. TRANSFORMERS: -Store soiled, unused. Match all
normal O.P. valves-to 2 -5 ohms speech coil. CLEARANCE
.

TELEVISION

19.8
Post and packing on each of the above. I'- extra.
Crystal pick-up ssith Sapphire Trailer Needle. 21'- each; with
control.
volume
23 -: post and packing on each. I -.
Constructor's Parcel, comprising chassis tin.
fin.
l'. in.,
with speaker and valveholder cut -outs. 51n. P.M. speaker with
transformer, twin gang with trimmers, pair T.R.F. coils long
and medium, iron cored. four valveholders, 20 K. volume control
and wave-change switch, 23, -, post and packing. 1.6.
Output Transformers. Standard type, 5.000 ohms imp:, 2-chins
-peedh coil, 4 9; Miniature type 92-1, 3 3. Multiratio 3,500,
7,000 and 14,000 2 ohms speech coil, price 5 6. 10 -watt push -pull
6v6 matching 2 ohms speech coil, 7. -.
Mains Transformers, primary 200-250 v. 1E0 -0- 290, 250 mA., 6 v.
6 amp.. 5 v. 3 amp., drop -through, 29.6. l'. & P.. 3 -.
Mains Trans. Pri., 200 -250 v. Sec., 3, 4. 5. 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, -0.
24 and 30 volt at 2 amps., 13, -. P. & P., 6.
300 -0-300100 mA., 6 v. 3 amp.. 5 v. 2 amp.. 25: -.
Germanium crystal diode, 2 3 post paid.
Heater Transformer, Pri. 730 -250 v. 6 v. 1!. amp., 8. -; 2 v. 2l am',.,
.

1

P. & P. each 1.' -. 2, 4, or 6 volt 2 amp.,
Completely. built Signal
5, -.

Generator. Coverage

7 6.

100

Kc /s. -320 Kc, s., 300 Kc s.900
Kt; s., 900
Kc s. -2 75
Mc /s. 2.75 Mc s. -8.5 bb
8.5 Mc 5. -25 Mc s., 17 Al,
50 Mc s., 25.5 Mc s. -75 Mc s
Metal case 10
61
91ín.
6;.
3lin., 2
valves and rectifier, A.C.
mains 230./250 v. Internal
modulation 400 c.o.s. to a
depth of 30 per cent., modulated or unmodulatcd. R.F.
output continuously variable 100 milli volts. P. I.

Size of scale

.

'

SUPERVISOR. T.C.C. Condenser kit, £9'6 4 Erie resistor
kit, 54/6 4 Colvern pots., 26 - 7 Erie carbon pots. 35,'- Allen
coilsets, 4418: Denco chassis sets, complete, 514 : ALLEN
and DENCO items as listed under TK and Magnaview above.
SOUNDMASTER. Everything in stock in reasonable quantities.
Complete priced parts lists are available for the above designs,
and are issued with our GENERAL CATALOGUE (8d. in stamps
please). Please add postage to -orders under £2.
P.'1'.

;

:

:

L. F.

:

HANNEY

Ti, LOWER BRISTOL ROAD, BATH. Tel

Ternis of business: -Cash

with order. Dispatch of 000ds within
three days from receipt of order. Where post and packing charge is
sot .Mated, please add Elf. up to 10' -, 1 up to £1 and 1.6 up to £2.
.1/! rr.v sirir-,ntd 1..ìefn, slanged, rldri:.r -rd enr,!ope.

D. COHEN

A.\D TELEVISION CQMPOA'ENTS
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, W.3.
(Opposite Granada Cinema)
Hours. of Business: Saturdays 9-6 p.m. Wednesdays
Other days 9 -4.30 p.m.

RADIO
-

'3811

'

9-1 P.M.
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FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

3 -Wav

1

MAINS TRANSFORMERS Uounting '1ÿpe.

4/volt amp.
..
7/4
volt 3 amp.
5/volt 1.5 amp.
17/6.
MT2.
9/volt
3 amp.
h
Ea'
winding.
As above with 350-0-350 v. 80 m'a. H.T.
9volt 2 amp.
17/6.
MT3.
.3 volt I amp. ..
Standard Tapped Primary 200250 v.
6.3 volt 1.5 amp. ..
v.
Secondary 30 v. 2 amps. with tappings at :-.116v.
4v. :5v.:6v. :8v.:5v. ;10v.:12v. ;15v. :
..
..
6.3 volt 3 amp.
2D v.
24 v. Each 17 6.
..
..
..
5'12 volt .75 amp....
AUTO. 0 -10 -120- 210- 230250 v. 100 watts. Each 17'6.
Ceramic Coil Formers, lin. dia., lin.
Screened Cable Core. Single Core. yard &1.
WIRE WOUND CONTROLS
513.
long. 4 Ribs
7.1.
Screened Cable Twin Core. yard
1,000.0.
Pre Set Types 50051: 200ì)
Dial Bulbs. Small BC Type. 6.5 v
4 Position Rotary Switch. 30 amp. 3 6
each 1'9. Standard 551 200!2 1,0000
6d.
Clips
Bulldog
ed.
23K!)
25K!1
Charger
Battery
5.0000: 10k0 ;
2,0301/
Vibrators 6 v. and 12 v. 4 -pin UX
69
50K!). each 2 -.
465 Kc'S I.F. Transformers. per pair
6'8
Type
Paxolin
3{41.
Holders
Loctal Valve
Ileadphone Headbands, wide type. 1'9
FLEX AND ('ARLES
3d.
Condenser Clips. All sizes
L8
1'r>.lai
Diodes
Twin Twisted PVC Flex 14 36. Crystal
1 11
2 Ratio Output Transformer
19 6
Sleeving. 1 mm. varnished cotton type,
Colour 3d. yard. Per 100 yds.
Concordia. Bell Transformer. 3 v ,
doz. yds.
per
Push Back Wire. 70076. Mauve,
16
78
5 v..8 v.,1amp.
White, Blue, Green, yard
Condenser and Resistor Panels, prices
8d
Relyance Choke 20H. 250 n 60 M A 8 Twin Ribbon Feeder 330, yard
Y9, 26. 3! -. Each one
1 Coaxial Cable 75. 70076, yard
1 Pile Wound ChokeH.F.
contains a good selection of these parts
yard
Black,
PVC
3d.
Twin Flat 14/0076
of
to-day's prices.
..
at
a
quarter
5111 ',!
?5H.
Choke
2
Hither
21'Per 110 yds. Coll
2

41T1.

Standard Tapped Primary 200 250 v.
Secondaries 250 -0-250 b. 80 m a. 6.3 v..4 amp. 5 v. 2 ami.
Both filament windings tapped at 4 volts. Each

1

2

1

;

;

:
;

:

;

;

;

-

6V6G, GT

8/- U149
10/9/- K7G
3/6 6BW6
3/6 UBC41
3/9 EF50

:

BE6
V U120A

SP41
SP61
PY80
VR116
UF41

111- 950
4!_ 6AC7
111-

X148

10'-

DH149

7 6

9 8
7 g

101- 6AQ5
6/- 6C5GT
6C6

I1

8'8 6BW7
10

-

,,

6J7M

+ì

6Ali T
1R5

Guaranteed
New and Boxed

IT9
1S5
1S4
3S3

or C O.D. Postage extra on all orders. Ylcacr add 9d. to 10
TERMS. -Cash with order
C.O.D. and postage fee. 2,3. a,aila hl e send 6d. in stamps. MAIL ORDER IIVI.Y.
catalogue
Fully illustrated

,)

;

ALPIIA

118!
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SUPPLY

4

BUILDING "THE SUPER -VISOR" ? ??
All Components available as followss s. d.
Resistor Kit. As specified. 92

Kit. As specified. 79
4 19
Condensers ...
speciVariable Resistor Kit. As
.. ... 2 9
...
fied. 11 Pots.
Set of Coils. R.F., I.F., ...Trans.
...
2 10
and Chokes ...
Complete Set of New Valves
... 17 10
...
Focus Coil
...
...
Mains Auto Trans.... Trans. ... 11 17
17
Horizontal O.P. -E.H.T. ...
...
18
Smoothing Choke. ... ...
Vertical Output Trans. ... ...... 1 19
15
...
Deflector Coils
Width Control
7
..
Horizontal Linear Control
7
Flywheel Adjustment Control ...
Speaker
Panel.
eAdjusting
d 'Voltage
2
5 way. 200 -250
On/Off,
Knobs. Marked. Vol.Focus
ea. 31
..
Contrast, Brilliance.
Set of 4
Valve Holders. Any type used in
..
Supervisor ...
Types with spring and can ...

..
Focus Bracket
Deflector Coil Mounting Bracket
Chassis suitable for Supervisor.
Post
Require few small holes.
...
...
15 0
and packing. 2/6 ...
Kit.
Complete
"
" TELEKING
..
..
32 10 0
...
Less Tube ...
Chassis. 5 valve Superhet. Drilled
and punched. I.O. valves. Post
7 6
and packing. 103 ...
Chassis. 5 valve Superhet. 1 I.O.
5 0
Valves. Post and packing. - ...
4! x 21n.
Pre -Amp. Chassis. 3 xvalves.
Drilled Ibr 2 I.O.
..
2 6
Post and packing, 9d. ..
210, 230,
Television Transformers. Primary
250 Volts 50 Cycles auto wound 360 Volts
500 Ma secondary'6.3v. 8 amps 6.3v. 1
amp 5v. 2 amp. half shrouded with voltage
-.
panel on top. 25/-. Post and Packing 1'£1.
Post and packing 1'- on Orders under
Post and packing 2.'- on Orders under £2.
4
2

Over £5 post free.

AUDIO LTD.. 37, Hillside, Stonebridge,
ELG 3644.
London, N.W.10.

8 6

ECH42

10

fi

767

8 6
9 9

EF80W
EY51

11

?î

-,

PL'18

8/-

EF9I

8'-

6AM6

8-

9/6

61.-80

8--

1- to

to £2, 2,- to

7,8

8;8
8/8/8
8/8
416

1

-

up-

ward -..

FLUXITE
SOLDERING PASTE

A

Staunch

Soldering
Cma ionì J.

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the Art of " ,SOFT "
Soldering and for lea fiels on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS v'ilh FLUX ITt:.
FLUXITE, 1.1d.,

Bermondsey Street, London. S.í11.

25Z40

80
807

866A
12A6
12AT7

12J5GT
12J7GT
12K7GT

6K8GT 10'B
6L7
6L60
11'8
6A146
8!6

42Q7GT

15D2

10/6

9/8
9/6
91KT6l
11!KT66
11 /6
8/KTW61
UY41
10 /VR53
7/6
35LOGT
35Z4GT

50L6GT

VR55
(EBC33) 7'VR56(EF361

78

7C5

5'6

6K7G

ironmongers-in tins, from

4-

).

.

8'

3/6
4/6
9/5Y30T 8/6
5Z4G
8/6
6A8G
10/6
6,I5GT
5/6J5M
6'6
6K60
8/6

-in

ï,

Mininn,m

£5.

6Q70T 10'6
8/8
6SG7
6SL7GT 816
6SN7GT10 /6
6Ú5G
7i6Ú7G
7!6V6GGT
8/6
6XSGT
7/787
7/6

6'9

4D1
5111G

where it's put
The wirings all right
Thanks to me and FLUXITE
But we can't see our TV. for soot ! "
See tluit FLUXITE SOLDERING PASTE
the house- -io'ris always by you
nge- workshop--- wherever speed) soldering is needed. Used for over 40 yea ro
in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all

-

li)i

MBERS

306

You know iot y well

1l

25L6GT
25Z8CT

VICTORIA SQUARE,

1S5
1T4
2X2

The "Fluxite @wins " at Work
" A good place to plant it, my foot !

P_'

8'8 EBC4I
S'9 PY80

71"4

20 -, 116

SRS

Condenser

-

5U40

8'8'-

OZ4
1A5GT
1C5GT
1LN5

1 1 ?.

Resistors

7,6

8'-

VALVES

s=

88 6B8G
1U8 6F6G

2-

6X511 T

10 -

9/9i13/6
7/10'-

8'8

VR91(SYL)
8/6
VR150.00

51-

9'-

11 /6
ß/_

VT52
VU39
VU120A

9/6
9/6
4/6

91-

3/-

8'6

W77
1629

9,'6
5'8
7'6 '25L6G
Many other types of valves in stock -ytiur
enquiry. our pleasure.
CONDENSERS. New stock 4550v. 8, 2 6 :
16.
350v., 8 +8. 3/9
8 +8, 4'3 : 16 3/9
6N7

:

3 -

a,

:

28

:

:

32 +32.

:

41-

25/25v.,

;

2'3 10 70v. 23.
BI.0('18 CONDENSERS. .5mfd., 500v.. 1/6.
MAINS DItOPI'P:ILS. 2 amp., 717 ohms
tapped at 100 ohms. Vitreous, 2!-.
'VOLUME ('ON'l'ROLS. imeg. with S'P
switch long spindle. 4! -.
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. 2301250
6.3 volt, 1.5 amps.. 5'9.
RM2, 4/6 ;
RECTIFIERS. RM1, 4!6 12 volt. 2 amps.. 9'6..
SPF- tKliltS. Elac. and Plessey Sin. 15/- ;
50'50v.,

:

;

5in.. 12.6

F.M.

;

SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.
Pentode 3.9 Standard, 4/6.
VALVE RASES. BOG. Loktal,

S'.ati

:

fin,
Octal, etc. all at 60. each.
T.R.F. ('017.S boxed with circuit 6/6 pair.
Postage 6d. under IF
C.W.O. or C.O.D.
5

ELECTRO-SERVICES & CO.,
242,

ttalter.ea Bridge Road,
Battersea

2964, /7155.

S.W.11.
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AND

UA/û[flh/FA TI
TULTUM in parro! The Albert
Hall on a loin. x 8in.
screen ! After a week or so of

T//f DIPOLE
for UNESCO to get up -to -date
in knowing how to
hold " an

JL

cooking at large- screen TV, projection -type home sets, sets with
17in. tubes and the like, together
,with a demonstration peep at the
wide- screen Cinemascope, I settled
down to see and hear on my home
i; TV
the final concert of the
Promenade season. By comparison,
it seemed to me like looking at
aria indoor jatMA{pree through the
wrong end of ,fit telescope ! Only
a year or .sictd ó, the size of the
screen of ih' set seemed quite
1,adequate-lilii now, dwarfed by
getting used ''to so many of the
big -picture 'sets, it takes on the
aspect of a postage stamp. But
the long shots of that final concert

283

audience.

By Iconos

clipped off, faded in too late.
The quality of the sound, though
excellent, judged by sound radio
standards, did not always match
close -ups on the picture. Close-up
sound should synchronise with
close -up picture, especially when
any special solo parts are being
played. TV cameras should be
sited to shoot in the same general
direction. It is very disconcerting
to look at the orchestra in long
shot, as from the left -hand side,
from the Albert Hall, looking for and then to be " cut " over to a
all the world like a huge nest full close -up of the conductor, picked
of enthusiastic ant -like specks, up from a camera on the right did the trick. l shan't be satisfied hand side. One has to perform
until I possess a set with a much mental acrobatics in remembering
larger screen.
the geography of the hall and the
positions of the instrumentalists.
THE PROMS "
Viewers can be certain, however,
a matter of fact, the last that they heard the orchestra
AS night of the Proms is tradi- far better than anyone in the hall.
tionally a hit of a jamboree. For them, the balance, clarity
Years ago, at the Queen's Hall, and presence of each instrument
the audience, packed with enthusi- was as clear as if played in the
asts, used to restrain much of its acoustically perfect Royal Festival
hysteria until the last item, Sir Hall.
Henry Wood's " Fantasia on
British Sea Songs." Starting with THE REJECTED
DOCUMENTARY
discreet foot tappings in time
with the music, the audience IT took me quite a long time to
gradually warmed up to active
find any viewers who sat
in the final few through all of World Without
i participation
End, a documentary feature proa bars of the piece. How Sir Henry
would have enjoyed the excitement duced by UNESCO. This is the
^and enthusiasm of the Albert film, made partly out of taxHall Proms of 1953. " Rule, payers' money, which was reported
Britannia ! " in which Sir Malcolm to be not good enough for comSargent
conducted
vocalist, mercial showing at cinemasorchestra, organ and audience and so was handed to BBC TV.
even aroused viewers to active Another plausible report was that,
participation. The climax was as it was shown on TV, it would be
terrific. It ended with the waving banned from the screen by the
of flags, throwing of streamers,. Cinema Exhibitors Association.
reports
cheers and thunderous applause. Both
sound
equally
authentic, because this well MENTAL SOMERSAULTS
intentioned,
long,
drawn -out
NEVERTHELESS,
successful message failed in its mission by
though
the
transmission not holding its audience, and it
was, it contained a number of would certainly have no appeal
irritating little faults. The sound for cinemagoers. As for the TV
mixing was not entirely satisfactory, audience, it is this kind of thing
. the first, few words of commentaries
which
reconverts
them
into
between the musical items being cinemagoers again.
It is time
.

i

.

"

In the meantime, the
Cinematograph Exhibitors Association should pass a vote of
thanks to the BBC every time a
long documentary film is presented
on TV ! It's an ill wind. . . !

COPYRIGHT
A NOTHER department

i BBC which
or weekly miracles

at

the

performs daily
is that one which
acquires the copyrights of the
constant stream of plays, ancient
and modern. The purchase of
television performing rights is not
quite as, straightforward as it
sounds. The performing rights of
novels are even more difficult to
negotiate than plays, those of
works published twenty or thirty
years ago being particularly complicated. An eminent author of a
best -seller novel, such as H. G.
Wells or Temple Thurston, might
years ago have disposed of the
play performing rights (for Britain)
to one party and the silent film
performing rights to another. Some
years later a film producer might
have arranged with both of these
parties for the right to make a

talking picture of the work, using
also some or the original dialogue
from the book. In the meantime,
the author may have died and his
interests have been divided between
various beneficiaries.
The TV
copyright purchasing people have
to follow up these threads and
negotiate a deal with all interested
parties before they can hand the
novel or play over to the producer,
" free of all encumbrances," to
produce a play on TV. It was the
excellent production - of Barrie's
Twelve Pound Look which brought

thoughts to my mind.
This was a short play which was
successful in many forms and at
last it reached us, as effective as
ever, as a short TV play. Further
complications for the copyright
people arise with musical performing rights, of which usually have
to be negotiated separately. These
are just one or two of the many
links in the long chain of events
which has to be connected up
before you and I, the viewers, can
sit back and enjoy (or dislike) -a
dramatic work on TV.
these
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical difficulties. we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for ntodifrino
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
IVE. CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES'
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon front p. 287
mast be attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is required a stumped and addressed envelop...
,mast be enclosed.

FRAME TROUBLE
I have a Pye LV30, sound is quite good also picture
quality, except for one thing, and that is when the set
is first switched on I get a fluctuation of frame amplitude
quite rapid with thin black lines wavering across the
bottom of picture. The fluctuation seems to affect
the bottom more than the top, although this also has
about two thin lines running across. Adjustment of
frame amplitude has no. effect thus eliminating faulty
potentiometer. Also, please, is it a common fault with
these receivers that the PZ3Os flash-over ? I have had
three in about two years. Do you think it is a fault
with the valves or the set and, if it is the set, is there any
modification that can be carried out ? -W. Germin.
(No address.)
The frame amplitude changes are most likely due to
either a worn frame oscillator or output stage, and
if you can try replacements for these two valves, the
trouble will most probably disappear. You do not
mention how long the effect lasts after switching on ;
a fairly short period can be due to a long heating
time of the above valves, these being seriesed wired in
this receiver. Check on the heater voltage supply to
the valves ; the available voltage may be low.
PZ30 troubles in this receiver seem fairly common ;
you might try wiring a 47 ohms 6 watt resistance in
series with the anode of this valve. This will tend to
prevent flash-over trouble and extend the life of the
valve.

WEAK SYNCHRONISING PULSE
My View Master has been going well for the past

year, but lately the frame flyback lines started showing,
then the frame started slipping downwards with a dark
The line lock is also very critical,
band between.
and often there is a dark margin about tin. at the right hand side. I have checked all voltages, condensers, also
line and frame valves. Am I right in thinking that the
frame is going at half speed, as the return lines are
pairing ? Also, the height control is at its minimum and
I still cannot fill the top of the screen. Trusting you
can help me.- Lawrence John Fox (Newcastle -uponTyne).
The effects you describe are due to weak synchronising and we suggest that you replace R2I and C18 and
if the effect still persists then realign your receiver.
To increase frame height, we suggest you try reducing the value of R56.

TUBE FAULT
I have an H.M.V. Model 1804 receiver which is in
good working order except for one recently developed
Immediately after switching on, after
tube fault.

warm up, the C.R.T. face lights up full brilliance and
returns to normal after about two minutes, and the
picture remains perfect the whole time the receiver is on.
I have checked voltages at C.R.T. grid and cathode
and these are in accordance with maker's service chart,
and there does not appear to be any heater cathode
leakage, the meter reading from tube cathode to earth
being of the order of 50 kL?, which is in accordance
with circuit diagram. Is the fault due to the tube or
could it be associated with the video stage? I would
add that the tube has become somewhat soft and that
1
have had to increase the video bias to enable the
W.
brilliance control to blank out the tube face.
Hattemore (Eastbourne).
It is very unlikely that a fault in the video output
stage is responsible for this symptom, and we feel that
failing inter -electrode insulation within the picture tube is the provoking factor. It may be advisable,
however, to check the insulation of C22 (100 picrofarad) located in the can of the final vision 1.F.
transformer. This capacitor has been known to leak
and allow the application of a highly positive potential
to the control grid of the video output valve, with
a consequent lowering of picture -tube cathode potential. C29 and C30 should also be checked for insulation. An initial collapseof the potential at the picture tube cathode is almost certainly responsible for the
effect, and in this connection the picture -tube is the
most probable cause.

-F.

FRAME OSCILLATOR FAULT
I have an Ekco TCI38 which has developed

a

fault

recently, which is becoming more pronounced and which
hope you can diagnose for me. The fault takes the
form of a rapid oscillation of the picture of about ,',in.
in an upward direction only ; this gives an impression
of a double image. At the beginning of a programme
I can eliminate this by adjusting the frame hold control,
but after a time the fault again develops and the frame
hold control has to be adjusted again. This goes on
throughout the programme and each time the adjustment becomes more critical due to the fact that the
critical position creeps nearer the point where complete
picture slip occurs. I have tried changing valves of the
same type round on video, frame and line sections, but
without success, but two valves, the frequency changer
and Thyratron I cannot check this way. The picture
signal is quite strong, needing only quarter turn on
contrast control. I have looked in all the back numbers
of my PRACTICAL TELEVISION, which I have taken
from its first publication, but cannot find anything
mentioning a fault like this. Hoping you can help me to
E. Smith (Sheffield, 5).
rectify this fault.
This symptom is generally caused by a defective
6K25 frame generator valve, and we feel certain that
valve replacement wil4.solve your problem.
1

-H.

DERANGED VERTICALS
I have built the View Master using

a 12in. tube and

I have made all the recommended modifications, from
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, of June, 1951, to obtain
increased E.H.T. and line and frame amplitude.
The fault I would like help on is as follows : With
the contrast control set to give correct variation on
shades
am getting, on the test card, the verticles
stepped or pulled sideways, similarly on the circles the
two vertical curves are pulled. The effect on a moving
picture is that sections of the picture become what I
might call liquid and ripple in a sideways direction.
(Continued on page 287)
1
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" VIEWMASTER " Valves,

to

specification, guaranteed new and
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 1 6P25,
KT61, 1 EBC33. 1 EB91, 2 6K25,
1
1
6P28, set of 12 £6/2/6, with EF91
7/- extra (post and insurance 2/ -).
" Tele- king " 16in. Receiver, complete
set of 17 valves exact to specification.
£919/ - 6AM6, EF91, 6F12, Z77, 803,
6C4, L77. W77. EF92, 6AM5, EL91,
]2AX7. 719; EB91, 6AL5, HVR2A, 6/9;
1.4v miniatures. 155, 1R5, 1T4. 3V4,
1L4, 3Q4. 3A4, 7/6; 3S4. 8,6; 6V6G,

6V6GT, 6F6G. KT63, Y63. 1C .1GT.
DL35. EF39. EBC33, EF50, 20D1, 7B7,
7C5, 7H7, 7S7. 7/6; 5Z4G, 5Ú4G, 5Y3G.
MÚ14, 7Y4. 7C6. U22, U78, DH77,
6AT6, 12AT7, ECC81. 6X4. 6BA6.
6ßE6, 6BW6. 6J6, EC91, Pen46, PY82,
6LD20, 6X5GT. 8/8; EL38. PL38.
22/8; PZ30, GZ32, 6U4GT, 17/6; 6P25,
N78. 15/; UUB, U25. 13/8; U16.
EAC9I, ECC91. 6A7. UBF80, PL83.
6F1. 6E14. 12; -; PL81, PL82, PY81,
ECH42, UCH42. UL41, X65, 10F9,
IOLDI I. 10C1. 1002. 11 / -; ECL80,
EF80, EY51. PY80. 6E15. 6C9, 10F1.
43.
KT33C.
10P13.
AX31. CY31.
6K8GT. 12KBGT. EAF42, R10, 10/8;
3525, 25Z6GT. EBC41, UBC41, UF41,
12Q7GT.
16/ -;
6SN7C'2, r 6Q7GT,
12K7GT, 2524 5 25A6G, EF41, 0/6;
6K8G. U50. 4 " T, 25L6GT, 35L6GT,
5OL6GT. 35Z4GT.80, UU9, U404. ÚY41,
EZ40. 9/ -; SK7G, EF8, 6/ -. All new and
boxed. Postage 4d. per valve extra.
READERS RADIO, 24, ColbergOPlace,
Stamford Hill,. London, N.16. ISTA.
4587.1

-

-

-

1

T.V.

EF.50,

6K7, 6J7,

12.

EBC33,

EF39,

6Q7., 12K7,

.

12K8,

12Q7,

35L6,

35Z4, 50L6, 6U5, 9/3 each.
Full range trans. and chokes for
Viewmaster, etc.
List available.
Viewmaster Coils, set of coils and
choke, 17/6; L /spks, P.M. 3in., 121 -,
5in. 1116, bin. 1116, Bin. 13/8 IOin.
17/6; E:ectrolytics, 500vw, Card Tub..
B
mfd, 216, 16 mfd, 3i., 8 x 8 3/3,
8 x 16 4/ -, 16 x 16 4/6, 32 4/3, '32 e
32 516; 450vw, 8 mfd, 1 3, 16 mfd, 2/8,
8 x 8 3/ -, 8 x 16 319, 16 x 16 3/9, 32
mfd, 3,9, 32 x 32 4/9; W.W. Pots,
-watt. 2/3, f -watt 3/9; 750 Ohm. 4watt, pre -set. 2/ -; S.T.C. R.M.4. 16/6.
Elm Road.
RADIO
UNLIMITED.
(Phone: KEY. 4813.1
London, E.17.
NEW CONTROL UNITS, in maker's
boxes. Contain: 3 -bank W/C Switch.
pole 6 -way on each bank; 2 on /off
switches, 1 heavy duty. 1 flush
mounting; a 7 -way chassis mounting plug and socket: a 5 -way ditto:
and 1 lack socket. all for 3.6 'Ip.
-). " Philips " Neon Indicators,
pencil type, 100 -500v. AC DC. 5/ -.
Paxolin Oft -cuts. approx. 5) x 3 x
16. 1/. doz; 2pf Ceramic Condentern and 30pí Wax Condensers. 6d.
each. 3/6 doz., £1 gross. If you are
not already on our mailing list, write
SERVIO
to -day for our free list.
RADIO. 156, 8, Merton Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19. ILIBerty 6525.1
RETURN
POST,
P.T.
BY
OF
" Lynx " Components; set of 7 I.F.
Cans, cores, formers, etc., 15/; L1415, wound to spec., 6/- pr., Haynes
1

I

1

1

.

-

TQ223, 13 /-; TA6. 19/6; T34, 581.;
TKIO, 38/ -; S.27, 45/ -; 250 ma Chokes

tsoiledl, 8/9; Output Trans., 61 -;
3/9; CO -AX Cable, 9d. yd.;
Xtal Diodes, 2/9; V.Hldrs., 10 and
131, 8d., with can, 1/9; 'w. Resistors,
CZ1.

4d.; 40 x 40 x 450v, 6/8; 5, .10,

100,

pf., Bd.; .001, ..005 .01, 7d.; .1.
9d.; 500K, dp., 4/6; 25ÒK, '5064f. 1M,
less sw., 2/6; p. and p, extra. THE
TELETHON CO., 266, Nightingale
Road. London, N.9.
VALVES : VR91 Silvania Red 7/6 ea.,
701- for 10; VR91 Silver 4/8 'ea., 42
for 10;VR65 3/6 ea.; 32/- for 10:
VR92 2/- ea., 17/6 for 10
Ceramic
v /holders for improved performance.
B9G IEF50 type), ex- equip., 4/- doz.
New Midget Condensers, 8/450 2/ -:
500

8+8/450 3/ -, 16/450 3/ -, 8+16/450
3/9, 16+16 450 41 -; Block, 16 +16 +16/
450 3/9; 32/450 Micamold, 4in. x 2in.
diam., 1/6 ea., 15/- doz. (with
dips). .1/2000 wax pap. 1/9 ea.;
.05/3500. .01, .001/4000, bak., W. ea.,
Many more types listed.
ex- equip.
Packing free, postage extra. List 3d.
stamp. THE RADIO' SERVICES, Lr.
'

&

Bullingham, Hereford.

Co.

HIGH GRADE

for
" VIEWMASTER,"

"SOUNDMASTER,"

TELEKING."

DESKS,"

'FINSTHWAITE,

NEWBY
BRIDGE, ULVERSTON, LANCS.
TELEVISION COMPONENTS
for the
"Practical Television Receper"
P.T. LYNN, TELE -KING
P.T. SUPER-VISOR
VIEWMASTER, E.E. TELEVISOR
Separate l'riee Lits available an request.

J. T. FILMER,

Maypole Estate, Bexley, Kent.
Bexleyheath

TRANSFORMERS

"TRUVOX

Components, Valves,
Cabinets, etc.
Mai Order ONLY, Easy Terms available.

:

EL32,

25L6,

.

COMPACT

James H. Martin

Tel.

6K8.

,

TreevlsION.

EF91,

SP6I, SP4I.
605, 6.1553, 6/8 each; 6V6, 6F6, 7S7.
7/6 each, 5Z4, U14, 5U4, 6X5. (4'- each;
EF36,

London £711/9, other areas £7/8'6;
Morganite Resistors, London 36/3,
other areas 35/ -; Wearite Coils, Filters and Choke L9, London 24/ -, Wen voc 28' other areas 30/ -; Westinghouse
14A86.
20/4;
14036, 11'7;
WX3, WX6. 3/9 each: 36EHT100, 29.5;
complete EHT Boost Kit, £3; STC
K3,'100, 14/8; K3/45, 8/2; K3,'50, 8'8;
stamp for list; postage extra under
£2.
MASSEY, 58, Wakefield Ave..
Hull.
TELEKING KITS are cheaper now.
Send stamp for Teleking, Viewmaster
and Superior, 15 lists.
MASSEY.
58. Wakefield Ave.. Hull.
B.A. BOX SPANNERS, single- ended.
5 in box. 3/- inc. postage, packing:
100,000 ohms miniature type Volume
Controls, 1 9 inc. postage. packing:
Instrument Rectifiers. 1 ma.' new.
ideal for universal meters, 219 inc.
postage,
DABELL.
packing.
H.
A.M.I.R.E.. 529, Aspley Lane, Nottingham.
TRANSISTORS: Crystal Triodes, 30 / -;
Photodiodes, 75/-; Relays, 52/ -; Data
Sheets, 3d. S.A.E.
RADIOPTICS.
43. Clarendon Street, Dublin.
THE
FOR
P.T. LYNX : Coil Sets.
complete, 351 -; punched and drilled
Chassis, complete, 35/ -; or with
fitted valve-holders and Paxolin
items, 82/0. C. O. PRESTON & SON,
Healey Lane, Batley, Yorks.
HOLME MOSS Viewmaster, Mullard
12in.,, in Talton Console. Offers

ARC: 5078.)

TAPE

£61216;

VIEWMASTER Kits,
brand newe
specified parts, complete less speaker.
£25/10/ -;
assembled
sound. vision
ChasSis, £7/71, -. Send for Constructor's Envelope to -day, 7/8, post free.
Whiteley Components: WB101, 61;
102 1819 103, 42/ -; 103A. 52/6; 104.
15/6; 105, 47/2; 106. 25/6; 107, 32,'6;
108, 33/3; 109.'1 or 109/2, 22/6; 110.
10 / -; 111. 5/8; 200, 18/8; GEC Neon,
41 -; Colvern
Pot. Kit, 23/3; L707.
with 2 fuses, 9/11; Morganite Pots..
4/6 each: Bulgin Kit, 13/ -; TCC Kit.
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'boxed
RADIO UNLIMITED " offer new,
Valves. Viewmaster, set of

RATES: 41- per line or part
thereof. average live words to line.
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Television,"
Tower House. Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.e.2.

TRANSFORMERS, 230v input, 345-0 345v 200ma, 6.3v la. 5V 2a output, 30/ -;
110/245 in, 350- 0 -350v 120ma, 6.3 v 4a,
5v 2a out. 16/6; 500- 0-500v 120ma,
and 4v CT 3 times. 30/ -; potted
230v ïri, 220v 30ma. 6.3v la out, 8 /6;
pre -amp with built-in 230V
VR91
power pack 15240 rec.). 50/- lcarr.
5/ -1; RF Units, type 24 18/ -, 25 25/ -,
-27 42/.; Valves at 3/8, KT44, MH4,
CV54, VU120, V17111, VR65. VR66,
6H6, ' VR56. VR21. 902, 802, 401,
`.`9004, 9006, 954. 9567193," VR135, 017.
9001, RK34 E450. Terms: Cash with
S.A.E.
order. immediate delivery.
W. A. BENSON,
"Pot listienquiries.
"08. Rathbone Rd.. Liverpool, 13.
1. our display, at Superadio IWcpll
;. td.. 116. Whitechapel, Liverpool,' 1.
PREMIER Magnetic T.V. A.P. Model,
comp lete 123n. tube, walnut table Box 156.
cabinet, spare vision kit,. including
10 spare new valves. Pye H aerial.
Box No. 157, C'O PRACTICAL TCLLVISION.
''Lynx " Coilset,
"TELEVISION.'
wound, complete, 63/ -i Formers, Sep.,
2/3 ea. Frequency modulation, a new
FM Receiver for fantastic Clear repro,'duction from Wrotham on 91.3
PRODUCTS.
BEL SOUND
L mes.
Marlborough Yard, Archway, N.19.
<

Classified Advertisements

7267

Sound, Vision, Time bases, Speaker and
power pack on one 135F chassis -without the use of any expensive RF unit,-.
Data for all channels, 2.81.
FRESH SUPPLY of 1355's, in original
makers' cases, complete with 11 valves,
35 -. =) carr.
N .I I I
I.VES : 5134G. 7 t: L:ì3, 5 6

FOR ALL PURPOSES
SINGLY OR IN QUANTITIES
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION
VARNISH IMPREGNATED
BAKED WINDINGS
WITH OR WITHOUT TAG PANELS

GOOD DELIVERIES

I

.

1,

RADIO
14, ST.

6ES, 9 -; RSJ7,

6 6

EXCHANGE CO.
MARY'S, BEDFORD
(Phei r.: 5568)

r,ur rewind d.pt. will handle your
repairs promptly ar.d efficiently.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

P. HOWORTH
(Dept. P.T.)
POLLARD LANE BRADFORD
wsminw
Tel.: 37030
51
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CABLE- Standard Sin. diam.
Polythene Insulated. Reduced price. 9d. per yard.
Not ex -Govt. Coax Plugo. 11 each Sockets, 1/8
COAX

80 -011111

each : Line Connector, 1'8. Coax Outlet Bos, 4:8.
80
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER Per yd. ed. 1
TWIN SCREENED FEEDER per yard l'- J oben
Midget Edlewaa type.
VOLUME CONTROLS.
Ling spindles. tluaranteed i year. Lees ew., 3/ -:
+.P. s ., 4' -; U.P, zw., 4'9. values -10K. to

TELEVISION
RECEIVER
CONVERSION

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. -30 pf.. 70 pf., 9d. ; 100 pf.
150 pl.. 1/3 230 pf., L8 ; -600 pf.. l'9.
RESISTORS, -All values
e6. ;
i w., 46. ;
I a., 8d.:
2 w., 1,1 -;
a.. 1.0. 21 -; 2;0, 111.
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS, -Best makes Miniature Ceramic Type.
n. 15 ohm to 4 K.. 1//9 :
la w , 20 ohm to G K., 213: 15 w., 30 ohm to
10 K., 219
1 w. Vitreous, 12 K. to 25 K.. 3 / -.
WIRE-WOUND POTS. 3 WATT, FAMOUS MAKES.
Pre-Set Min. TV Type. Standard Size Pote, Ills.
Knurled, Slotted Knob. Spindle.
High tirade.
All values '25 ohm to 30
K. (50 K and 100 K. AO Values. 100 ohms to
t achos Track), 31- each.
10(1 K, 8 -8.
50 K, 5/6
XTAL DIODE.- ) :.F.(., -ere sensitive, S./S each.
1

;

transmitter or Kirk o'Shotts on

London receiver).
Type AC/4WL (Wenvoe on a
London receiver).
Type AC /4WB ( Wenvoe on a
Sutton Coldfield receiver).
Also available for all other conversions. The unit is complete
with 5 valves and self -contained
power supply unit. Price IS gns.
a

Lvax, 30'
C.R.T. HEATER ISOLATION TRANSFORMER.-Low leakage aim-ling with 2 3o ,, see. host. 2
,
10'6 4 v., 1016 ; G.ï v., 101ß;I2 v, 101.
L.F. CHOKES. -In h. 65 ma. 4 6. .20 h. 150 ma.,
12 0. Lynx. 3 h. 030 ma., 181. 15 h. 100 ma.,10'6.
CONDENSERS, new stook, beat makes. -2001 mfd.
9v. T.C.C., 5/6.
Diu,,. 12.:; kv., 9/6. .0112,
il ,drhead, 6 kv., 518:2 pt. w 300 pf., lid. :
no,,, .01, .02 mfd. 456 v. Tub., and .1 mfd. 330 Y.
T,tb., 96.. .03..I mfd. rem v. Tub., 11-, lí6
3 mid. 506 v., 1(9 : .01 Sprague, short ends, 5d.
ELECTEOLYTIBS, ALL TYPES, NEW STOCK.
*4430 v. B.E.C.
216
16 :- 161450 v. B.E.C. S 8
500 v. Dnbilier 31- :II 150 v. B.E.C.
4 *1n 300 v. Dubilfer 2/6 *::2:700 v. Dnbilier 59500
Dablller 4'6 *23 7,5 v. Dubllier 1 9
-I*0130 v. B.E.C. 3'- *50'50 v. T.C.C.
2
In 430 v. T.C.C.
36
mfd. 350 v. T,/'.('. 6-8
*16(500 v. Dnbilier 4(- 60
6 6
250 mfd. 350 v.
v.
B.E.C.
6)16,14.50
GO + 100!350 Hunt. 116
11 +32'450 v. Hunts 5'S
:

a

*,

Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth

Telegrams
'Phone : 3009.
Spencer-West, Gt. Yarmouth.

:

*'

I6 /500 v. Dnbilier 5'6
*15e. Tnb. wire ends.

M A S'9' I': IL
Complete kits. stage -by- stage. and
single components, as specified, supplied immediately from stock. SEND
FOR STAGE 1 NOW, £3'2'3 post free.
ComConstruction Envelope. 7'8. VIEW
ponents also for Wide -angle
MASTER, VIEWMASTER Pre-AmpliE.H.T.
Extra
fier, VIEWMASTER
MAGNAVIEW,
Assembly, TELEXING,
and SOUNDMASTER, etc.. from stock.
2t-.
x, NewsStock). 4101d
l 6, 8 mfd.
§16 mid. 8l -. 8-8 mfd. 3'6, 8-16 mfd. 4/-,
'P,M. LOUD.16-16 'mid. 4/6.
SPEAKERS (3- ohms). 31n. 13 6. 51n.
22/6.
,14052 61n. 15/6.' Bin. 18/6. loin.
DIODES
CRYSTAL
GE MANIUM,
LN

2H.It.' 311EADPHONES.

NS918 610. ENLARGERS
IR
mA.
i h.
VCR97), -e17/6.
RG

50

10
(for
9in.
SMOOTHING CHOKES, 518.
CREAM RUBBER
Old Aspect
P'-,
MASKS, 5/6. aaWEARITE
21in.
CHASSIS.
ALL
('OILS, 3/-. v
deep; 61n. x 4in. 416. 8in. x bin. 6/ -.
x
loin, x lin. 7/-,- 121n.`x 81n. 9' -, 14in.
811n. 13/ -, 161n. x .91n. -14'-. ELAC
FOCUS RINGS. 1117' Mk. II 2818,
II
32'6.
Mk.
R20.14k. II 30'-. R25
input,
TRANSFORMERS (Mains
mA..
Standard Primaries), 250- 0 -250v. 80Ditto
0- 4 -6.3v. 4 A.° 0-4-5v. 2 A., 19'6 (
100
0
-250v.
266but 350 -0-350V.. 19'6
Ditto
mA., 6.3v. 3.5 A, 5v. 2 A., 26,6 :
but 350-0-350v.. 28'6 -C* e- ,rw.es
MAINS TRANSFORMERS for PRE
AMPLIFIERS, TEST -GEAR. ele.
PRIMARY, 230/240V. /SECONDARIES.
0-250v. 30 mA. (for 150v.' from a half wave rectifier), and- 6.3v. 1 A. Price,
new and guaranteed. 14/9. s
ORDERS UNDER £1 please add l/- P.& P.
Orders £1 and over please add 119.
-

:

-

FOR 'INSTANT SERVICE-WRITE :

CITY '& RURAL RADIO,
101, HIGH

ST.; SWANSEA,'

Telephone

:

GLAM.

Sal an -,e II 4677.

5'8' MI6

36121::

1T4

9r- 637
9/- 6E6

8O 1297
7,6 35Ln

194

9,1

391

9/6 6Kß
6/8 GL6
2/8 0N7

2X2
311í

-GET

split

61ßN57.4

108 807

81

7/8 619,7

10 6

8.6 E450
9'- RB(I

1116 6E128

1916

2 - U22

9,6

8'6 VP23

9 6 6AT6
11 - :01 :,:
7 6 6B26
C'''
7!6 GU5
(Y6:b 8 - L''I,", 12 8 KT66
1.'.9a.;
7'6 PY0.2
6V6
9
6
12.'9 - 6(16
9 - 151:9
10/6 6X5
7,6 1026
7/6 6AK5 10 6 P.1-'3u

GAME

101 6057

6E1E6

10 /6

618

1018 EL-41

101 l''lAT7 10/6

8 6 EFS0

9/- 6OH7

IiA03

956

10'6 PYBI

816 OSAI

5X4

1

I

6K25

68wó
'x'4

'

716
1218

9'8
12/6
10 /6

16
7

6

9/6
101 EF92
9 6 / 5I
121 12AT7 10,6
9/6 12AX7 10:8 C S.l
Huge Stock BVA Valves at 1951 Tax Prices.
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET :
... 328
...
R5, 1T4, 185 and 394 ..
40 `..
6KM, 61)7, 6Q7.0511, 514
VIEWMASTER. Set 12 valves. £6 10 -. TELEXING
-Set 17 valves. £9'10' -. LYRIC. -Set 17 valves, 99.
BARGAIN CORNER : Fuses I lin., 6n ma. to Pia..
4d. yd.
6d. M'core solder 60-40, 1651., 51 l lb.
'f.('. wire 18 to '22 s.w.g., per yd., 2d, PV('
connecting wire. 10 colours. Single or Stranded.
2d. yd. 87G Valvebolder and Screening ('an. 1,8.
I:950.
V'hohle,s, octal, pas.. 4d.: 'madded, 6d.
B711, 9d. : BOA, BOA, 1' -: 1112A (('ST), 1.3 el,-.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M.. 3 OHM. -sin. Plessey. 12 6.
,. Plessey, 13'8. Glln. 'I'ruvox. 14 6. Sin. Lest roua.
'i n ME. 7n ohm
15 8. 10in. Lectrona, 25 -.
srale50
1
-.
e, t. 19 8.
0 -50 Micro Ammeter ::i
K:, 25
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. --F.. H.T.

7/6757

career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

---..:

NATIONAL INSTITUTE

OF

ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 462).

LONDON, E.C.I.

1

l

4)151

MODERN RADIO, BOLTON

IF: \\ M -s . rI:It CO AII'ONI .NT's, any item
sold separately. Specified components
101 PY80 11'6 Constructors Envelopes, 716: Resistors.
West106 VRI16 68 35.'3 ; T.C.C. Condensers, £7 10'9'6 12A111 10'6 inghouse 14'A'86 20.14, 14D36 1117, WX3.
96 WX6 3 9. 36EHT100 29/5. 36EHT50 26/1.
10 6 014
Chassis,
and
Vision
Sound
16
36EHT45 23/8 :
5 6 61.23

10'6 5016

101 697

5U4

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

196 HVR0 :, 78

7'ß'12K4

9'-615

'

Es Govt. " On-Off " 96

IA5

I65
los

importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),
A.M.1.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
Draughtsmanship(all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

SWITCHES.

TOGGLE

VALVES106GUARANTEED
EY01
86

BOXED

VIE

seas.' 1016.

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest

OF TRANSFORMERS.- Tapped small pentode.
39. Heavy duty 70 m 1.. 46. Ditto, tapped, 4'9.
MAINS TRANS. -Made in our own workshops to
high grade specification. interleaved and impregnated. Heater Trans.. tapped prim.. 0- 200 /030v.
6.3 v. 11 amp., 718, 350 -0-350. 80 ma., 13 v. 4 a.
a., ditto 300-0-300, ditto 259- 0.2:50, 2L -.
Viewmaater, auto type, 33. -,
Teleking. 30/ -.
..

SPENCER - WEST

e

-dFREE GUIDE

-

;

complete from your Dealer or
C.O.D.
Type AC /3 neutralized triode
without doubt
PRE -AMPLIFIER
the best Pre -amplifier available.
Price complete, 10 gns. from
your Dealer or C.O.D.
Illustrated leaflets, etc., on request.

a

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how !

-,

Brighton

(New

A

:

CET A CERTIFICATE !

w

;

or alterations.

AC /4KL

RADIO COURSES

Meg.

2

The type AC /4 unit permits
receivers to be used for reception
of other channels without re-tuning
Type

FIRST -CLASS
TELEVISION and

-

I

1

.

;

Time Base Chassis,
Cowern Pot. Kit, 22/2 : Belling
Wß1032 42/- : WB103A; 52/6 :
WB106, -25/8
WB105. 47/6
WB104, 15'6
Wß1082 33/3 ' Wß10911 or 2.
WB107, 32'6
22!6: Wß110, 10'- WB111. 5'9 : ;WB112/
R.F.
12tH., 21'8: Wearite Coils, 281Choke, 2 -.
SPEC IAL OFFER. -HOlme Moss Coils
and Choke. 15 -.
SOUND MASTER, HOME -BUILT TAPE
RI/('ORDER : Constructors Envelope,
6,6
Prenell Kit (Deck. Levers, etc.).
Collaro Kit
T.C.C. Kit, £413
£13 13'(3 motors). £5151- ; Lustrephone Mike,
: Lab. Resis£515.6 Bulgin Kit, 23 -10'tors and Pots.. £2'81 N.S.F. SM20 21 /-

18'6

;

186

WB101. 6 -

:

;

Lee Kit, 8 9

;

:

:

:

:

SM21. 7 - : SM22, 7/8 ; W.B. Parts 201
35 -. WB2C2 31 6, WB203 11'2, Wß204 87/6.
WB205 19'6, WB206 8 -, WB207 6/-

WB.H.F.610 Speaker. 37'6, plus 12- tax
WB Cabinet, £6.
WEARITE. -Pair Red Seal Heads. £414/- WEAR ITE. -Pair Gold Seal Heads, £7/7/ -.
WEARITE. -Osc. Coil, 7 6.
W EA,RITL.- Inductor. 25 -.
V% EARITE.- Transformer, 38' -.
Sold as Kits, Red Seal. £7. Cold Seal Kit,
£10.
:
l'ELEKING COMPONENTS. -In stock.
.9
43: X::403.2 kv.,6: -: K" 4a :.nl :c.,66, Ka
see prel'i)us advert. Other Wide Angle
4 1.0 .,73; K3'100»10 -.. 326: 1):: Inn, 18- .Mains
in Stock.
ESCi, 4 9 RN -'. 5 9 11114. 18 -. Components.
Type. HMI, 4'P :S-GO\'. VALVES (New) Boxed.-504G.
or
Ivory.
ICalnut
ENGRAVED.
KNOBS, GOLD
6S917. 9 6 ; 6116G. 8 - ; 6K7G. 6/- :
92
:
".
"
l'ontt,"
ra.
" )1',,,
h.
i,,. diam.. III each.
5Z4G, 10'- : 5Y3G,
°hriuianre." " Brilliance -ou On," '. On -OR." VR9I. 6- : 6Q7G, 10'6:
" 3' "houe.' " Vol.On -OR:' "Tone,.' " Tuning.., TYANA SOLDERING IRON. 16'9.
" Wavechange," " Rm110- M)I.ON SOLDERING IRONS, 23'8, 25'4.
" Bass."
" Treble,"
t:ruu." " 8., M.. 1,.. Cron.." "Record -Play." STANDARD COAX CABLE. 911. per
:

.

:

;

:

:

-

1

"

!

Brightness." Ditto not engraved, 31- each.
I. lams
P. 64. tI ord., y001 frer.

.4

yard (75 BO ohms).
'I. TELEVISION
FAULT-FINDING 25(80K,
COMPONENT 5 -.
on all orders below £2
en(losr
postage
Please
SPECIALISTS
Tm,
S
T -R J
Bolton
307,' WHITEHORSE ROAD. WEST CROYDON. MODERN RADIO, 103, Derby St.,
Rhone : Bolton lilt
Earn,.
E.
CROYDON
RD..
Mai) Order: 71, MEADVALE
P.
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If I

increase the contrast control until I get an objectionable soot- and -whitewash picture this fault is no longer
apparent, and on the test card it pulls the circle nearly
round except for a slight flattening on the left and a
slight lohing on the right -hand sides.
A. Bence

side of the magnet, viewing into the chassis from the
rear. The valve itself should first be tested fOr
emissions and characteristics. Should it appear to
be up to standard, however, the associated components must be checked for value and efficiency,
paying particular attention to the insulation of the
capacitor connected from the grid (top czp) of the
sync separator valve to the anode of the video output
valve. Check also the 3.3 megohm grid resistor,
for this sometimes goes high in value to provoke the

-L.

(N.W.9).

ThF effect you describe may occur if R21 or CI8
are faulty and require replacing, though a similar
effect can also occur if the alignment of the receiver is
at fault, giving insufficient response at the L.F. end ;
we suggest, therefore, that you realign your receiver.

FAULTY ELECTROLYTIC
Will you please help me to trace

a

symptom.
ARGUS AND MAGNETIC TUBE
Would you please let me know if it passible to
convert the Argus TV to take a 9in. or 12ín. C.R.T. ?
If so, let me have the necessary madifications.=
James McDonald (Glasgow).
Without severe modification it is nit possible to
convert the " Argus " to cater for a magnetic type
picture -tube (see the recent series of articles in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION entitled
" Conversion to
Magnetic Tubes."

fault which has

appeared in my Premier Magnetic TV ? An H.T. to
chassis short has developed in Cie line timebase.
It first showed on the tag strip marked H on the
timebase chassis.
I removed the H.T. connection
from the strip and connected it up clear, the short has
now shown itself from R.35 to chassis on the C.R.T.
chassis.
hailtt the set myself and with the aid of
PRACt !CAL giEtttvISION have serviced it and kept it
going fin4,08 br three years, but I am afraid of this
doing morn
Pierce (Caergwrle).
This H.T'shOrt circuit is probably due to a breakdown in an associated electrolytic capacitor, but to
ìnd the one responsible it may be necessary to
disconnect the various feed circuits in turn, and with
the aid of a continuity tester endeavour to isolate the
defective section, when further continuity tests should
soon reveal the faulty component.
1

-

FRAME LINEARITY
4 have built the Premier Electrostatic Kit and my

age. -C.

E.H.T. INCREASE
I have had the View Master in operation for a year
now and have been receiving a good picture using a
Mazda CRMI2IA tube. I would like to increase the
E.H.T. to 9,000 v. for better daylight viewing, but am
anxious to know if, by doing so, l would seriously
lower the life of the tube.
In the event of the tube's life not being much affected,
could you please advise me with regard to the best
positions for the condensers and metal rectifiers, if
this is the better way of increasing the E.H.T. ? -Wm.
White (Glasgow).
It is probable that the maximum E.H.T. for the
CRMI2IA is only 8 Kv. and therefore the E.H.T.
boost circuit should be used with a condenser of
approx. 680 pF across the scanning coils. The
additional components should be located around C45
with C45A mounted on an insulated clamp immediately
above the line transformer, C45B, adjacent to C45,
and the metal rectifiers mounted on the condensers
themselves.

FAULTY SNYC SEPARATOR
I have a little trouble.with my H.M.V.

287

picture is cramped at the bottom. -Alex McCampbell
(Glasgow, S.4).
1
You should be able to enhance the vertical linearity
of a picture by slightly enlarging the grid bias on the
frame output valve. Should this not have the desired
effect, however, a leaky charging or coupling capacitor
in the timebase -circuit may be responsible. Also
ensure that the H.T. potential applied to the, timebase
circuit is well up to specification.
-

.

FAULTY RECLAIM DIODE
I have a a problem which concerns my 12in. Ultra
television.
When I switch on, instead of the tube lighting up from
the centre and gradually filling the screen, a thin white
line running diagonally from top right to bottom left is
all that is visible,Ieither contrast nsr brightness has any
effect on this line and it just remains there, sound being
O.K. It has never failed to go wrong, when once the
tube has lit -up. It seems that most of these failures
occur when the set has been used for, say, 1 hour, then
switched off, then put on again say in half-an -hour or
Pike (Leicester).
more's time.
In this model receiver it sometimes happens that a
diffused diagonal strip of screen illumination appears
when the reclaim diode (half PZ30, located on the
extreme right -hand side of chassis- viewing from rear
of receiver) develops a defect -valve substitution
should prove whether this is the cause in your case.
An intermittent internal leakage between line and
frame scanning coils may provoke a similar effect,
although it is not very obvious how such a fault could
prevent the frame timebase from operating giving the
effect of an inclined horizontal line, which remains
unaffected by brightness control setting. The fault
in the reclaim circuit is the most likely.

-A.

1204 televisor,
which has given the good service for six years tiH a
few days ago, when I noticed that the circle on test card
C and also the clock on the tuning signal was no longer
a circle but just a gearwheel. When the programme
starts the picture tears up in about two or three strips
wbich run up and down the picture.
Can you please
i''lllt Illh:`
advise me what to do ? -R. Horne (Fulham).
This symptom is almost certainly the result of a
This Coupon is available until November 15th, and
defect in the sync separator-stage. In your receiver
must accompany all Queries.
a KTZ63 valve is employed for this function, and is
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, November, 1953.
.located adjacent to the loudspeaker, on the left -hand
Published on the 22nd Of each month ty GEORGE NEWNES. LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.Y.
and printed in England by W. SPRAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street. London. W.IO. Sale Agents for Anetralia and Nett/ Zealand :
"CORDON & GOTCH lA. stall. LTD. South -Africa
CENTRAL/ NEWS: ACrIeNCV. LTD. Subscription rate including .postage, for
one yer.r
Inland erd Abreact 1:?s. Cd. (Carat a 13s. f Rtgleteted at the General Pert ttffe ter the Ceeadicn Magazine Port.
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1f it's Coitsponents

oit

ACOS
ADCOLA

AERIALITE
ALLEN
AMPLION
ARROW
AVO

LAB
LONG & HAMBLY
MARCONI
MAZDA
MCMURDO
MORGANITE
MOTEX
MULLARD
MULTICORE
NERA
NORMAN PRICE
OSMOR

Ave

CHASE

BELLING LEE
BRANDENBURGH
BRIMAR
BSR
BULGIN
CELESTION

PARTRIDGE
PHILIPS
PIFCO

CINCH
COLVERN
COSSOR
CYLDON
DENLO
EDISWAN
EGEN
ELAC

Q MAX
ROLA
SCOTCH BOY
SEN TER CEL
SOLON
TAYLOR
T.C.C.
TRUVOX
VIEWMASTER

ELLISON
ELSTONE
GARRARD
GOLDRING

W.B.

WEARITE
WESTINGHOUSE
WEYMOUTH
WHARFEDALE
WOLF

GOODMANS
GRAMPIAN
HAYNES
HUNTS
JACKSON

Write now for

CATALOGUE NO.
70 PAGES

PRICE I!12
250 ILLUSTRATIONS

RADIO SERVICING
82 SOUTH

EALing 5737

-THE

MODERN BOOK CO.

LARGEST STOCKISTS
of English and American Technical

BRITAIN'S

Books

Wireless World Television Receiver
(Model H). 3s. 6d.. Postage 3d.
Television and Radio Repairing, by
J. Marcus. 48s. Od.. postage Is. Od.
Television Receiver Design : I-

I.F. Stages. by A. G. W. Uitjens.
21s. Od.. postage Is. Od.
Television Engineering : Vol. I. by
30s. Od..
S. W. Amos & others.
postage Is. Od.

Cathode-Ray Oscillographe. by J. H.
Reyner. 15s. Od., postage 6d.
Tape and Wire Recording -(Data
Book Series No. 8). 2s. 64.. postage 2d.
TV Fault Finding, compiled by "Radio
Constructor." 5s. Od., postage 3d
Television Picture Faults, by J.Cura
& L. Stanley. 3s. 6d., postage 3d.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook.
by A.R.R.L. 30s. Od., postage Is. Od.
Radio Servicing Instruments, by
E. N. Bradley. 4.. 6d.. postage 3d.
Amplifiers, by G. A. Briggs and H. H.
Garner. 15s. 6d.. postage 6d.
Radio Designer's Handbook, by
F. Langford -Smith. 42s. Od., postage
ls. Od.
Osram Valve Manual: Part II.
10s. Oct, postage 8d.
Brimar Radio Vah e & Teletubc
Manual : No. 5. 5s. Od., postage 6d.
Radio Valve Data. compiled by
3s. 6d., postage 3d.
Write or call for new catalogue.

Wireless World.

ROAD, LONDON, W.S.

EALING

Rlt TIFIERS.-RM2 S.T.C..

4/8. RM4, 15'..
SPECIAL OFFER OF BRAND NEW
CONDENSERS.- Dubilter 8 mid.. 500 vw..
2'6 16 mfd., 500 vw.. 316 ; 16 mfd., 8 mid.,
;

311 8 mfd., 8
x 25vw., 1 /6.

CO.

mfd.,

500 VW.,

3/9

;

25

mfd.

T.11)

19 -23, PRAED STREET,

LONDON, W.2.
Open all day Saturday

Phone : PADdington 9185

iEoar:ling

LYONS RADIO
LTD.
GOLDHAWK ROAD, Dept. M.T.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
7elrnhone: SHEpherds Bush 1729.
3,

B.I. CAN. COND.. 4 mfd., 500 vw.. 2. -.
IfU1P8 CAN ('AND., 2 mfd.. 500 vw.. 2' -.
F.GAN V/C WITH SWITCH, 1 meg.. !
meg.. 4

BEGINNERS TIMEBASE

THE
JACK SOCKETS. 2 hole fixing, 9d.
INDICAT011 UNITS TI Pl: 6. -These
SPRAGUE CONDENSERS.-.1-a50 vw., units
as featured in the September " PT.."
doz.
.001
-1,000
.011,000
vw.,
76
713 doz.
complete with all valves (4-VR91's and 3vw.. 718 doz.
VR.54's). cathode ray tube type VCR97
SPEAKER CABINET.-Take 5in. Speaker. which we carefully test before despatch to
14'6. post 9d.
ensure freedom from cut -off; wire -wound
resistors. and condensers and many
('ROKFS. 10 Hen., 150 ma.. 5'6, post 9d. pots. useful
parts. " Used " good condition.
SPECIAL OFFER. -BEC Midget, 8 mfd., other
New. unused
PRICE. 65 -, carriage 6'6.
450 vw., 1,9 : BEC Midget. 8 x 16, 450 vw., condition
in
transit crate. PRICE
450
BEC
32
x
32.
vw..
Standard.
4I11. 85'-. carriage Maker's
39 :
7'6.
AMPLION VOLUME CONTROLS.-1 TRANSFORMERS.-With dimensions as
meg., less switch, 2 -.
specified. 3500 350 v. 80 mA.. 6.3 v..4-5 A.,
SPECIAL VALVE OFFER. -5U4(1. 8/8 4 -5 v.. 2 -3 A. Primary 200'250 v. Brand new
GAME, 8/6
6SH7. 5'- ; 10.5. 8 - 617, 5:6 ; and guaranteed. PRICE. 21 -. post 19.
3S4. 8- 1T4. 7,8 3S4. 8:6 807, 816.
VALVE 13ARGAINS.- CV138 Services
PRICE. 8/ -.
SPEAKERS. -31 in. Ela,.. 118: 31n. Rola. equiv. of GAM6. EF91 and6 803,
21 -. VR9I (EF50). for 3216. or 12 for
13'6 8in. PM Plessey. 1313 61ín. Plessey, or 3 for
12 6 : 5ín. Elac., 12'6. Post on above L -. 59'6. VRI36 (EF54). PRICE. 5'6 or 3 for 1446.
(6K8), PRICE. 8 6. or 2 for 15/6.
TELEVISION.-Iron cored coils (Holme VR99A
(ELSE), PRICE 5, -. or 2 for 9' -. All
Moss), 14 Permeability Tuned Coils and 1 VR1.37
removed from new unused equipment which
R.F. Choke for Viewmaster, 178.
we retest. box and guarantee.
('O -AXIAL CABLE -80 ohms per ft., CATHODE RAY TUBES, TYPE 1(1197.
10d. Yd. i 12 yds., 2 mm. sleeving, 1:6 per Brand new and unusued In maker's ]special
12 yds.
transit crates. Television picture tested to
SPADE TERMINALS.-Black and Red, ensure freedom from cut-off. BARGAIN
2'- doz.
PRICE for limited c,uantii only, 35/ -.
carriage 36.
MAINS DROPPERS TEST GEAR.
750 ohms, 3 amp.: 1.000 ohms, .2 amp., L.1'. TRANSFORMERS. Primary 200:
One hole Fixing with Sliders. 4'9.
3. 4, 5. 6. 8, 9, 10. 12, 15. 18.
250 v. Secondary
24 or 30 v. for a total loading of 2 amps.
Our .New Catalogue is Now Ready. Send 20.
Excellent for model railways, accumu6d. in stamps to :lator charging. etc. All connections clearly
marked. Brand new and guaranteed! PRICE.
STREET, I7 6. post 1'9.
37,
REX RADIO
AMP -METERS.-Bakelite cased projecLUIS
tion type 4;in. dia. 0/15 Amps. moving iron
PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS calibrated at 50 cps. Can also be used on
D.C. PRICE, 32'6. Post 26.
;

:

'

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

-

-

:
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"TELE-VIEWER"

r"

5

CHANNEL TELEVISOR

A Design of a Complete 12ín. or 9in.
SUPERHET T.V. RECEIVER FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR
This receiver has been developed after most careful research and affords a high
standard of Television entertainment by producing a picture of really outstanding
quality.
We confidently believe that not only have we achieved a T.V. Receiver that
surpasses in efficiency any other designed for the home constructor, but that
successful construction, even by the most inexperienced is assured by the step
by step wiring detail and diagrams provided, and at about half the cost of the
nearest comparable commercial receiver.
Here are some of the features which combine to make this such a fine receiver
The Superher circuit easily tuned to any of the five channels, i.e.

e LONDON,

:

SUTTON COLDFIELD, HOLME MOSS, WENVOE and
KIRK -O- SHOTTS. (The extreme ease of tuning is accomplished by the
provision of pre -aligned I. F.T's.)
This comA lifelike, almost stereoscopic, picture quality made possible by the
plete TELEVISOR.
following factors :
can be
Valves
all
in_!uding
(a) Excellent band width of I.F. circuits. (b) A really efficient video
built for only
amplifier. (ff) C.R.T. Grid modulated from low impedance source,
T
(d) High E.H.T.
voltage (approx. 10 kV.)
plus coo ofC.A.T.)
The picture brilliance is also much above the average and enables
We can sometimes supply New Mullard 12ín. C.R.T.
comfortable viewing with normal room lighting or daylight.
at the specially reduced price of
FIRM picture " HOLD " circuits (Frame -Line) ensure a steady picture.
These, when available, ara for
free from bounce or flicker even under the roost adverse conditions met
purchasers of the Televiewer only.
with in ",fringe " areas and excellent " interlace " ensures the absence
of "gooey effect."
Complete set of ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS is now
feedback is used in the audio frequency circuits which provide vailable, price 5/ -. The instructions include really detailed
e Negative
2/3 watts of High Quality Sound.
PRACTICAL LAYOUTS, WIRING DATA AND COMALL COMPONENTS ARE
O Entire receiver built on two chassis units, each measuring 141in. x PONENT PRICE LIST.
E4in. x 3'in.
AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE. A CABINET
AVAILABLE.
ALSO
BE
to
be
safely
handled
with
mounting
enables
entire
receiver
WILL
Rigid
C.R.T.
e
tube in position.
Ali pre -set controls are mounted on side of chassis enabling all adjustmenu to be carried out whilst facing the C.R. Tube.
As no hire purchase terms are available the receiver can be bought
109 & 115,s FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
in five separate stages (practical diagrams and circuits are provided for
Tel. t CENTRAL 5812 -3 -4
each stage) thus enabling hire purchase interest rates to be avoided.

-16 -4

c 13/17/6

I

I

D.
ER
RADIO LTD.
STERNST

Television, Radio,
Record CAIIIAL ES
MADE TO ORDER
ANY SIZE OR FINISH

CALL OR SEND DRAWINGS

QUOTATIONS

FOR

R. KOSKIE

Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.C.1

72 -76,

Phone : CIIAncery 6791 -2

WATERLOO RADIO
35, Tenison Way,

Roundabout) London, S.E.I.
METAL I1E('TIFIERS. -Half Wave, RIM,
125

v. 60 mA., 3.8. RM2, 125 v. 100 mA, 4,3.
mA., 5 3. RM4, 250 v. 275 mA.,

R313, 1253%120

15:6.
2

Fullwave LT.

amps 7:'6.

3

TRANSFORMER
6.3 v. 3 amp, 8.11.
30

4

0.6 amps. 4 -.
amps 1016, 6 amps

230
100 -250

v. 1.5 amp 6/11.
0-12-15=20-24v.

6 -12v.

amps 8.9.

14 6.

i.

volt 2 amp, 176.

VALVES. -65W6,

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS,

(Waterloo Bridge

65W7,

-,

125E6.

65J6,

6X4. U78. 6AM6.8D3. EB91, 6AL5,
Pen 220+KT2, N18, 1U5, 1T4. W77, 65A6,
65E6, 6CH6, 6K7G, 7/6 each. 3 for 20/ -, your
selection. 35Z4, 2524, 25Z5, 25Z6, 6Q7gt,

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE,
IN ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,
CHANNEL, TEE
WIRE,
ANGLE,
3000

STANDARD STOCK SIZES

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD.
6,

CHE5HAM PLACE, LONDON,S.W.I.
SLOane 3463

6A116.

6K8gt, 12K8gt. 10,6.

3.OUDSPEAKERS.- 21in., lIln.. 5in., 61in.
I2in.
Elan. 4in. Goodmans, 14.8 each.
Truvox 57,6. Viewmaster and Teleking
parts by return post.

Works

:

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.I.
Branches at Liverpool, Manchester,

"No

Birmingham.
Quantity too Small

"

THREE"
"TYANA TRIPLE DETACHABLE
SOLDERING IRON WITH

BENCH STAND

19/6

The smallest high power soldering iron. Length only 8) ".
Mains voltages, 100/110,
Adjustable long bit dia. ¡q"
200/220, 230/250.
STANDARD TYANA SOLDERING IRON. Price, retails
at 16/9. Replacements, Elements and Bits always available.
Voltage as above.

MAKE SOLDERING A PLEASURE:
BY

USING

THE

ss

TYANA" LIMITED,

British made by

:- KENROY

SOLDERING

152/297, Upper Street, Islington, London,
Telephone : Canonbury 4905 -4663

N.I.

IRON

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS
SCANNING COILS
UNITS
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
LINE FLY -BACK E.H.T. UNITS
Write for illustrated list (Publication 75)
6/IO kV. R.F., E.H.T.

HAYNES RADIO Lid.,

QUe

wdda

-,./FrirrfOI,ReMP..A110PK-.

iv

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

No-vem.ber,

Now Mr. F. J. Camm
is even more

justified in
specifying.

The

ENGLISH

ELECTRIC '

-the

finest for
is the
can
you
which
only tube with
halve replacement costs. When
your T9ot "goes ", as all C.R.
Tubes must " go " some day, you can
still exchange it for a reconditioned
tube, equal to new, and carrying a
" new tube " guarantee for only
£12. This service, excl,J,i
C.R. Tube

" professional " results

-

ENGLISH

ELECTRIC

.11,

l-te

sufficient to warrant your ircful consideration before tit.ting other makes of tubes.,,

'English Electric
C.R. Tubes for
the "Super-Visor"

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC

THE BRITISH MADE LONG LIFE

16

T901 METAL C.R. TUBE

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC ,COMPANY,' LYLL; TELEVISION DEPARTMENT, QUEENS HOSE KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2,

